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Foreword

We are very pleased to welcome the publication of this book, which investigates an important (but neglected) field for study: how and how far feminism can take account of children and of childhood, and simultaneously what childhood studies and activism aimed at improving children’s status can learn from feminism. The 18 papers result from a collaborative process of learning and refining. Starting with a two-day symposium at which some of the chapters in this volume were presented and discussed, the editors and contributors have reviewed the papers and so ensured thorough, valuable and nuanced discussions of the intersections between gender and generation. This book makes an important contribution to improving understandings of interrelations between women’s studies and childhood studies, and their related social movements.

The re-emergence of feminism from the 1960s onwards was matched by a new interest in childhood viewed as a social phenomenon. Both movements have been concerned with social and political status and have fought for the recognition of rights. Furthermore, whilst women have sought to problematise social assumptions about their relations with children, childhood studies have sought to extract children, theoretically, from ‘the family’ and to site them as a social group with their own interests, and to attend to their specific interrelations with macro forces.¹

Our contribution here is to provide a viewpoint drawing on the history of the women’s movement and its work with and for children. This fascinating (but largely forgotten) social history predates, contributes to and in some ways challenges modern discussions of feminism and childhood.

A key theorist for this viewpoint was Charlotte Perkins Gilman. In her novel Herland, first published in 1915, three young men find themselves in a society where there are no men. This is a society run by wise, active, competent women, who plan an ordered community, self-sufficient in all necessary resources, and who do all the work needed to maintain it. Children are central to the design and workings of society.
After the first months of breastfeeding, they grow up with the best of professional care, in joyous, active groups, learning by doing, according to the latest educational ideas. Nuclear families have been abandoned, since they stunt and distort children’s concept of themselves and waste female resources. During the course of the three men’s stay in this utopian land, they are forced to learn important lessons about gender and generation (although only after considerable displays of misogyny).²

Some of these lessons were spelt out in Gilman’s non-fictional Concerning Children, published 15 years before Herland, which argued forcefully for more thought to be given to the status of childhood. ‘We should bear in mind in studying children’, says Gilman, ‘that we have before us a permanent class, larger than the adult population …As members of society, we find they have received almost no attention. They are …not recognised as belonging to society.’³ Yet children were newly visible to adults, as they took their place in the public world of education.

Gilman was one of many women thinkers and reformers in Europe and the USA who, in the last decades of the nineteenth and early decades of the twentieth century, drew public attention to children as a social minority group. Most of these reformers were more concerned with changing laws and social policy to enhance children’s status and rights than they were with theoretical debates about relations between feminism and childhood. They spearheaded many social policy reforms spanning the fields of health, welfare and education, and were members of a transnational network that campaigned for civil rights, especially for women, children and exploited industrial workers. Many of these women reformers were driven by radical visions, such as that outlined in Herland, of a society organised for adults and children alike around the core values of justice, equality and non-aggression. It is no coincidence that in Britain the advent of women’s suffrage (granted on limited terms in 1918) and the establishment of the Save the Children Fund (1919) and of children’s rights (1924) by one of these women reformers, Eglantyne Jebb, happened at about the same time. In the USA, recognition of children as a social group led to many reforms of the Progressive Era. A key organisation was the federal Children’s Bureau, founded in 1912, and directed by the sociologist Julia Lathrop, one of the women reformers associated with the renowned Chicago settlement house, Hull-House. The Children’s Bureau promoted the interests of children and designed welfare and health services for them.⁴

Both of us (independently) have been working recently on this social history,⁵ drawing on the lives and work of some remarkable women pioneers. The papers in this book update our modern
understandings of the ways in which advancing the interests of women and children may or may not be linked at practical and theoretical levels. They provide a range of explorations of the complex interrelations of women’s and children’s lives. Critical to this is the conceptualisation of gender and generational relations that arrived with the women’s movement of the 1970s and 1980s. Since then, reconceptualisation of children as a social group who contribute to the socio-economic welfare of families and communities has highlighted how childhood may be understood as a relational status wherein the child, though a bearer of human rights, is also subordinate to the older generation. Many of the chapters in this volume point to new directions for exploring how intergenerational relations across the life-course persist, but are also challenged and modified, not least in the light of social, political and economic macro and micro forces.

At the same time we should stress, as the editors do, the overriding importance of achieving social justice for women and children everywhere, since they continue to share the fate of being more likely than men to live in a condition of poverty and economic dependence, to lack basic rights, and to experience the violence of men and nation-states. Scholarship such as this book offers on the complex intersections of feminism and childhood will help to address these urgent and unsolved issues of public policy.

Berry Mayall and Ann Oakley

NOTES

1 In this respect, it is interesting to note the rise of academic work focusing on children who live outside families and who are workers rather than objects of schooling. These points are developed in various chapters in this book.
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Introduction
The woman–child question
A dialogue in the borderlands

Rachel Rosen and Katherine Twamley

Do children and women inevitably have shared concerns and experiences of oppression that are best addressed together? Or are there fundamental conflicts between children’s interests and women’s interests?

As Erica Burman points out, formulations of relations between women and children typically fall into one of two un-nuanced polarities: ‘women and children’, to use Cynthia Enloe’s evocative term, or ‘women versus children’, the ‘foes’ to whom the title of this book refers. At the women and children pole, we have ubiquitous portrayals of woman and child, which appear across geographical and historical periods: a child cradled in a woman’s arms, an infant swaddled to her chest or back, or a woman and child walking hand in hand. Such representations reflect the durable binding of the lives and fates of women and of children in public imaginaries. This is also made apparent by considering another dyad – men and children – a couplet which is no less possible, but which tends to evoke very different imaginaries. While the lives of women and children are deeply entangled – because children are, to varying degrees, positioned as primarily dependent and women take the greatest responsibility for their care – the bundling of women and children has been comprehensively critiqued. Feminist and childhood academics and activists point out that the imposition of seemingly coherent and given categories of ‘woman’ and ‘child’ are grounded in, and ground, asymmetrical power relations. They have also questioned, for example, constructions of the family as a singular unit and ‘private’ institution, highlighting the ways this obscures gendered and generational inequities both within and beyond families.
However, in challenging the women and children elision, feminists and those concerned with challenging the oppression of children have often ended up in antagonistic oppositions. For instance, the growing importance attributed to the first 1,000 days of a child’s life has increased the global focus on early education, which is viewed as fundamental to children’s present and future well-being. However, feminists have pointed out that this provision often relies on voluntary or low-paid women’s labour. Efforts to achieve publicly funded childcare are likewise critiqued, but by those primarily concerned with children’s struggles. They argue that these efforts largely reduce children to objects of care, with the provision of care assumed both empirically and normatively to be the purview of adults, and ignore the way in which children’s concerns within and about childcare may conflict with women’s.

Despite the far-reaching social, political, and intellectual consequences of the ways in which we conceptualise connections between women and children, they have received only scant attention in academic, activist and policy fields. This is not simply a benign omission: it is a reflection of the difficult and, at times, fiercely territorial relationship between feminists and those concerned with children’s struggles. In some cases, such conflicts have manifested in the outright rejection of efforts to bring together concerns with women’s lives and children’s lives. Stepping into this difficult terrain, Feminism and the Politics of Childhood: Friends or Foes? aims to stimulate, and serve as a space of, dialogue and debate about perceived commonalities and conflicts between women and children and, more broadly, intersections and antagonisms between various forms of feminism and the politics of childhood. Bringing together 18 chapters from academics and activists, this edited collection offers unique responses to the following questions: How might a conversation between feminism(s) and the politics of childhood speak to the everyday and conceptual affinities and tensions between women and children? What are the consequences of theorising women and children together? How do we strive for social and economic justice for children and women, particularly in contexts where their interests may (appear to) be in conflict?

Staging a dialogue

Our aim in bringing this book together has been to stage a dialogue that might provide alternative approaches to the recurring dead ends of elision or antagonism, offering new responses and possibilities for action along the way. In doing so, we sought to foster three ‘boundary crossings’ which
we felt were most relevant and likely to produce new insights: between the fields of childhood and women’s studies; across academic scholarship and the ‘publics’, notably social/political movements; and across varying global contexts. The analogy of ‘generous encounters’ from Sara Ahmed, which Virginia Caputo evokes in Chapter 14, encapsulates our vision. In generous encounter, Ahmed attempts to move beyond dialogue premised on finding similarities or equivalences in experience and position. She accepts that there may be fundamentally incommensurate perspectives, such as between some forms of feminism and the politics of childhood. But she does not dismiss the possibility of learning through their encounter, and even because of their contradictions. In this way, one perspective does not need to triumph over the other: instead such encounters can be understood as dialogues across varying perspectives. Below, we go through the three boundary crossings that, with ‘generous encounters’ in mind, we conceive of as dialogues in the borderlands.

**Childhood studies and women’s studies**

The first of these borderlands lies between childhood studies and women’s studies, which through their synchronicities and at times fractious relations we felt could together provide a fruitful space of encounter. There are many parallels between the social position of children and women, who have been similarly constituted and subjected to treatment as vulnerable victims, or valorised as angelic innocents of home and hearth, and the subject through which hopes for national development flow. Erica Burman, however, cautions against reducing these to equivalences in the positioning of women and children. She points out that while there are linkages, generation cannot simply be superimposed on gender, not least because this could conceal very real antagonisms and power relations between women and children. To do so would also negate advances in feminist scholarship which point to the intersectional character of identities and social relations where gender and generation, as well as class and ‘race’, operate simultaneously.

Nonetheless, we contend that there are synergies between these two fields of studies indicating that a productive dialogue is possible. For instance, understandings of the position of children as a social group and efforts to address their subordination, which are central to childhood studies, owe a great deal to feminist political and intellectual efforts. Feminism has opened the ‘private’ sphere, reproductive labour and intimate relations to extended consideration and critique. More recently, feminist perspectives have been mobilised in the study
of children and childhood, to highlight the limits of liberal individualism with its adherence to competence, independence and rationality, as well as the importance of intersectional perspectives for understanding the trope of the child and gendered subjectivities of girlhood and boyhood. Insights into the processes whereby gender is ‘made’ and ‘done’ have inspired similar theorisations in childhood studies around the notion of generation.

Arguably, less consideration has been given to the ways that feminists can learn from childhood studies. Despite astute critiques of essentialist treatments of sex and gender, which have made significant inroads in shifting academic scholarship and common-sense ideas, much feminist scholarship operates with a surprisingly unexamined view of children and childhood. ‘The child’ is often taken-for-granted, understood through externally ascribed attributes such as universalist notions of ages and stages as biological unfolding. Yet, childhood studies’ relentless questioning of ‘the child’ demonstrates the very situated ways in which certain humans are made into children and others into adults. As a result, childhood theorists have commented that feminism is an ‘adultist’ enterprise, rendering children largely absent from the social world and sociological consideration except as objects of socialisation.

Combined with a growing body of empirical studies on children’s lives in contexts where middle-class Euro-American, or ‘Minority World’, idealisations of childhood have not gained hegemonic status, childhood studies scholarship prompts reconsideration of work, care and political activism in the lives of children and adults, and the ways these intersect.

Despite our description of these two academic fields as two separate entities, they are not as bifurcated as the above description suggests. Many would consider themselves to be committed to both feminism and childhoodism (to borrow from John Wall), including those who have contributed to this book. What is notable, however, is that despite germinal texts which identified commonalities and conflicts between those positioned as women and children, little attention has been given in either women’s studies or childhood studies to the ways that these relations are understood, (re)produced and conceptualised. This is an absence, and a challenge, taken up in this volume.

Academia and ‘publics’

In the borderland encounter between academia and ‘publics’ we have been inspired by Michael Burawoy’s proposal for a ‘public sociology’. Posing the questions of ‘knowledge for whom’ and ‘knowledge for what’,
Burawoy argues for the importance of scholarship that extends beyond the academy to ‘strike up a dialogic relation between sociologist and public in which the agenda of each is brought to the table, in which each adjusts to the other’. There is a ‘double conversation’ involved here, as ‘the public’ is not a monolithic entity but is internally divided, involved in intense debates across multiple groupings which shape understandings of social issues and responses, at the same time as being brought into conversation with academics. Nor do most academics stay confined within the ‘hallowed halls’ of the ivory tower. We can learn from feminism about the inadequacy of such sharp dichotomies, and resist the decoupling of academic lives and ‘private’ lives where scholars live, love and engage in social and political struggles as members of ‘the publics’.

Over the course of this project we have aimed to bring together various ways of knowing, including experiential, empirical and philosophical knowledge, as well as knowledge forged through political struggle. We have solicited contributions from those who identify with, and write from, varying academic and advocacy positions. Further, several contributors are explicit about their own engagement in remaking the borders between academics and publics. For instance, Debolina Dutta and Oishik Sircar, in analysing their participatory research and film production with Amra Padatik – a collective of children of sex workers in Kolkata – reflect on constraints surrounding such encounters in fields of extreme inequality. They stress the importance of ‘unlearning to make way for learning anew’ (Chapter 5). For them, working the borderlands between academia and publics included challenging the concentration of research outputs in expensive, English-language academic journals, with little benefit for research participants.

Some of the contributions to this book were first brought together via an international symposium involving thirty academics and activists held in November 2015. The format of the symposium, where pre-circulated papers were discussed in one large circle of participants, was chosen to encourage dialogue and learning between and across authors and participants. This ethic has continued in the process of creating the book, wherein all contributors were invited to read, comment and draw on other chapters as they developed their own. Our aim was to involve both academics and activists in a collaborative learning process, going beyond the standard process of formal review.

Such co-construction as a way to challenge hierarchies of knowledge production is central to Burawoy’s public sociology. He also wishes to reclaim approaches which do not just describe or ‘conserve’ the status quo, but which take as their primary purpose the generation of
world-changing knowledge. His passionate calls have importance in the context of the questions animating this book, given their social and political consequences for the lives of marginalised social groups. The volume is organised so that the varied contributions are given analogous status, in a manner that lends credence to diverse forms of knowledge production. This leads to a complexity across the volume as authors mobilise different forms of evidence and rhetoric, some more compelling in their ethical or emotive polemic and others in their systematic and logical construction. We specifically invited contributors to experiment with the format of their contributions, to engage with the affective and multi-sensorial registers of embodied social being and to recognise ‘the value of other ways of telling’ beyond the traditional academic text. We also asked authors to take into consideration a varied readership, aiming to maximise the accessibility of the book both through publishing with an open access press and by avoiding jargon-laden language. Contributors took up the challenge in fascinating ways, including through photo essays and conversations staged across academic disciplines and academic-publics. No doubt reflecting the conventions and pressures under which academics work, it was our activist contributors who were the more innovative, while some contributors writing from academic perspectives (including ourselves!) struggled to write in more accessible ways. Nonetheless, it is our hope that by bringing concepts and research data alive through multiple modes, the book will make visible the vitality of the questions we are asking, thereby provoking ongoing public scrutiny and critical reflection on woman–child relations.

It is worth noting that despite these goals, stratified relations of knowledge production are evident in the generational status of contributors. Although ‘children’ are interlocutors in many of the chapters, we did not succeed in directly facilitating children’s responses to the volume’s questions. Even those children’s movements which have contributed are represented here by adults. As much as we have tried to work from a perspective of generational solidarity in curating this volume, we nevertheless recognise this as a significant absence.

Global contexts

A final way in which this collection operates in the borderlands relates to discussion across diverse global contexts. As Gurminder Bhambra points out, much social theory is impoverished because it is premised on Eurocentric assumptions. We have been mindful of her call for ‘connected sociologies’, a reconstitution of the very ground on which
conceptualisations of the social world are built. Such an approach allows for social theory to be opened up to new ways of thinking and understanding, through epistemic contributions that are cognisant of histories of dispossession, enslavement, appropriation and lives in neo/post-colonies. For instance, in Chapter 13, Tanya Pace-Crosschild highlights the impact of Canadian settler colonialism on Indigenous communities. She points to the need to decolonise approaches to childrearing, which include the violent and punitive imposition of patriarchal woman–child relations.

Contributions to this volume cover research, advocacy and movement-building in five world continents, although we would have liked to include more from contributors based in the ‘Majority World’. This is a prescient reminder that even politically committed projects operate on a playing field constrained by neo-colonial relations of knowledge production. As Burman’s probing questions – ‘which children?’ and ‘which women?’ – suggest, neither women nor children are homogenous groups, and we must struggle against a flattening of in-group differences as we strive for more rigorous conceptualisations and potent political projects.

In this regard, we are inspired by Cindi Katz’s notion of ‘counter-topography’, which provides an approach to understanding the transnational connections which ground people’s localised and everyday experiences. Katz argues that:

Not all places affected by capital’s global ambition are affected the same way, and not all issues matter equally everywhere. By constructing precise topographies at a range of scales from the local to the regional and beyond, we can analyze a particular issue – say de-skilling – in and across place, mapping sites connected along this contour line.

This is a ‘noninnocent’ topography which attends to the centrality of mapping and border-making. Such ‘countertopographical’ knowledge helps to illuminate the processes whereby certain practices, social positions or social relations come to be made, as well as the gaps in available conceptualisations. Such insights are made apparent in Valeria Llobet and Nara Milanich’s treatment of Conditional Cash Transfers (CCTs) in Argentina (Chapter 12). By carefully attending to the situated ways in which CCTs are enacted and lived, they point out that there are more affinities between women and children than between variously positioned women in the Argentine barrio. This is in contradistinction to dominant feminist readings that
argue CCTs are fundamentally productive of antagonisms between women’s rights and children’s rights.

For this reason, as well as their potential for highlighting the fissures in seemingly intractable unequal social relations and the fragility of capital accumulation, countertopographies are not only epistemologically but also politically generative. As a number of the chapters in this collection make clear, without understandings of the political economy of (neo)colonialism, efforts at solidarity with women, children or women and children will likely involve the imposition of normative ideas or an imperialist politics of pity. For example, in her detailed examination of life in the Sahrawi refugee camp in Algeria, Elena Fiddian-Qasmiyeh shows how benefactors’ idealisations of the empowered feminist refugee camp recipient, render solidarity highly conditional and produce serious contradictions on the ground between women and girls.

The process of collectively curating this book has also generated a countertopography of sorts. In reading across the contributions, we can see how the issue of ‘woman–child’ relations shift across space, place, political orientation and varying class, ‘race’ and gendered positions. To offer one such example, Sri Marpinjun, Nindyah Rengganis, Yudha Andri Riyanto and Fransisca Yuni Dhamayanti draw on their activism in Indonesia to make the case that, in a context of deeply embedded patriarchal norms, providing anti-sexist early childhood education has been a crucial feminist practice amongst their largely university-educated members. In contrast, in the Colombian context that Susana Borda Carulla describes, impoverished women’s provision of childcare and early education, albeit not explicitly anti-sexist, is naturalised by the state through maternalist discourses and effectively produces the conditions whereby women’s rights are violated. That is, it is not the practice itself (i.e. early childhood care and education) that is either the problem or the panacea, but the conditions of its emergence and operation, as well as how it relates to pre-existing inequities.

In sum, then, by engaging in generous encounters in these borderlands, this collection provides a rich account of multiple and dynamic relations between women and children. This dialogue calls up taken-for-granted assumptions, foci and absences for scrutiny and provides explanations for these by bringing varying conceptual formulations and empirical realities into conversation. Together, the texts highlight alternatives to the women and children and women versus children quagmire, and offer insights into the conditions necessary for realising social and economic justice for children and women. The 18 chapters from
academics and activists have been collated under three headings that signpost the main topics the authors deal with in responding to our questions. In the first section, ‘Tense Encounters: Gender and Generation’, authors address the often simultaneously fraught and reciprocal relations between and across women and children. These authors tackle most explicitly the question posed in our subtitle ‘Friends or foes?’, discussing how, when and why animosities or complicities are created and enacted. In the second section, ‘Life’s Work’, authors consider the kinds of labouring that take place between and by women and children, unpacking how conceptions of these labour relations can extend and/or rupture the binding of women and children’s interests. In the final section, ‘Political projects and movement building’, authors focus on assessing the challenges and suggesting alternative paths to advance equality for women and children. Together, the generous encounters between these contributors bring deep insights into the questions which began this book, and it is to these cross-cutting themes that we now turn.

Beyond ‘friends or foes?’

The provocative subtitle of our volume, which asks whether feminism and the politics of childhood are ‘friends or foes’, generated discomfort for contributors, given its binary formulation. In their contributions, most authors push back against the idea that either ‘friends’ or ‘foes’ accurately describes the complex relationship between the two, while recognising the way it ‘topicalises’ the tensions. Posing the question in this way did, however, stimulate debate and various proposals for other ways to think with feminism(s) and the politics of childhood when considering the everyday and conceptual affinities and tensions between women and children. Here we highlight three key themes that emerge across the volume: the necessity of a relational lens; shifting vantage points for rethinking woman–child relations; and the need for new concept-metaphors to support such efforts.

A relational lens

A common theme across contributions was the rejection of (neo)liberal individualism and the autonomous, independent subject as ways for thinking about either women or children. Many of the authors issue calls
for ‘relationality’ as an alternative. Broadly speaking, relationality can be understood as calling attention to the profoundly interactive and transactional character of human life. Relationality is not mobilised in the chapters as an evaluative term – as in good relationships or bad, or relations as a solution to antagonisms. Instead, it is present in the chapters as a way to grapple with the book’s problematic by dismantling artificially imposed boundaries between women and children, and to engage in the complexity of social relationships and relations which can be simultaneously ones of love, reciprocity, oppression, struggle and exploitation.

As Sasha Roseneil and Kaisa Ketokivi point out, an emphasis on relationality has ‘found widespread favour’ as part of the ‘relational turn’ within the social sciences. However, it is under-theorised and is mobilised in varying ways which can lead to confusion. As such, it is worth dwelling on some of the distinctive ways relationality has been taken up by the contributors. In some chapters, there is a relatively ‘weak usage’ of the concept, where it references the relationships people have with each other. For instance, Selma James speaks about the caring relationships between women and children, stressing the potential of these relationships for mutuality and shared concern, and arguing that caring relationships can serve as the basis for anti-capitalist ways of being which subvert market-based logics of profit. Invoking relationality in this sense draws attention to the everyday processes and associations whereby people make lives together through their interactions with each other. This offers an important corrective to the autonomous liberal self, acting and responsible alone for his or her own life trajectory.

A ‘stronger’ formulation of relationality is taken up by several other contributors to make sense of the processes whereby the self is produced and interpellated, and the way that inequitable social relations are reproduced, challenged, resisted and transformed. These contributions point to the ways in which the positions of ‘woman’ and ‘child’ are often dialectically constituted, where one cannot exist without the other. Ascribed characteristics often shape their linkage and differentiation. For instance, vulnerability and victimhood are often treated as foundational and all-encompassing characteristics for both women and children in relation to men. Nevertheless, as a number of chapters point out, ‘the child’ is increasingly viewed as the ultimate vulnerable and dependent subject, deserving of every care and attention, often to the detriment of women to whom responsibility often falls. The status of victim is problematic; this reduces the complexity of any human being as well as individualises social problems, including the political production of vulnerability, by rooting them in essentialist notions of the self. While the contributions
to this volume maintain such a critique, we can also witness a return to these concepts in an effort to recognise the existential needs and vulnerability of being human and the political precarity produced in contexts of injustice. There is an effort to attend to the relationally produced and unequal distribution of need and vulnerability as part of political projects for social justice.

The emphasis in these stronger approaches to relationality is on the socio-political (Burman), patriarchal (Zehavi), neo-colonial (Fiddian-Quasmiyeh) and capitalist (Rosen and Newberry) practices and interactions which ground the social positions of ‘woman’ and ‘child’, as well as the relations between them. Emboldened by the overarching counter-topographical dialogue of the book, this move away from substantialism draws attention to the historically and geographically shifting processes which make women, children and woman–child relations. As many of the contributors point out, this requires attention to diversities amongst women, and amongst children; to men, the state and the political economy. These texts call on us to attend to the dynamism at the heart of woman–child relations, rather than starting out with what we think we already know.

The risk here is that such an emphasis can turn into a form of unrelenting presentism, missing the historicity of such relations, not to mention the reasons for their ‘grinding stability and exploitative continuity’, a challenge which the chapters herein address with various degrees of success. Erica Burman, for example, draws on psychoanalytic theory to address such questions, giving affect significant explanatory power (Chapter 1). Rachel Rosen and Jan Newberry stress the globally and sectorally differentiated ways that capital attempts to reduce its labour costs, and how this rewrites relations of care, concern and provisioning, grafting on to existing inequalities and thereby often increasing stratifications (Chapter 8).

Without outright rejecting this stronger usage of relationality, Ohad Zehavi provokes interesting questions in Chapter 17. He points out that once we accept the impossibility of an independent self, the notion of separate or separable beings (e.g. woman and child) is also open to contestation. Linking to Rachel Thompson and Lisa Baraitser’s discussion of ‘fleshy continuities’ (Chapter 4) of mother and foetus/infant, he argues that conceptualisations which move away from a model of the atomised liberal self could help to invoke other, more subtle manifestations of the ‘undifferentiated, shared entit[ies]’ in which we participate (Chapter 4). This takes us down a different path than relationality, to the extent that it asks us to consider the conditions under which separate subjects, which are required in relational understandings, become possible or desirable.
Similarly, the notion of entanglements which we invoke at various points in this chapter is part of our effort of refusing any simple binaries, separations or antagonisms as founding woman–child relations.

Shifting vantage points

The preceding discussion of relationality already hints at some of the distinctive approaches taken when pushing against the friends-or-foes binary. Here we outline five vantage points which contributors take to rethink woman–child relations: looking in; looking out; looking back; widening the frame; and breaking away. No single chapter takes only one vantage point, even if we highlight particular exemplars here. These vantage points bring varying questions, conceptualisations and possible responses to the fore.

One approach involves looking in to the woman–child relation, considering the ways in which these dyads are made, sustained and broken. For instance, Gina Crivello and Patricia Espinoza Revollo argue for a revisiting of concepts of care relations between women and children, taking into account ‘temporal vulnerabilities’, and therefore varying care relations between them over the life course. In arguing that vulnerability is central to human experience, including agency, they suggest that there is a necessity to caring relations between women and children. But by problematising the boundaries between childhood and adulthood, and questioning the feminisation of care, they make the case that all human relations involve both giving and receiving care. Over all, looking in offers deep insights into conflicts, tensions and reciprocities as they are lived and enacted by women and children.

A second vantage point involves looking out. Here the focus is on the politically, economically and spatially specific ways in which relations between different women and different children, and their antagonisms, emerge and are sustained. Looking out is premised on the notion that while antagonisms and elisions may be experienced in everyday life as being between women and children, to explain their persistence and dynamism we must look elsewhere. Erica Burman, for instance, uses intersectional, disability and psychoanalytic theories to interrogate the ‘sociopolitical, structurally elaborated positions that constitute and constrain relations between women and children’ (Chapter 1). In their chapter, Rosen and Newberry also engage in a practice of looking out, but their focus is on understanding why particular socio-political norms and positions persist. They point out that in the context of late capitalism and austerity, the ways in which communities provide for their needs is
increasingly refamilised, at the same time as compulsory schooling and early years education are increasingly mandated on a global scale. This often positions women and children at odds in relation to social reproductive labour, which they may have previously carried out together.

Closely related is looking back, a focus on the history of the present. Caputo, for instance, in her chapter on ‘Too Young to Wed’, a photo exhibit on early and forced child marriage, considers the historical precedence for the depiction of girls as vulnerable victims, noting the marked similarities to images of women in the past (and present). By tracing the historical roots, deeply embedded in colonial relations, that situate the exhibit as it moves around the globe, she is able to ‘contemplate the resemblances between the lives of children and women without hierarchy’ (Chapter 14) to develop what she calls a feminist childhood studies lens. In sum, looking out and looking back provide ways to avoid individualising antagonisms, encouraging rich contextualisation of the woman–child question within a wider sphere of social relations, as well as historical, political-economic and structural explanations.

A fourth approach offers a different vantage point by widening the frame. This offers the promise of prising open the singular woman-and-child entity, bringing in other social actors including men and other women and children. For example, Sevasti-Melissa Nolas, Erin Sanders-McDonagh and Lucy Neville highlight the ways in which essentialist ideas about domestic violence position men as violent perpetrators, women as vulnerable victims and children as witnesses and occasional victims. They point out that this can place women and children in competition for support and that it obscures the complexities of maternal care, particularly in contexts of violence. By bringing into the frame men, the practices of women’s refuges and the state, they work to complicate and enhance approaches to domestic violence. In her chapter on the Sahrawi refugee camps, Fiddian-Qasmiyeh brings members of solidarity movements into the frame, demonstrating that conflicts between women and girls in the camp resulted from the limits of liberal forms of solidarity, which paid little attention to local norms or understandings of emancipation, care and responsibility to the other.

Contributors working from the four preceding vantage points seem to accept Caputo’s assertion of the impossibility of moving ‘beyond’ the woman–child binary. The tensions exist, at least at the present conjuncture, and they explore the possibilities of moving ‘across, through and around’ (Chapter 14) this complex terrain. A final vantage point makes a different case. This anti-categorical position, which we have called breaking away, suggests instead the possibility of becoming otherwise in ways
which dismantle not only the binary but subject positions and power relations altogether. This position is exemplified in Ohad Zehavi’s chapter. He argues that the production of distinctions based on gender and generation serves as the basis of ‘oppressive social regimes’ (Chapter 17). As a result, he argues there is a need to jettison both femininity and childhood as well as their dualisms: masculinity and adulthood. He seeks to accomplish this move via Deleuze and Guattari’s minoritarian politics of becoming, to do away with historically sedimented categories and their differential privileges. ‘Becoming-girl’ features centrally for Zehavi, given that ‘the girl’ sits as the founding location of both patriarchal and adultist repression. Becoming in this sense is the job of those positioned as privileged (e.g. men, adults), for whom there is a ‘relinquish[ing]’ of ‘fabricated authority’ and a rejecting of a priori positions (Chapter 17). Contributors who offer a vantage point of breaking away provide us with a reminder that relations of inequality are always also micro-political in nature and offer a sense of hope that things can be otherwise.

New concept-metaphors

The third cross-cutting theme we wish to highlight is that of ‘concept-metaphors’, which contributors developed in their response to the book’s questions. A ‘concept-metaphor’ is a phrase which encapsulates a conceptualisation and its relation to the world in an imaginative and productively ambiguous way. Concept-metaphors occupy a space somewhere between universal abstractions and unique, situated experiences. By evoking imagery which can stimulate new bases for dialogue, concept-metaphors ‘open up spaces for future thinking’ and ‘practical action’.

Many of the authors, in attempting to walk a careful line – on the one side recognising the affective, material, practical and ideological connections between women and children in their lived experiences; on the other challenging the problematic elisions and antagonisms that emerge as a result – highlight the need for new concept-metaphors to support such efforts. The metaphors of ‘conceptual autonomy’ and ‘strategic essentialism’, as well as liberal versions of solidarity and competing or complementary rights, which have animated much preceding feminist and childhood thought, are treated with some suspicion by contributors to this volume. They are found wanting in the effort to understand diverse processes, interconnections and spatial-temporal contexts. In their place, new concept-metaphors to deal with relationality and the shifting vantage points discussed above are offered. These include...
The chapter by Thomson and Baraitser, for example, focuses on the interconnections between mothers and their children. They seek to read exemplars by bracketing mothers and children in a way that does not collapse them into one. As an answer to the impasse created by notions of ‘conceptual autonomy’, they proffer the concept of ‘weaning’, to ‘re-conceptualize the push and pull between mothers’ and children’s needs, and between motherhood and childhood studies’ (Chapter 4). Weaning, as they describe it, brings forth an image of temporal and gradual separation, without ever cutting off the relational link. The temporal aspect of relationality can also be witnessed in Rosen and Newberry’s chapter, in which they propose the concept-metaphor of ‘temporal lag’. This points to temporal differentiations in the appropriation of surplus value to illuminate how women and children, and the relations between them, are constituted through their uneven and situated profitability for capital, in ways that ground their subordinated status. The development of new concept-metaphors in this book is an indication of the challenging and original work which these borderland dialogues have provoked.

**Achieving justice for women and children**

As the chapters in this volume make clear, the connections and complications between women and children are not simply about difference or affinity but are deeply tied to political questions of power and injustice. Contributors point to the varying ways in which women and children are oppressed and exploited given their intersectional positions and ‘minority’ social status. These relations of subordination pervade any effort to consider woman–child relations, particularly as they often shape the nature of the connection. For instance, children are used rhetorically to control the sexuality and reproductive capacities of impoverished women, as Kristen E. Cheney makes clear in her chapter on surrogacy, or to ensure the voluntary labour of women in various forms of childcare. Women use ascriptions of vulnerability and dependence to control the mobility and participation of children, or they (inadvertently) objectify children in their efforts to achieve status and recognition for their maternal competence or to engage in community-based organising.

As a result, understanding woman–child relations is central to any project concerned with challenging the injustices faced by either group. How we might do this, and whether this necessarily involves taking up
Shulamith Firestone’s powerful invocation that ‘we must include the oppression of children in any program for feminist revolution’, are open questions which lie at the heart of this collection. Here we wish to highlight three themes in contributors’ responses to these unabashedly political questions.

First, despite efforts in most chapters to think with both feminism and childism, and an acknowledgement of the productivity of doing so, these are generally depicted as being very separate political projects, with contradictory attributions of the relative ‘success’ of each. For instance, Zehavi argues that – unlike for feminism – the time for childism is still to come. Here he is comparing feminism as a revolutionary political project with a “childism” [that] is still awaiting its first wave (Chapter 17). In contrast, Thomson and Baraitser argue that childhood studies has been far more successful than women’s studies in terms of ‘field building’, with a wide variety of journals, graduate and post-graduate programmes of study and impact on policy and practice. They point to the ‘dissolution’ of many women’s studies departments and programmes as the field shifted towards gender studies (Chapter 4). Whether this does indeed represent a dissolution rather than a positive development is the subject of another paper.

Here, we point out that in some ways, the differing responses reflect the uneasy relationship between academia and activism as well as the basis upon which ‘success’ is measured (e.g. number of programmes of study, shifts in public imaginaries, etc.). It is worth noting the different histories of women’s and childhood studies. As Ann Oakley notes, women’s studies emerged out of the women’s movement, a prolonged struggle to challenge the autonomous Man that lay unremarked in much traditional theory. Women, understood as both its subjects and agents, were central to the project. Childhood studies is populated by many who seek to challenge the minoritised social status of children, but not typically children themselves. Children’s political movements certainly exist but their membership has not made the same inroads into the academy, nor has an understanding of children’s activism been mainstreamed in the same way as women’s activism and feminism.

Contradictory readings of the relative success of childism and feminism across chapters highlight the difficulty in thinking relationally about achievements in a context where the two have been increasingly depicted, and experienced, in oppositional terms. For instance, the dialogue between Alejandro Cussianovich Villaran and Jessica Taft highlights the limited explicit linkages between the Peruvian Working Children’s Movement and feminist groups who either reflect elite interests or struggle to reconcile themselves to the type of childhood espoused
by the movement. Cussianovich poses some intriguing questions about how explicit consideration of synergies might transform both movements. His reflections again point us towards relational thinking about feminist movements and children's struggles, as does Merryn Edwards's reflexive photo essay about community-based organising with Grassroots Women in Canada. She argues that the organisation missed opportunities to better understand the exploitation and oppression of women through interrogation of the experiences of others – including children – with whom they live their lives. Relational thinking about political projects reinforces the point that political gains are not ‘wins’ if they are achieved on the backs of marginalised Others. The only way to eliminate one injustice is to eliminate all forms of oppression: this call to action, issued by Firestone, is strengthened through recent intersectional theorising.

Second, contributors discuss, to differing degrees, whether and how an emphasis on women and children might be problematic. We have been preoccupied with this problem since we began this project, concerned that our focus, while ostensibly aiming to challenge their elision, might simply end up reproducing the woman-and-child bundle. Our use of terminology – e.g. ‘positioned as a woman or child’ – was aimed directly at these concerns, as was our inclusion of questions about the role of the state, capital and men.

We continue to worry away at this problem and it is similarly evident in a number of the chapters. Kristen E. Cheney, for example, is at pains to describe and explain the ways that discussions and practices around international surrogacy can be said to both denaturalise and reinforce the mother–child dyad, and the potential consequences of this. In contrast, a number of the chapters coming more explicitly from activist contributors signal the problems of reification primarily by noting the problematics of everyday entanglements of women and children, but turn their attention to other concerns. For instance, in talking about the Unofficial Women and Children’s Centre in the Calais refugee camp, Liz Clegg comments on the unfair burden of care responsibility placed on women, and – by extension – the exclusion of women and children from broader efforts to run and organise in the camp. However, her primary emphasis is on the challenges of providing space and support for women and children in the context of politically precarious migration journeys, rather than challenging the conflation of women and children.

In taking up Clegg’s points, we could read our worries over reification as examples of academic concerns over precise conceptualisations problematically trumping the pressing injustices and grinding
realities of daily life. But we suggest a more charitable interpretation: the academic–publics dialogue offers a process of de-centring. It helps to illuminate which topics become the foci for differently positioned actors and why, allowing consideration of what is lost or gained with different approaches. In relation to the question of reification, the dialogue makes clear that this can neither become the sole focus nor be swept aside, in any effort towards social and economic justice.

Finally, the chapters do not offer explicit or unequivocal suggestions as to whether childism should be a central tenet of feminism and vice versa. Overall, they suggest that the everyday entanglements of women and children necessarily connect such struggles and that both could add to the other’s understandings of the dynamic processes whereby inequities are made, replicated and challenged. As Cheney puts it, feminism and childism can offer new lenses to see through the ‘dead ends’ of each other’s internal debates. In tackling this question, we indicate the necessity of disaggregating the people and social groups who are the subjects, nay agents, of such movements from their intellectual foundations and political analysis. In the case of the former, we contend that organisations do not necessarily need to be cross-sectoral in constitution. Given the problematic confluences of women and children to which this volume speaks and which it seeks to redress or address differently, this would likely mean that women in particular are held responsible for the emancipation of children. To the extent that children are viewed as political actors, the reverse would be true for them. In the case of the latter, we would suggest that the cause of feminism and the cause of childism should be foundational tenets of all critical intellectual endeavours and political movements, regardless of the constitution of their membership or the causes that they pursue.

NOTES


Thanks to Virginia Caputo for challenging our reticence to address these tensions head-on.

We use the term ‘women’s studies’ here in reference to coherent programmes of study and scholarship which take an explicitly feminist position, but recognise that in many higher education institutions ‘gender studies’ may be more commonly used and feminist studies/scholarship is likely to be found across many disciplines.


Our use of borderlands to indicate the transformative potentials of encounters of emancipatory and non-hegemonic knowledges within liminal spaces takes inspiration from an important history of post-colonial feminist scholarship, notably Gloria E. Anzaldúa, *Borderlands/ La Frontera: The New Mestiza* (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1987).

Burman, ‘Beyond “Women vs. Children”’.


See special issues of the *Australian Feminist Studies*, edited by Baird (2008), and *Feminist Theory* edited by Erica Burman and Jackie Stacey (2010).


Mayall, *Towards a Sociology for Childhood*.

Wall uses this term as a parallel to other social movements for ‘minorities’, which aim to radically transform normative values, power relations and historical modes of social ordering. John Wall, ‘Childism: The Challenge of Childhood to Ethics and the Humanities,’ in The Children’s Table: Childhood Studies and the New Humanities, ed. Anna Mae Duane (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2013).


Although see Burman, ‘Beyond “Women vs. Children”’.

There is significant debate about what or who constitutes ‘the publics’; here this term refers broadly to those outside of academia.


We are grateful to our colleagues Kristin Liabo, Berry Mayall and Ann Varley, who were involved with us in coordinating earlier aspects of this project, and to UCL Grand Challenges for financial support.

Identification of both omissions and emerging themes in symposium papers guided our call for book chapters and our commissioning of others. We specifically solicited contributions from activists in recognition that it was primarily academics who were responding to our early calls, a reflection of the project’s framing within academic debates, conventions and outputs. See Twamley, Rosen and Mayall, ‘The (Im)possibilities of Dialogue’.

The realities of community organising and social movement-building meant that those without academic posts had less time for this part of the process and perhaps less motivation, given other pressing concerns.

Burawoy, ‘For Public Sociology,’ 5.


Burman, ‘Beyond “Women vs. Children”’.


See Burman, this volume.


Roseneil and Ketokivi, ‘Relational Persons and Relational Processes,’ 145. Their use of ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ in a descriptive sense is somewhat unfortunate given the evaluative connotations of these terms.
35 Thanks to Virginia Caputo for suggesting this helpful elaboration of our vantage point metaphor.
37 See Mayall, *Towards a Sociology for Childhood*; Wall, ‘Childism’.
39 We note critiques of the reified ‘woman’ at the heart of women’s studies and the impact of mainstreaming on women’s studies’ more radical impulses.
Section 1

Tense Encounters:
Gender and Generation
1
A necessary struggle-in-relation?

Erica Burman

Introduction

It is now nearly 30 years since Barrie Thorne put the question of feminism and the politics of childhood on the agenda, in the very first issue of Gender & Society. While the early twenty-first century has at last seen this grow as a topic of interest, until recently this engagement or concern seemed to be emerging from within feminist analyses rather than childhood studies. Reasons for this may include the different positioning of feminisms within the distribution of childhood studies across the world. This ranged from outright hostility (as I sometimes encountered at early conferences) to presumed alignment (especially in policies and practices in the global south). The presumed, and presumed common, marginalised position of women and children is more open to question these days. This has come about not only via the ‘international child rights regime’ that Vanessa Pupavac proposed as reflecting and warranting a diminished political subjectivity, but also because of the increasing recruitment of women – and even some forms of feminisms – in the financialisation (and further feminisation) of the poor.

While this volume topicalises the theme of the politics of feminisms and childhoods, I am not sure about setting up their relationship as ‘friends or foes’. Nevertheless, what this title highlights are the longstanding tensions between, and efforts to ward off, reductionisms in either direction (that is, in favour of either feminisms or childhoods). Rather this brings into focus the various complications and inevitable mutualities between feminisms and childhoods, that also enter into questions of the relationships between the politics of feminisms and childhoods. Since we have all been children, and some children will grow up to be women, thus ‘child’ and ‘woman’/‘mother’ carry mutual implications that both feminists and childhood researchers have struggled with and against.
Reflecting this complexity and mutual configuration of positions, the analytical approach taken in this chapter is to read the positions of women and children as they are presented within several frameworks. The rationale for doing this is so that we might better understand the contribution and limitations of each – what each one topicals, or alternatively occludes – in their construction of the relations between feminisms and childhoods. I therefore consider here three current frameworks: intersectionality theory, psychosocial analyses and critical disability studies. Clearly these are not the only, or perhaps the ‘best’, frames or lenses through which to explore such considerations. Rather I engage these as indicative and increasingly influential contemporary theoretical resources. Further these three frameworks share a common rationale, as each emerged as a response to the limits of prevailing rights-based and humanist models. As such, they also share some limitations. Whether these help or hinder consideration of the (political) relations between feminisms and childhoods is a matter I will return to at the end.

I will argue that while intersectionality theory, psychosocial analyses and radical disability studies approaches may indeed invite interesting and useful navigations of the boundary and binary between feminisms and childhoods nevertheless, useful as these may be, remaining tensions may be irresolvable. I frame this conceptual analysis around an example from a recent research project I have conducted on the educational impacts of the ‘bedroom tax’ – a recent welfare reform that cuts rent subsidies for families. I will suggest that the answer does not lie within the configuration of the binary but outside it – in the sociopolitical, structurally elaborated positions that constitute and constrain relations between women and children.

Like other chapters in this book (Borda Carulla’s and Llobet and Milanich’s), I address the complexities of these questions through attention to a specific context and example. Like these other chapters, my analysis is generated in relation to a specific child-focused welfare measure – although my focus here is less on the measure than what we can learn from analysis of a key informant’s comment about it. There are some methodological continuities between these chapters, since they also address what happened over the lifecourse of these measures. Like mine here, they highlight the instrumentalisation of women’s rights and women’s labour and how the social investment state literally capitalises on and from these, but claim that this is not all that is effected in this transaction. However, the specific example around which I will frame my discussion is a statement made by an individual (rather than focusing, as other chapters do, on policies in general).
This example was encountered (as emerging rather than deliberately generated) in a recent local research project I co-directed, exploring the educational impacts of the ‘bedroom tax’. I say ‘encountered’ because such a reaction or response was unintended, a small and arguably minor fragment emerging amid the mass of other material generated for this project. Yet ‘minor’ themes emerging from an analysis can be at least as interesting as ‘major’ themes. Indeed, perhaps precisely because of this, they may be among their most ‘telling’ features; that is, speaking outside the expected methodological or topicalised frames of the study, to bring into focus less explicit presumptions structuring research interactions.

First I will briefly summarise the three frameworks, and then explore how well each fares in explicating the example.

**Intersectionality theory**

While intersectionality, which aims to theorise the interplay between complex social identities and the production of inequalities, has been hailed as feminist theory’s key and unique contribution, albeit based on black feminist activisms and legal interventions, it has also been taken up in childhood studies. An indicative example is the increasing identification and targeting of the gendered (‘girled’) child as the object of international development policy, which was anticipated by Nieuwenhuys (albeit within a Marxist framework) in terms of the ‘global womb’ or superexploitation of women’s and children’s labour. Given the intensity and fruitfulness of the debates on intersectionality for feminist analyses, an interesting question arises as to whether these translate to childhood studies. Debate has focused on whether intersectionality recapitulates or, alternatively, renegotiates the pitfalls of the earlier identity politics informing such feminisms, which treated identities as separate from each other and so ushered in vistas of hierarchies of oppression as well as giving rise to a solipsistic politics whereby each woman’s combination of identities was so specific that none other shared her experiences and so position. Such questions are also relevant since a feminist politics, like a politics of childhood, is committed to attending to identities rather than only structural positioning.

The limits and dangers identified in relation to intersectionality within feminist analyses can be seen as relevant to its uptake in childhood studies, including the charge of ‘washing away’ differences that are also power relations until they appear as mere complexity,
reiterating rather than transforming categories, whereby ‘ultimately [these assertions] romanticise and idealize positions of social subordination and reinstall conceptions that black women’s bodies are sites of “strength” and “transcendence” rather than complex spaces of multiple meanings’.\(^\text{15}\) Alternatively, critics claim intersectionality merely reproduces the focus on the ‘big two’ traditional sociological preoccupations of class and ‘race’/gender (or all ‘three’), rather than more deeply exploring tensions, connections and mutual constitutions. A further problem discussed concerns that of the (temporal as well as experiential and cultural) reification of categories\(^\text{16}\) and in particular threatens a spurious universalisation that thereby precisely reproduces the dynamics of normalisation and pathologisation that intersectionality theory was formulated to address.\(^\text{17}\) Perhaps a most obvious connection with childhood studies and the politics of childhood is the focus on ethical dilemmas in representational practices – with claims of reproducing othering and reinscribing identity politics.

As applied to childhood, such arguments have parallels in debates about where and how the category of childhood functions, in terms of which children appear as prototypical children (usually those from the global north) and which ones appear to deviate from these norms. The question of the relationship between the domains of the experiential and structural also arises within childhood studies, in terms of arguments about the status of ‘voice’ and what is involved in generating and documenting accounts of children’s perspectives.\(^\text{18}\) A further parallel to intersectionality is whether and how children experience themselves as ‘children’, and how that experience is structured by prevailing discourses and practices. While this foregrounds the contexts in which representations of children are produced, it also highlights the ethics, politics and structural positioning of the viewer, importing a necessary reflexive and affective dimension. Hence this brings the concerns of psychosocial studies into the picture.

**Psychosocial studies**

This new discipline mobilises a range of resources – from psychoanalysis to other varieties of posthuman theories – to attend to the role of fantasy, the irrational or affective, the unconscious; to address the body, embodiment and the ways this messes with and complexifies prevailing binaries between inside and outside, as well as self and other.\(^\text{19}\) An interesting
metatheoretical question to consider is why psychoanalytic versions of psychosocial studies have been more focused on maternal subjectivities (e.g. MaMSIE, and see Baraitser and Thompson, this volume) while its other resources (e.g. Deleuze; Haraway) have been applied more extensively to childhood studies – although recent discussions of interembodiment that address the complex and messy inter-relations between interactants may be changing this. Traditional constructions of childhood have been deconstructed to expose the cultural masculinism and colonial assumptions structured by their origins in the humanist and enlightenment theories of the European eighteenth century onwards. Or (to use more intersectional and posthuman terminology) these constructions have been reconfigured through Haraway’s feminist radical ecological posthumanism to focus on commonworlds and contact zones among children, between children and adults, and between children and their environments. Similarly, Deleuzian notions of liminality and immanence have been deployed by childhood and youth researchers precisely because they are not tied to a notion of (normative) ideal form, but rather attempt to focus on such key features as processes of becoming (rather than static and deficit understandings of childhood; see also Zehavi, this volume), and on the ecology of material bodies engaged in collective projects. Rather than seeking closure and certainty they celebrate indeterminacy. Not only do such frameworks not privilege reason over sensation, they claim to document and support histories of struggle and contestation.

My reading of the example discussed below takes ‘psychosocial studies’ as importing a combination of psychoanalysis and Foucault – that is, to interrogate practices of subject-formation and subjectification. However, contrary to the reputation of posthumanism/psychosocial studies for being unnecessarily complex, it should be acknowledged that the intertwining of generational and other institutional power relations need not call for very sophisticated theorising to address the complexities of interiorised identities and subjectivities. An example of this less complicated approach is found in Alasuutari’s recent work identifying how children’s views are discounted within childcare contexts in favour of confirming the institutional positions and authorities of mothers and teachers. Clearly this process of discounting relies upon a set of mutually negotiated and attributed anxieties and insecurities that are not only institutional (so confirming the proper role of the parent or the teacher and the practices of the childcare organisation) but also psychically invested.
Critical disability studies

The social model of disability separated impairment from its stigmatising and dis-abling consequences. Questions of socio-political responsibility for and construction of disabling social and material environments were foregrounded. Further critical work emerging from disability studies resists the conventional normalisation of development and the pathologised positions offered for those who do not ‘fit’, reframing notions of deficit to focus on being differently abled. In relation to childhood studies, such perspectives support critiques of models of child development. Beyond this, a focus on interdependence (rather than dependence) emerges as positive and necessary, rather than a limitation to the presumed cultural ideal of autonomous independence.

More recent work has shifted away from demarcating a clear binary between the social and the individual, most recently forging fruitful connections (through the ‘affective turn’) with queer theory. Not only does the emphasis on provisionality and shifts of (dis)able-bodiedness critique the defensive, rational, autonomous model of cultural masculinity, and so put into question the anxieties and partialities underlying prevailing understandings of ‘competence’, but these considerations paradigmatically reformulate notions of relatedness, dependence and interdependence.

Recent examples connecting with and extending links between childhood and disability studies include Lupton on infancy, ‘interembodiment’ (‘skinship’), leaky bodies and competing imperatives for contemporary parents; Rosen on soundscapes of children’s screams in institutional settings, mobilising a Bakhtinian understanding of ‘answerability’; while Åmot and Ytterhus topicalise young children’s use of the body in negotiations between adults and children in early education settings. Lesnik-Oberstein’s collection heralds disability studies as a key resource for challenging essentialisms, including those residual essentialist assumptions lurking within otherwise radical resources. At the broadest level, what disability and queer theory bring to childhood studies is a further set of resources to challenge normative modes and models of development, whether in terms of critiquing its presumed directionality and so championing the plurality and non-teleology of growing ‘sideways’, rather than ‘growing up’, or of the mutating or compliant body.

Thus equipped with these three analytical frames, we can now move to read my example.
‘Tell your professor we are good mothers’

The example I want to discuss occurred in an interview with a parent affected by cuts in welfare benefits. The interview was conducted for a small, local pilot study exploring educational impacts of the ‘bedroom tax’.

The ‘bedroom tax’, more officially called the ‘removal of the spare room subsidy’ but widely known by the former description, was introduced by the UK Parliament in April 2013. It reduces housing benefits (rent subsidy) for working-age social housing tenants judged to be under-occupying their homes (i.e. having ‘spare bedrooms’). Families subject to this measure receive 14 per cent less housing benefit if they have one ‘spare’ bedroom, and 25 per cent less for two or more ‘spare’ bedrooms. While the policy is supposed to reduce the housing benefit bill, make better use of the housing stock, and incentivise tenants to raise their income by getting into or increasing their paid employment and so to depend less on state welfare, it is widely regarded as ‘failing’ in its own and other terms.

This specific context is noteworthy since, although our study recruited participants with school-age children, we were not investigating or explicitly asking questions about (the adequacy of) parenting but rather generating accounts of the consequences of having to limit resources. In this interview with one such mother, her appeal ‘tell your professor we are good mothers...’ arose as a culmination of stories she narrated about women’s struggles to be supported, and not stigmatised or judged according to middle-class professional criteria and without trying ‘to understand where you’re coming from and how your family is’.

While certainly not typical of the accounts we generated, this appeal is clearly worthy of attention. This is the case beyond the methodological claims I make above: in this case, the participant was explicitly adopting a representative position of ‘speaking for’ others, and so claiming to offer a generalizable analysis in her own right.

Here is the extract, together with some of the text that followed it:

P. We are good mothers (.) tell your professor we are good mothers (.) we are poor we live in council houses we have life skills (.) uff because we have suffered not because we are dummy not because we don’t want to study life keep us there I’m a postgraduate

I. Yes my professor knows that it’s other you know it’s other people the government that needs to hear that isn’t it

P. Yes a postgraduate but life puts you my son’s not well life puts you in that situation and you don’t get a breather you’re
not getting an opportunity to rest your brain and decide what you want to do with your career you’re constantly battling they will reduce this they send this they will stop this eviction letters this and that bills coming left right centre.

This example is also preceded by a more general claim about women, mothering and how the experience and activity of being a mother is framed by state and service practices: ‘… these council houses women they are the most loving to their families it is the external environment which is causing because they want to change the family dynamic…’ (underlining indicates emphasis).

Here ‘council houses women’ acts as code for poor women in receipt of socially subsidised housing. Key discursive entities distinguished are ‘council houses women’ as mothers; their relationship with their ‘families’, which she characterises as being ‘loving’ (with ‘loving’ later qualified or reframed in more technical (and hence debatable) terms as a ‘family dynamic’). This is contrasted with the ‘external environment’ that ‘wants to change the family dynamic’. Notwithstanding the clarity, cogency and passion of her claims, her efforts to be diplomatic should be noted; indeed the narrator starts to make a claim about ‘external’ pressures on women ‘causing’ the change of family dynamic but reformulates it into a more indirect ‘want’ or desire.

Significantly, her demand to ‘tell your professor’ carries no hint of uncertainty about being a good mother, or deference to the received status of the ‘professor’ (and by implication the researcher and research) to confirm her claim of being ‘good mothers’. This is indicated by the priority accorded the claim ‘we are good mothers’, asserted before and then repeated (for emphasis) after ‘tell your professor’. This statement (‘we are good mothers’) stands, literally, irrespective of the ‘professor’ in the sense that it is structured as a separate clause. We could also reflect on the unmarked gendered position of the ‘professor’, and how or whether this sits as antithetical to or potentially overlapping with ‘mother’…).

Now I will read this comment in relation to the three frameworks I introduced earlier: intersectionality, psychosocial studies and disability studies. Rather than being separate, I see these as cumulative in building and enriching the analysis.

**Reading the example**

In relation to intersectionality, ‘tell your professor we are good mothers’ clearly speaks to the relational constitution of positions, within research
practices as well as in wider social practices, and around mothering, families and the state. Moreover, while of course all accounts are produced or generated in relation to others, here the speaker not only comments on the situated character of what is said, but is also communicating and negotiating her understanding of what this interview is for, as a means of accessing and influencing practices of knowledge generation and circulation. Underlying this claim, ‘tell your professor we are good mothers’, is a presumed, commonly recognised discourse of mutual configuration of woman-as-mother and child(ren) relations. This discourse speaks precisely to the tension between feminisms and the politics of childhood arising from the asymmetry of their positionings. The dominant discourse of innocent childhood pits worthy children against, or at best in relation to, mothers who are themselves then qualified as being more or less worthy. What this comment topicalises, therefore, is the invidious position/regulation of mothers, as a consequence of state (physical, mental – behaviour, attainment) scrutiny and evaluation of their children.

The relevance of a psychosocial studies perspective is highlighted by the fact that, in addition to the overt state regulation and (threat of) intervention in families, this link between women-as-mothers and children could not exercise its traction without the emotional investment of women in being seen as ‘good mothers’. Longstanding and perhaps obvious though this theme is, it is worth spelling out; moreover there are specific new twists and turns in the dilemmas facing parents. Recently Geinger et al. have discussed how the trope of autonomy in expert (including ‘professorial’ or academic?) discourse creates an impossible position for parents within a neoliberal context of increasingly individualising responsibility. Both parents and experts value the promotion of autonomous children, and childcare advice claims to support parental autonomy from expert intervention. Yet there is pressure against parents authorising themselves as being autonomous, in the sense of being insensitive to external evaluation, since the very mandatory subject position of the good parent demands that they perform relational anxiety. Parents therefore are positioned in a double bind: they cannot (claim to) be confident or assertive about their own parenting skills; but are rather obliged to be uncertain and confess anxieties: ‘It is clear that utterances of doubts are recognized by other parents as characteristics of the good parent...’

Unlike the parent users of social media discussed by Geinger et al., however, it seems that the parent of ‘tell your professor we are good mothers’ is under such pressure to ‘prove’ good motherhood that she transgresses the current norms (of what has been called intensive mothering) that mandate such expressions of doubt and uncertainty.
In this case, the fact that her son has been diagnosed with disabilities (see later) intensifies those anxieties, but acknowledging this also can be read as offering an arena for performing appropriate maternal care and relationality. What this also illustrates is the individual ‘costs’ for autonomous projects of (economic) development for relational commitments, indicating the deeper paradox that Geinger et al. note at work in current discourses of autonomy. They work to undermine both parental and child autonomy: the passive parent reproducing expert advice and the passive child recipient.43

So what a psychosocial frame brings to this example is, first, an attention to the socioculturally determined investment of women-as-mothers in being perceived as ‘good’. Taking this further, this identity is portrayed as binary – good vs. not good/bad. This reflection invites a further key question: where is the ‘good enough’ mother, the figure of mothering that the psychoanalyst and radio broadcaster Donald Winnicott popularised from 1953 onwards by reassuring women that it was possible to be ‘good enough’?44 While even though the ‘good enough mother’ discourse can of course still exercise coercion, Winnicott’s formulation aimed to support women dealing with escalating societal prescriptions around children’s psychological and emotional development. But now this discourse has disappeared and instead it seems that zero sum absolutism prevails in current state and welfare discourses, with high stakes in the assessment of parenting as well as children.

Clearly, second, there are fantasies of the others that lie behind the researcher at play – including ‘the professor’ but beyond her. This attention to other imagined addressees or audiences also connects with analyses of how current austerity policies target poor communities psychically as well as financially. There is widespread documentation of a sense of shame in disclosing poverty45 and this has been seen to contribute to what Shildrick and MacDonald have called ‘scroungerophobia’,46 as well as the wider debates on intensification of mothering – sometimes called entrepreneurial mothering – with imperatives for compulsory freedom and enjoyment mandated by the childcare advice literature as noted above. Relevant also here is the extra (and usually gendered) emotional labour of managing within reduced resources, as well as the physical labour (shopping more often; at particular times of day to find ‘reduced’ price items, walking instead of paying for transport etc., as well as having to justify increasingly strict limits on consumption and activities to children). Across our study of the ‘bedroom tax’, perhaps the most commonly recurrent theme from all our participants, spanning parents and school and community organisation staff, was food deprivation – how parents
are cutting down on shopping, compromising on food quality, only eating on some days so that children can eat, such that as one parent put it ‘fresh food is out of the question’. It is in this context that recent government proposals for a ‘sugar tax’ should be regarded as yet another attack on the coping strategies of the poor. And as a comment on the resources informing psychosocial analyses, it is worth noting how (not) feeding is typically discoursed within psychoanalysis in metaphorical terms, a feature which perhaps also reflects its own specific economic presumptions (of privilege).47

Thirdly, the many material examples documented in our study of necessary relationality and co-dependence also highlight tensions – not only between adults and children but also between siblings, perhaps not surprisingly when domestic space is being contracted. So this parent complained of difficulties for her teenage daughter, doing ‘A’ levels while sharing a room with a toddler; just as parents with non-custodial childcare commitments were reduced to sofa surfing when their children come to stay.48

But perhaps what is most startling about ‘tell your professor..’, as read from a psychosocial perspective, is that it is a good example of maternal resistance – of talking back, of assuming a collective voice, rather than being interpellated into the reflexive, self-regulating, individual confessional subject incited by the evaluation of mothering. This collective voice, moreover, is active and critical as well as asserting class and gender solidarity; it accuses/critiques dominant discourses. In terms of psychosocial discussions, we could perhaps see this as making the shift from subjectification, in the sense of being subjected to the regulatory gaze of the other/the state, to what might be called subjectivity or even some situated agentic engagement.49

As discussed earlier, discourses of disability can be linked to challenges to competence (in this case of not being a ‘good mother’). They are also structured into notions of adult–child relations around (good) parenting; that is, in relation to dependency and interdependency. It is relevant to note the over-representation in our family sample both of children with diagnosed disabilities and of parents with mental health difficulties.50 This is not surprising since poverty brings fewer resources and opportunities for entertainment and socialising with others, and fosters much greater isolation. Moreover the connection with questions of disability therefore brings to the fore a site of contestation and connection not only between women and children, but also between disability and mental health activisms.51 Significantly, the speaker of ‘Tell your professor’ was a mother of three children, one of whom has disabilities. This puts her comment ‘I’m
not dummy’ in an interesting light, in relation to the classing of received notions of cleverness, as well as generational and gendered notions of competence. There are also further mutual determinations between poverty and disability that need to be acknowledged: disability is related to poverty in terms of reduced quality of life and life expectancy. Being poor increases the chances of having a congenital or acquired impairment, and being disabled increases the chances of being poor. In relation to the recent welfare cuts it has been calculated that people in poverty will lose on average five times more than the general population as the result of cuts, whereas disabled people will lose nine times more.\textsuperscript{52} Beyond this, parents of disabled children encounter increasing surveillance.\textsuperscript{53}

This mother’s statement ‘my son’s not well life puts you in that situation’ highlights the role of relational commitments, and how these constrain individual projects of self-realisation. This speaks to the ways responsibilities limit women’s capacities to become the agentic, enterprising, planning, ideal-typical subjects of neoliberalism. The interdependent character of disability was also highlighted by the examples we documented of using a child’s Disability Living Allowance to support the whole family, just as also the Pupil Premium (money allocated to schools to support disadvantaged children) is currently being used to support all children.

**Preliminary conclusions**

To end this treatment of the relations between feminisms and the politics of childhood, I will attempt to go beyond applying and exemplifying the three frameworks I have been considering to offer some final reflections on emerging connections and tensions between these.

Like Cheney’s chapter (this volume), this discussion has focused more on general theoretical tensions and dilemmas, but this is in the service of evaluating and formulating political agendas. Perhaps one key challenge for/by intersectionality theory is that childhood is a temporary/unstable ‘condition’, albeit constituted as a generational relationship.\textsuperscript{54} Disability studies, however, addresses this question, by highlighting how the able-bodied are only temporarily so, just as levels of disability shift according to time and conditions. The temporary status of childhood poses several interpretive challenges. Does this exemplify (the strengths and need for) intersectionality, or does it undermine it? Does intersectionality theory presume that the axes or positions that intersect, while shifting salience according to particular conditions, are otherwise stable?
Returning to my example, the ‘bedroom tax’ can be understood as both fixing identities and unfixing their places.\textsuperscript{55} This is because families become more or less subject to the ‘bedroom tax’ according to the changing ages of their children while, arguably, the government policy takes a strikingly unpsychosocial understanding of families, employing (as indicated above) a chronological rather than biographical/generational definition of adults and children. The increased salience of age and gender, and their transitional meanings according to particular age thresholds, becomes a site for strategic planning and management, with some families paying the ‘bedroom tax’ because one of their children is about to transition to an age when they would qualify to not have to share a bedroom\textsuperscript{56} and others worrying about becoming subject to the ‘bedroom tax’ because of children leaving home to go to college. Through such policy structures, therefore, particular trajectories or traversals of the age/gender intersection have acquired sociopolitical salience. What this does is to fix and essentialise (and normalise) those positions, whilst covertly also simultaneously underlining their provisionality and relationality (relative age of siblings, and their gendered positionings). Adult co-habiting couples are, of course, expected to share a bedroom, though this expectation is often an undue presumption. Alongside this, there is an undermining or unsettling of place or positioning, a destabilisation of fixed abode/presumed inhabited position and a discourse of mobility that is part of the much discussed ‘agility’ and ‘flexibility’ of neoliberal policies.\textsuperscript{57} This includes how adult children no longer have rights to a bedroom in their parents’ house – which not only enforces a restricted model of family, but also constrains/prevents relationships of support and care.

All this works to strip families and communities from their networks of mutual support and threatens their sense of stability and entitlement to a home. As this participant pointedly asserted later in the same interview: a home is not just a house (‘you put your love into it’). Returning to a psychosocial frame, it is important to acknowledge that the meanings of that home are not only bounded by the physical walls of the building but extend across neighbourhoods and interpersonal networks. Here notions of ‘psychological homelessness’ (a term sometimes used figuratively in the psychotherapeutic literature to refer to psychic consequences of inadequate histories of attachment)\textsuperscript{58} become materialised in the threat of physical loss or leaving of home, even homelessness.\textsuperscript{59} Significantly, the loss of attachment at stake here seems to be that of the state’s commitment to its own citizens, whose claim to home and community – and even capacities of self-definition in relation to the allocation and distribution of the ‘inner space’ of home – is being undermined. Since all three frames destabilise the unity and separability of the entities under investigation,
by highlighting mutual configurations (intersectionality), traversals of identification and emotional investment (psychosocial studies), and destabilisations of what counts as dis/ability (disability studies), there remains the question of how to choose the unit of analysis – where does the emotional ‘buck’ stop and, indeed, start?

Returning to the key question posed in and by this volume, from this analysis I suggest that the answer to the ‘friends or foes?’ relation between the politics of feminisms and childhoods does not lie within the configuration of the binary between women and children, nor between feminisms and childhoods. Rather the answer lies outside it, in the socio-political, structurally elaborated positions that constitute and constrain relations between women and children. I have attempted to tease out from this example how the constitution of the binary, and correspondingly its deconstruction, lie in historically sedimented, but also continuously reproduced, sociopolitical practices.

The ‘bedroom tax’ interview highlights the complex relationalities and mutualities between the participant’s mental and physical states and those of her children. The mother said: ‘you don’t get a breather’ and ‘you’re not getting an opportunity to rest your brain and decide what [you] want to do with your career’ and said of her children ‘life puts you my son’s not well life puts you in that situation’. This is a demand to be recognised as having knowledge and desires that are both forged and constrained by childcare commitments and poverty; constraints that are clearly attributed to conditions of perception and reception as well as material conditions (‘you’re constantly battling they will reduce this they send this they will stop this eviction letters this and that bills coming left right centre’). But most significantly there is a refusal to be interpellated as possessing or ‘owning’ these as individual ‘problems’. So in this sense this mother can be read as articulating a feminist identification that engages in a relational politics of childhood, moreover one that counters current claims of the demise of working class solidarity inculcated by and as ‘scroungerophobia’. Given the ethical-political issues at stake, foregrounded both by the analytical frameworks I have used and by this example, perhaps what we need most to address, following this participant, are the roles and responsibilities of politically engaged academics, and how the frameworks we use to engage with research participants and interpret what they say are fostering conditions to resist the responsibilisation of the poor and to document, promote or even help to reinstate a collective ‘we’. That is, at the level of political action, to consider how best ‘we’ can deliver on the rightful demands made of us when we do research.
15 Nash, ‘Re-thinking Intersectionality’.
20 MaMSIE is an online journal produced by the Psychosocial Studies department of Birkbeck University. It is devoted to the theme of maternal subjectivity.
27 Anat Greenstein, Radical Inclusive Education: Disability, Teaching and Struggles for Liberation (Hove: Routledge, 2016).
28 Lupton, ‘Infant embodiment’.
34 Bragg et al., Impacts of the ‘Bedroom Tax’.
36 Thanks to my (professorial) colleague on this project, Ruth Lupton, for alerting me to the implied but not directly posed question of the gendered positioning of the ‘professor’!
37 While questions of class are foregrounded in her account, extra-textual information – also reflected elsewhere in the interview – concerns the more familiar territory of intersectionality theory in the relation between class and racialised positioning – in which it may be relevant to note that neither the interviewer nor interviewee were native English speakers and both are migrants to the UK, although the interviewer is white and the interviewee of African background.
40 Geinger et al., ‘Parenting as a Performance’, 498.
42 Although it should also be noted that the mandate to perform expressions of doubt and certainty may be more pronounced in peer-to-peer communication (on the parenting websites that Geinger et al. discuss, for example) than in more ‘official’ accounting contexts, such as interviews with state or para-state (such as academics) representatives.
43 Geinger et al., ‘Parenting as a Performance’.


Interestingly, we interviewed several fathers who shared custody of their children with their now separated spouse and were affected by the ‘bedroom tax’. The pressures this put on their efforts to deliver on their childcare responsibilities highlight the hypocrisy of conservative discourses promoting involved fatherhood.


See Bragg, *Impacts of the ‘Bedroom Tax’*.


Greenstein et al., ‘Construction and Deconstruction’.

Under the ‘bedroom tax’ conditions, adult couples, pairs of children aged 10 and under, and pairs of children of the same sex aged 16 and under are expected to share bedrooms.


Shildrick and MacDonald, ‘Poverty Talk’.

Grassroots Women (GW) was an anti-imperialist, feminist organisation in East Vancouver, Canada, first initiated by the Philippine Women Centre, which was at the forefront of community organising in Vancouver in the early 1990s. The group included single mothers, women on welfare, migrant and Indigenous women, childcare workers (including migrant domestic workers), health and service sector workers, lesbians/queer women and students. Participants in GW events collectively analysed their own lives and experiences, reflected on their childhoods and family histories, and examined the conditions in which they related to their own and other children.

Recognising that working-class women would not be able to participate unless their children were also welcomed and included, GW encouraged women to bring their children to organisational activities. As a result, children were almost always present. They played, slept or ate nearby, and sometimes they participated in GW activities. The absence of other children was also keenly felt, as in the case of migrant women participating in GW who had been forced to leave their families to take up domestic work through Canada’s Live-In Caregiver Program. This photo essay looks at the dynamics between working-class women and children within the organisation over the 15 years it was active.
Universal childcare is a woman’s right

Fig. 2.1 Grassroots Women reclaimed the activist roots of Mother’s Day, stemming from women’s anti-war and anti-poverty organising, by hosting an annual Mother’s Day march and rally as part of the group’s 11-year childcare campaign ‘Universal Childcare Is a Woman’s Right’. Because GW saw universal childcare as an essential (but insufficient) condition for women’s emancipation, its childcare campaign was not isolated from its other activities. For example, participants in GW’s 2006 Mother’s Day march denounced Canada’s participation in the war on Afghanistan and the redirection of funding from childcare to the military by carrying a cardboard tank and calling for ‘childcare not warfare’. (Source: Grassroots Women)
A woman’s place is in the struggle, a child’s place is by her side

Fig. 2.2 One of GW’s early activities was a women’s and children’s conference to analyse and resist the harmful impacts of imperialist globalisation. The conference provided childcare in order to facilitate women’s participation, but despite the name focused on the experiences and contributions of children only as adjunct to their mothers.
(Source: Grassroots Women)
A culture of resistance

Women in GW quickly identified the lack of childcare as a central concern impacting all areas of their lives: contributing to keeping them in low-wage, ‘flexible’, or part-time jobs; excluding them from educational or other opportunities; trapping them in abusive relationships; or exposing them to invasive and punitive state scrutiny. GW’s consistent grounding in a conception of capitalism’s dependence on unpaid or underpaid reproductive labour helped the organisation challenge understandings of childcare as solely a concern of childcare workers and parents, claiming it as a critical collective responsibility. GW’s work demonstrates the clarity and strength that comes from moving beyond simply documenting experience to an engagement with an anti-imperialist, materialist and feminist tradition of understanding the world in order to change it.
This engagement is evident in the wide variety of cultural expressions that emerged from GW activities, including visual art, music, theatre and creative writing. It was in the cultural arena that GW most consciously engaged children’s participation. Children made artwork used in campaign materials, painted a mural at the 2004 Mother’s Day March and Rally, and contributed music and poetry at an open mic session in 2008. Although children’s participation in GW did not take place within the same careful process of collective social investigation that GW applied to analyzing women’s experiences, the cultural contributions of children were not presented as fundamentally different from those of...
adults. They often shared a similar do-it-yourself aesthetic and communicated a common desire to see past often harsh lived realities to more liberatory social relations based on dignity, co-operation and reciprocity.

Fig. 2.5  GW used children’s artwork for a postcard campaign directed at the federal government, which was supported by over ten thousand people.  
(Drawing by Andrew Sayo)
The limits and possibilities of children’s participation

Figs. 2.6 and 2.7  Activities for children at GW meetings and events ranged from simply keeping them occupied so their mothers could participate to more fully engaging children as the intended audience or as contributors, such as at the Mother’s Day activities pictured here. (Photographs by Britt Permien)
Although GW at times welcomed children’s contributions, the organisation stopped short of an in-depth analysis of children’s experiences. This omission was in part a reaction to calls for childcare and other social policies framed around the elimination of child poverty which obscured how the impoverishment of children was inseparable from the poverty of the adults in their lives. Many GW members and participants had learned to be wary of ideas about the ‘deserving’ or ‘undeserving’ poor or the ways in which ‘the child’ became a powerful symbol used to justify coercive state intervention into and control over the lives of working-class mothers.

Certainly, GW had many good reasons not to centre the call for childcare or other campaigns around children’s experiences, and any insistence on doing so would have risked alienating some women or reinforcing notions that ‘good’ women put children’s interests ahead of their own. Nevertheless, in a campaign focused on a critical aspect of children’s as well as women’s lives, there was a missed opportunity for GW to undertake a more considered analysis of the interests of children in its efforts to win universal childcare and its wider attempts to build an anti-imperialist movement that included a conception of children as political allies capable of their own collective resistance.

The women (and children) united will never be defeated

In its final years, GW became increasingly interested in creating a childcare centre aimed at supporting women’s political organising, with a nascent vision of the radical possibilities of early childhood education. However, this vision would not come to fruition and a number of circumstances led to the decision to close the office and put the organisation on hiatus in 2010, in the hopes that an anti-imperialist feminist organisation could one day be revived in Vancouver.

Childcare continues to be an urgent need and a strategic site for organising in the current austerity context. GW’s 15-year history is a powerful example of working-class women’s collective action: to question the very basis of the neoliberal state and the capitalist organisation of childcare and reproductive labour, and to resist the exploitation and oppression of working-class women and children.

The inclusion of children in GW in order to facilitate working-class women’s participation was fundamental to the organisation’s success. Future social movements can also learn from GW’s untapped potential
Figs. 2.8 and 2.9  The overlapping connections between the oppression and exploitation of working-class women and children are evident in this ‘laundry line’ displayed as part of GW’s Mother’s Day activities. It speaks of conditions caused by a lack of accessible, affordable, high-quality childcare, including children’s un- or underpaid labour caring for other children; stress and insufficient resources for families to survive and thrive; the redirection of resources away from childcare and other social services toward warfare; and a denial of childcare as a collective responsibility and a concurrent devaluing of women’s role in caring for children. (Photographs by Britt Permien)
for a deepened conception of the reproductive labour of both working-class women and children and the unexplored possibilities of working politically with children, especially when taking up issues directly relevant to children's lives. In progressing forward, we can continue to learn from such grassroots struggles and build a movement to acknowledge childcare as a collective responsibility and contribute to more just ways of being, living and caring.
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When the rights of children prevail over the rights of their caretakers

A case study in the community homes of Bogotá, Colombia

Susana Borda Carulla

Introduction

Children’s and women’s lives are deeply entwined and interdependent. As Rosen and Newberry suggest in this volume: ‘Women and children are linked through species-being, a labour relation that anchors socially necessary labour.’ Women take the greatest responsibility for children’s care both in formal and informal settings, and in many societies bearing and raising children is seen as an essential component of womanhood.

Despite their interdependency, children’s and women’s issues are two dissociated chapters of international law and policy, particularly since the adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child by the UN General Assembly in 1989. Not only are children’s and women’s issues addressed separately, but a clear hierarchy has been established by international organisations through promoting the idea that protecting children’s rights is a lever for the social and thus the economic development of a nation. As UNICEF put it in its 1995 report on the State of the World’s Children: ‘It is UNICEF’s belief that the time has now come to put the needs and the rights of children at the very centre of development strategy. (...) The world will not solve its major problems until it learns to do a better job of protecting and investing in the physical, mental and
emotional development of its children. The idea of prioritising children’s issues is an ‘active concept’ in the sense that it is a true motor of social change in contemporary societies.

What are the social consequences, for children and for women, of putting children first?

In this chapter, I will combine a study of the legal corpus which regulates the Colombian government’s childcare programme (community homes, operated by female caretakers known as community mothers) with an ethnographic study of its implementation in an underprivileged neighbourhood on the southern periphery of Bogotá. I will expose the enduring tensions between the Colombian government – which advocates the dominance of children’s rights over the rights of others – and the community mothers – whose labour rights are systematically violated by the state, prompting them to take action. Shedding light on how these tensions came to be will lead me to argue that if women’s rights are not protected, there is a strong chance that the rights of the children they care for will not be protected either.

I will first discuss the history of the community homes programme: the legal situation and the ideological stance of the two social actors involved in the dispute (the Colombian state and the community mothers). I will then go on to analyse scenarios from daily life in the community homes, where community mothers break programme regulations. This will allow me to discuss the negative consequences of dissociating, in public policy terms, the rights of children from those of women.

State policy: ‘children first’

The community homes are social childcare centres co-managed by the Colombian state and communities. They have been in operation since the 1980s in vulnerable neighbourhoods of large Colombian cities. Under this scheme, to become a community mother, a woman can offer to provide childcare services in her own home, to approximately 15 children aged from birth to six. The state provides resources to support the operation costs of the community homes, which are managed by associations comprising parents of the children and the community mothers from around twenty community homes. Programme implementation is the responsibility of the ICBF (Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar – Colombian Institute for the Wellbeing of Families), the public body responsible for child protection.
Since its inception in 1986, this childcare programme has grown exponentially and remained, until recently, the Colombian state’s main child protection initiative. González and Durán estimate that in 2011, the programme involved 77,377 community mothers caring for 1,219,098 children, aged from birth to six, in 70,825 community homes based within the country’s most vulnerable populations, both in urban and densely populated rural zones. According to the same authors, in 2011 the programme covered 13 per cent of the total Colombian population aged from birth to six. In the context of Latin America, this is exceptional coverage for a public childcare programme.

Responding to a national crisis

Until 1979, the concept of child protection in Colombian legislation covered only judiciary protection and nutritional care. It was the state’s obligation to ensure that each Colombian child had a recognised father, even if he/she was born outside of marriage, and to ensure that all children received sufficient nutrition. In 1979, the notion of child protection was redefined within Colombian domestic law as ‘integral protection’: this included the right to a name and a nationality, education, nutrition, special care for disabled children, as well as the right to medical assistance, culture, leisure, family and home. In the same year, the provision of pre-school education and nutrition for all children also became an obligation for the state.

Enforcing the new child protection laws proved particularly challenging as Colombia was going through a profound social crisis. Between 1970 and 1980, the annual population growth rate was around 3 per cent. Internal migration rapidly transformed a rural country into an urban one: in only two generations, the urban population grew from 40 per cent to 74 per cent of the country’s total. As cities grew, the gap between the poor and the rich became more pronounced, leading to the development of segregated, concentrated zones of poverty, uncontrolled by the state. In this context, enforcing the new child protection laws also meant expanding provision to these new, rapidly growing and often very poor urban populations.

The community homes programme was born in response to this critical situation. During the 1970s, in the poor neighbourhoods of the large Colombian cities where the state was absent, there existed a multiplicity of autonomous community childcare initiatives. UNICEF showed interest in them and in 1977 began supporting the Colombian state, technically and financially, to identify, analyse and support the individual initiatives. The study produced positive results, leading to
recognition of the use of autonomous community childcare initiatives as a model of intervention.\textsuperscript{11}

The social crisis of the 1980s went hand in hand with a profound political crisis in Colombia. After 20 years of generalised political violence (1945–65), the country found itself in the midst of an internal armed conflict involving left-wing guerrillas, right-wing paramilitaries and the military. Drug trafficking was at its peak and the first extradition agreements signed between the Colombian government and the United States provoked a number of terrorist attacks in public spaces. The legitimacy of the state was called into question by a large part of the Colombian population.\textsuperscript{12}

In 1985, at the very peak of the political crisis, President Virgilio Barco from the Liberal Party was elected. Social policy as a means of pursuing peace and reconciliation occupied a central place in his political agenda, with community homes playing a key role in the strategy. By 1988 – only two years after the pilot programme was launched – the government had created 100,000 community homes, mainly in the poorest parts of the country, to accommodate 1.5 million children aged from two to six. After only five years of operation, the programme covered 83 per cent of Colombian children living in poverty.\textsuperscript{13} For the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, the community homes were a ‘model of social development’ at this time.\textsuperscript{14}

Child protection as the key to national integration

In testimony published in 1995, Jaime Benítez Tobón, one of the main ideologists behind the programme and a key figure in Barco’s government, describes the place of the community homes within Barco’s political agenda as follows:

One of the keys towards the national integration we longed for was the child. Children would guide the general interest and would be the centre, the articulation of actions, the supra-value that would assemble citizens, providing them with common interests and objectives. Children would trigger the discovery of values of solidarity that would arise around them: friendship, neighbourly relations, work, joint effort, the interest in the common good. (…) In that manner, the State would act directly in favour of its citizens, (…) starting from the child; improving the life conditions of Colombian children would help to improve the Colombian State; by acting on the children, we would achieve the wellbeing
of families and, at the same time, family integration; and family integration would necessarily provoke national integration, which would necessarily result in the well-being of the State and the reality of the Nation.  

For the Barco government, child protection was the starting point, the rationale and the motor of a national integration movement. Barco’s political desire was to articulate around child protection several processes: community-building within groups of forced migrants, who often had no shared cultural heritage; fruitful dialogue between the state and civil society that would progressively repair the legitimacy of the state; child protection education for the poorest populations; and modernisation of public institutions. In a society devastated by structural violence affecting family cohesion and the legitimacy of public institutions, child protection would be a vehicle for constructing a new national identity. Child protection was erected as a pillar of moral value, which could be shared by all across social and political divides.

The birth of the predominance principle

Interestingly, a few years later, ‘children first’ transitioned from a political ideal to a juridical principle and was enshrined in the Constitution. In 1991, following the surrender of arms by certain guerrilla groups followed by their reintegration into civil life, a plebiscite called for the rewriting of the Colombian political constitution. Jaime Benítez Tobón was elected as a member of the Constitutional Assembly. He was the author of Article 44 of the 1991 Constitution, which states, among other things, that ‘children’s rights prevail over the rights of others’. This idea is often referred to as the ‘predominance principle’.

Juridical principles are not only basic rights but also rules of procedure and hermeneutical statements. The ‘predominance principle’ thus has a particularly powerful juridical status: it is 1) a specific norm that contains obligations; 2) a general norm, applicable in many cases and in all domains of law; and 3) a norm that helps juridical operators take decisions in extreme cases. Through the drafting of the ‘predominance principle’, Benítez Tobón transformed the ideological basis of the community homes – child protection as a moral super-value – into the cardinal rule of the entire Colombian child protection system.

As previously mentioned, the idea of the predominance of the rights of children over the rights of others is not uncommon in international children’s rights advocacy. Nevertheless, from a human rights
perspective, it is deeply problematic because it runs counter to human rights ideals. As Nigel Cantwell points out, children’s rights are part of the human rights system, within which all rights are universal, interdependent and deeply linked to each other.\textsuperscript{18} States are thus expected to protect and promote all human rights and fundamental liberties on an equal basis.

The community mothers’ ongoing struggle for their labour rights

As Linda Gordon points out, ‘The child-centred imperative has sometimes pitted children’s “interests” against those of parents, especially mothers’.\textsuperscript{19} This was certainly the case in Colombia: I will now argue that the Colombian predominance principle has had extremely negative effects on the community mothers’ well-being: it has legitimised an open violation of their labour rights.

The legal situation

An exceptional administrative contract, the ‘contribution contract’ (\textit{contrato de aportes}), links the community mothers to the ICBF. The contribution contract was created in 1979 specifically to ensure the operation of community homes: the law stipulates that the contract cannot be established and enforced by any other Colombian public institution.\textsuperscript{20} Only the ICBF, because of the ‘special nature of its service’ – i.e. child protection – can enact this type of contract.\textsuperscript{21}

The contribution contract stipulates that the ICBF should provide each association of community homes with the resources necessary for their operation. The community mothers themselves are defined in the contract as volunteers and, as such, are not employed by the state or the association. Through their association, the community mothers receive financial aid to support the operation of their community homes; a monthly ‘grant’ (less than the national minimum wage) to cover daily food provisions and some educational material for the children, plus funds to cover the public service expenses incurred by the community home. The community mothers may also benefit from financial contributions from the parents of the children they care for (up to 37.5 per cent of the minimum wage), of which 34 per cent must be invested in activities for the children. However, there is no obligation on parents to pay this contribution and a child cannot be removed from the community
home if the parents do not pay. The community mothers thus face permanent financial insecurity and, despite recent legal changes (discussed below), they do not benefit from basic labour rights (e.g. social security or a retirement pension).

The social movements

As a social group, the community mothers soon realised that the contribution contract was not to their benefit. In 1988 – only two years after the inauguration of the community homes – they began to take action, seeking recognition of their labour rights. AMCOLOMBIA, the Colombian Association of Community Mothers and Fathers for a Better Colombia, was established in 1991. Created under the initiative of a group of community mothers from Bogotá who called upon their colleagues from all over the country to unite in the face of their shared challenges, AMCOLOMBIA has two missions: to defend the collective interests of the community mothers and demand protection of their rights by the Colombian State; and to influence public policy concerning childhood and families. Many NGOs focused on women’s rights advocacy also support the cause of the community mothers. Currently, AMCOLOMBIA encompasses 20 municipal and regional associations of community mothers.

During the 1990s, other community mothers’ organisations were created across the country, operating at the local, regional and national levels. Among the most powerful are SINTRACIHOBI (National Syndicate of Workers for the Protection of Childhood in the Community Homes), ADDHIP (Association for the Defence of the Rights of the Sons of the People), and USTRABIN (Union of Workers of the Community Homes). In the last decade of the twentieth century, these groups regularly organised demonstrations, public assemblies and occupations of public space, and held negotiations with the ICBF. All of these organisations fought for the same causes: 1) the effective inclusion of the community mothers and of their nuclear families in the national social security system; 2) the right for community mothers to have pensions; 3) community mothers’ access to professional training in early childhood care; 4) designation of the status of public servant, and not volunteer, for community mothers; and 5) a minimum wage for those working as community mothers.

The judicial quagmire

During the 1990s, the community mothers brought their case to the Constitutional Court three times. Each time, the court ruled on an
Action of Tutela (Acción de Tutela)\textsuperscript{23} raised by a community mother on labour rights grounds, following the shutdown of her community home for reasons she deemed unfair. Each time, the court concluded that there was an absence of any labour relationship between the community mother and the state, or between the community mother and their association. For the Court, there was no legal basis on which to rule in favour of the community mother.

That being said, the three judgements of the Constitutional Court during the 1990s created strong disagreement among the Supreme Court judges. In 1998, three judges published their objections to the court’s original judgement, coming out on the side of the community mothers.\textsuperscript{24} They argued that the court had only conducted a formal analysis of the situation and omitted to take into account a number of social realities: 1) the existence of a relationship of subordination and dependence of the community mothers vis-à-vis the ICBF; 2) the existence of obligations for the community mothers defined by the ICBF; and 3) the fact that the community mothers’ pay was inferior to the minimum legal wage. The judges argued that, had these elements been taken into consideration by the court, the conclusion would have been that ‘what’s at stake is the work of an important number of Colombian women, who are clearly discriminated in comparison to other employees, and whose only income, which allows only for minimum subsistence, is compromised’\textsuperscript{25}

The United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, ratified by Colombia in 1969, also pronounced itself twice in favour of the community mothers’ labour rights. Among its recommendations, the committee asked the Colombian state to ‘improve the training of the “community mothers” and regularize their work situation, treating them for all purposes as workers in the employ of a third party’.\textsuperscript{26}

Slowly but surely, under the pressure of social movements, women’s rights advocacy organisations, and the international community, community mothers’ social rights have evolved. In 1990, they were included in the social security system; in 2008, they acquired the right to earn a pension and their allowance was raised to 70 per cent of the legal minimum wage. Finally, in 2012, the community mothers’ labour rights were fully recognised: confronted with a new Action of Tutela brought by a community mother following the shutdown of her community home, the court ordered the ICBF to install a process allowing the community mothers to progressively, but rapidly, earn the equivalent of a minimum wage.\textsuperscript{27} The judgement demanded that all community mothers who work full time must earn, throughout the year 2013, a minimum wage: by
2014, a work contract subject to domestic labour law had to be established between each community mother and the ICBF.

However, to date, implementation of this judgement is far from being realised. Community mothers still do not earn a minimum wage, nor do they have a proper work contract. Indeed, the fiscal impact of the court’s judgement is such that it endangers the very existence of the ICBF. The Colombian president has recently rejected a new bill covering implementation of the law, thus blocking its submission to Congress. According to the president, the bill jeopardises children’s rights because its implementation would inevitably result in the dissolution of the public institution entrusted with their protection. On these grounds, the president argues, the bill is unconstitutional.

Breaking programme regulations

Policies that put women’s labour into the service of the state in the name of children’s well-being, and mobilise it through spuriously gendered altruism, are a common liberal strategy (see Llobet and Milanich; Rosen and Newberry, this volume). I will now go on to discuss ethnographic data showcasing daily interactions between community mothers and the children they care for, in order to highlight the contradictions and tensions produced on the ground by such policy. I will argue that the predominance principle does not achieve the purpose of ensuring children’s well-being and the protection of their rights, but rather exacerbates the problem by creating a legislative framework for violating women’s rights.

Ethnographic data was generated between 2011 and 2013 in Ciudad Bolívar, a southern suburb of Bogotá. Ciudad Bolívar is one of the poorest areas of the city: its population has been growing steadily since the 1980s due to the regular arrival of rural migrants, among whom many are internally displaced persons fleeing the armed conflict in their hometowns. Ciudad Bolívar was one of the areas chosen by the Colombian state for piloting the community homes programme in 1986 because it was judged a true ‘governance challenge’ by Latin American leaders at the time. Compared to other areas where the programme was implemented, in Ciudad Bolívar community homes developed rapidly and intensively. Not coincidentally, Ciudad Bolívar is also the birthplace of the community mothers’ social movement.

The scenes described in the following pages all have one thing in common: they showcase community mothers breaking programme
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Regulations. As a result, the children they care for are not fed as they ought to be; children’s care is often delegated to non-qualified persons (most often, minors); and much of the community mothers’ energy is diverted from childcare tasks to the challenges of running a family enterprise.

Feeding the children

Making sure that children are properly fed is a key dimension of the community homes programme. Children who attend community homes are given a snack upon arrival in the morning, then lunch at noon, and another snack in the afternoon. These meals are supposed to cover between 65 per cent and 70 per cent of the calorie input recommended for the age group. Menus are prepared each week by nutritionists at the local office of the ICBF and the community mothers are expected to adhere to them. Every month, the ICBF transfers to the associations the money needed to buy the ingredients for meal preparation.

In the context of the poor communities involved, the provision of food in the community homes is a vital component of their offer. According to the community mothers interviewed, many parents whose children benefit from the programme rely almost entirely on community homes for provision of their child’s daily nutrition. For unemployed young mothers, their key motivation for sending their children to the childcare centre is that the children will be well fed. For a family of three or four living on only one minimum wage, having their child fed is of significant importance.

Claudia, a young community mother, discovered after only one year of being involved in the programme that within her association the prescribed menus were not respected by the other community mothers, who used the associated funds for other purposes:

*I struggle so that they [the other community mothers from the association] give me my groceries, because they have to give me what’s written there, what Bienestar [the ICBF] writes on the menus. They give us money to do what’s written you understand? But I’m often told that we don’t have enough. (…) I struggle because I see there is so much corruption with the money for the children’s food. (…) I often fight with them [the other community mothers from the association] because of the food. I have a child under my care who eats only the cheese I give him, I know it’s the only one he’ll eat during the week because I give it to him, because his mother has other things to do or maybe has no money, (…) so I tell myself that if I have the possibility of giving the child a yoghurt,
then I should give it to him. And I struggle for my yoghurt! If it’s written that you have to give them pasta and cheese, well then give me the cheese: if you have the money to buy the cheese, why don’t you give it to me? They [the other community mothers] are not used to these kind of remarks, if they don’t have the cheese they don’t stress (…). They tell me I’m a beggar, but I demand it, they must give me what’s written because many children only eat what I give them.

Claudia is implying that some of the community mothers in her association are keeping for themselves a part of the funds intended to buy food for the children. Thus, Claudia cannot always buy all the products required for the ICBF menu, and so the children she cares for are not fed as they ought to be. Unlike most other community mothers, Claudia does not rely on the food she buys for the children in order to feed her own family; her husband has relatively good employment, and as a couple, they reside at her in-laws’ family home.

Numerous examples of corruption in the use of public funds intended to buy food for the children were revealed during field work. The ICBF is well aware of this, and supervises closely the beneficiary children’s nutritional status: each month, the community mothers must submit the weight curves of the children they care for and special utensils for measuring the exact quantity of food that must be given to each child are provided. When officials pay their surprise visits to the community homes for programme evaluation purposes, adherence to menus is a major component of their assessment.

Choosing an assistant

Caring for the children during the day is not the only activity expected of community mothers engaged in the programme. Systematic observation conducted in five community homes revealed that the community mothers spent most of their work time away from the children under their care. A certain number of obligations require them to regularly leave the direct supervision of the children: cooking three meals each day for the children, attending the numerous compulsory training sessions offered by the ICBF and attending to administrative tasks linked to the operation of the community home. Leaving the children without supervision is a big risk for any community mother. The law is clear that temporary abandonment of the children or even lack of attention are sufficient reasons to close a community home. Engaging an assistant to run the community home is thus a necessity for most community mothers.
Accordingly, since 1989, the law states that in order to run her community home, each community mother must have the help of an assistant, who can be the mother or another relative of a child she cares for. According to the law, the assistant should help the community mother in carrying out activities with the children, but should not be regarded as a substitute. Indeed, delegation of the children’s care to a third person is a justifiable cause for immediate closure of a community home. No money is transferred to the association in order to pay these assistants and, per a law passed in 2011 to regulate food rations within the community home, no ration is allocated to the assistant (the community mother’s ration is included in the count).

Counting on the children’s parents to assist them, as the law suggests, is unrealistic, since most of them work full-time and far from their homes. Under these conditions, meeting these legal requirements seems like an impossible task. How do the community mothers deal with this legal quagmire? Many community mothers, like Carolina, rely on their own daughters:

I have three daughters: one is 17, the other is 15 and the other is 11 years old. They are my right hand. In the evening, they help me out a lot. (...) For example, today it was Leidy – they alternate. In the evening, she woke the children from their nap, she gave them their snack and she brushed their hair and cleaned their face and teeth before sending them back home.

Having teenage daughters is certainly an advantage. But sometimes, even small children have to contribute to running the community home:

Susana (ethnographer): So, someone helps you out with all these children?
María (community mother): Mmm… no, not always.
Susana: Not always? So sometimes, yes?
María: When I really need it I look for someone to help me out, because to tell you the truth, I like to work alone.
Susana: In spite of everything you have to do?
María: Yes, in spite of that, I try to handle everything myself.
Susana: And when you need someone, what do you do?
María: Well we help each other out, among family members or with the daughters of other community mothers. Actually, only recently did I start to work alone, because my children used to help me out a lot, even when they were little.
Susana: How did they help you?
María: Well by playing with them… also my daughter, when she was eight, had to stay alone with them one time. It was a risk, but I really didn’t have a choice because the lady who told me she’d come finally didn’t show up, and I left convinced that she would come later! (…) Another time, it was the same story with my son – he was seven or eight: I had to go to training and the lady didn’t show up, so he prepared the milk for the children himself!

When the family network is missing, there are always alternative solutions. In these very poor neighbourhoods, it is not difficult to find a vulnerable person who agrees to help the community mother on a regular basis, in exchange for food only. I observed two examples of this approach. On one occasion, a young woman with a mental disability was helping one community mother on a regular basis; she was fed at noon but received no financial compensation. In another instance, the three daughters (15, 11, and 9 years old) of an internally displaced woman who had just arrived in the neighbourhood were helping out the community mother: ‘I pity them,’ she said. ‘Their mother left to do some ironing and earn some money, so I take them in: they help me out with the children and I give them food in exchange.’

Although delegating the care of the children to a minor is, according to the law, a cause for immediate closure of a community home, this practice is very common, certainly because it is difficult for the ICBF to detect it, and it thus is of less risk to the community mothers.

Small family enterprises

As Llobet and Milanich (this volume) point out, the position and the social status of ‘mother’ can be used strategically by women living in constrained circumstances. This is undoubtedly the case in the community homes, where women mobilise their good reputation within the community and the rich social networks created across the associations to set up and run small, often successful, family enterprises from their home.

María runs a tailoring business, specialising in repairing clothes and in producing cheap covers for the mattresses where the children take their naps. She sells them by the hundred to counterparts in her association, as well as those across other associations in the neighbourhood.

Ana also runs a tailoring business. With the help of her daughters and two mothers of children she cares for, she makes uniforms for
children in the programme. She sells them in large quantities to other community mothers in the neighbourhood, who in turn rent them out to parents for ‘graduation day’—when six-year-olds leave the community homes to go to school. Ana’s sister Camila, who is also a community mother in the same association, creates personalised diplomas for each child, which parents enthusiastically purchase. Needless to say, the graduation day is the community mothers’ invention.

Carolina’s husband is retired. He bought a bus and set up a small group-transport enterprise. His wife likes to promote the fact that she is the only community mother in the association who often takes her children out for ‘educational excursions’. Her husband takes care of the transport, and parents are willing to pay for excursions promoted by the ICBF.

Marta’s daughter, who is 16 years old, takes full advantage of her mother’s community home to offer her own childcare services. According to regulations, among the 14 children who can be cared for in any given community home only two can be under two years of age. In the neighbourhood, the childcare offer for children under two is therefore more limited than it is for children between two and six, and young mothers often struggle to find a place for babies within the community homes. Marta’s daughter, who still lives with her parents, offers childcare services to children under two, in parallel to her mother’s community home.39

The ICBF is conscious of this reality as well; in 1996, a law was issued indicating that offering childcare services for financial compensation is cause for immediate closure of the community home. Nevertheless, this too seems to be a law that is readily circumvented.

**Conclusion: The paradox of the predominance principle**

Through this case study I have shown how, on a daily basis, community mothers utilise both individual and collective strategies in order to make their daily childcare activities financially sustainable. These strategies involve breaking programme regulations regarding the children’s nutrition, their supervision and their early education. I have also shown that the driving force behind these strategies are the social injustices faced by the community mothers, namely the flagrant, long-running violation of their labour rights by the Colombian state for almost 30 years.

I can now come back to the question raised in the introduction: What are the social consequences, for children and for women, of putting children first? This case study demonstrates that if women’s
rights are violated, children's rights will most probably be violated as well. The predominance principle enshrined in Article 44 of the Colombian Constitution intends to give absolute priority to the protection of children's rights but paradoxically, by legitimating the subordination of the women's labour rights to those of the children, the children's own well-being is negatively affected, and they are neither being fed nor cared for as they ought to be from a children's rights perspective.

This is yet another example of 'what is wrong with putting children first', as Linda Gordon would put it.40 Achieving social justice for both women and children requires working beyond liberal, individualist understandings of rights, towards a recognition of children's and women's social interdependency.
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Thinking through childhood and maternal studies

A feminist encounter

Rachel Thomson and Lisa Baraitser

Conceptualising ‘child’ and ‘mother’

Our starting point for this paper is the relation between two fields of study – ‘childhood’ and ‘maternal’ studies. Although it might have been simpler to start with the relation between the terms ‘child’ and ‘mother’, or ‘childhood’ and ‘motherhood’, we want to focus on the collective efforts that have been made, to make sense of these terms. Neither ‘child’ nor ‘mother’ are static, ahistorical concepts, and the ongoing investigation of what it might mean to be a child and a mother, as particular, embodied, and socially and historically constrained experiences, has its own genealogy. Our approach is to put childhood studies and maternal studies into dialogue to see what each can learn from the other.

We should say from the outset that we do not think that if you add together the insights from these fields, an overall picture of mother–child relations emerges. In fact, part of our argument is that mother and child remain opaque to one another, two adjacent positions of experience that simply cannot ‘know’ one another. This incommensurability inflects the ways that maternal and childhood studies also remain opaque to one another. However, this does not mean that we cannot think about the relations between the fields, perhaps precisely at the point where occlusions in their capacities to inter-relate become manifest. In fact, we want to ask whether one field can be thought about without the other at all. What is the child for maternal studies, the mother for childhood studies, and how do these concepts anchor each field through processes of engagement and othering?
Interdisciplinary childhood studies can be understood as a ‘compensatory’ project, working against the notion of the child as a developing subject, on the way to adulthood, or as an always-already vulnerable subject attached to adult figures. What founds the field is an attempt to move away from both development and attachment, and understand the child autonomously, yet as relationally defined by generational positions and practices. Approaching the child as a discrete yet situated subject has been called ‘conceptual autonomy’ by Barrie Thorne, and is partly underpinned in the field of childhood studies by a shift in focus away from dependency on the figure of the mother. Maternal studies has had a similar struggle. The question for maternal studies has revolved around how we conceptualise the maternal subject as a subject position that is not synonymous with ‘woman’, nor the subject who puts her needs and desires aside for the sake of the always-more-vulnerable child. In order for the child or mother to emerge as the main focus of each field, it appears that both must ‘bracket’ the other, even when empirically children can be mothers, and mothers, children. The question then is what it means when these two fields that have been bound up in the struggle for their own conceptual autonomy come together. Put another way, what is the anxiety about getting together, and in what ways does this getting together make ‘feminist’ trouble?

This brings us to our second consideration: the function of ‘feminism’ as a third term in the dialogue between childhood and maternal studies. The dialogue we wish to engage inevitably takes in histories of feminist thought, as the study of childhood and maternity is entangled with both terms. Indeed, one strand of second-wave feminism showed how ‘woman’, ‘mother’ and ‘child’ have been written into one another, through the social and political analysis of the potential reproductive capacity of women’s bodies, and through forms of regulation of both children and women which reiterate and displace this connection. Feminist legal work in the 1990s on the Victorian period, for instance, elucidated how late-nineteenth-century legislation produced the very categories of womanhood, motherhood and childhood that eclipsed and fixed classed ideals of dependency and interdependency. Further feminist work revealed both the relations between the regulation of motherhood and childhood, and how such forms play a crucial role in securing class privilege and empire. Here feminist and post-colonial scholars have examined how women, children and racialised or enslaved others are also inextricably linked in a colonial imaginary of ‘primitivism’, revealing how these subject positions are mutually associated with ‘pre-maturity’ in relation to the masculine, autonomous, white, self-sufficient adult...
subject, who does not bear or care for children. If one impulse of feminism in thinking through maternal–child relations was to turn to history, then another was to pay attention to differences in geopolitical location and social position, and the aftermath of empire.

More recently feminism and queer studies have begun to appreciate time as productive of patterns of social belonging which have particular implications for childhood and maternal studies. Elizabeth Freeman, for instance, shows how the narratives of linear timelines – such as birth, development, maturation, reproduction, the accumulation of wealth, its passing on to dependents, and death – come to function as a temporal ‘norm’, rendering lives that do not unfold along these lines as ‘deviant’ and ‘immature’. Lee Edelman has famously argued that the figure of the Child (and we would say, by association, the mother) plays a crucial role in suturing the social and national imaginary, such that the future of the nation and of the social bond is figured through heterosexual reproduction that subsumes all other forms of futurity. The child, in this temporal narrative, is the figure for the ‘yet-to-come’ and so occupies the temporality of anticipation, rather than temporalities that may be specific to childhood, such as those of immediacy or the situated present. Alongside this, we have seen analyses of maternal temporalities that depart from classical accounts of ‘women’s time’, which has been described as both cyclical and bound up with the monumental time of the regeneration of the species. A focus on the temporalities of waiting, duration and interruption has emerged, one that elucidates how care work in the global north continues to be the domain of women, a situation that brings with it complex negotiations of time (see also Rosen and Newberry, this volume). Scholars have therefore sought to uncouple both motherhood and childhood from the normativity of ‘development’ and have proposed both mother and child as figures that are ‘for the future’ without needing to be used as figures for ‘futurity’ per se.

Finally, in feminist theory, the relationality of the terms ‘woman’, ‘mother’ and ‘child’ has emerged as a central preoccupation, implicit in much early radical feminism that identified a reproductive capacity as the ‘grounds’ of oppression. What is striking is the way ‘mother’ and ‘child’ as categories of analysis have been both pushed and pulled in and out of focus in this feminist work. At certain points the child gets pushed to the margins of feminism so as to make room for the agentic, autonomous notion of ‘woman’. And the ‘mother’ becomes equally suspect for feminism, with intensive debates on that term reaching their height in the 1980s and subsiding into an uncomfortable agreement that a ‘strategic essentialism’ may be the best way of dealing with the troubling
issues of reproductive bodies, dependent others, the ethics of care and the messy borders between self and other, biology and sociality. Yet motherhood was always a central issue for feminism and, as Angela McRobbie elucidates, women raised on a diet of liberal feminism in the period after feminism’s second wave find that equality is attainable only so long as they are child free. Nevertheless, the work of granting mother and child conceptual autonomy is ongoing. For example, Claudia Castañeda observes how the figure of the unfinished and mutable child is central to much contemporary social theory that privileges ‘becoming’, while also occupying a space within psychoanalytically informed feminist theories where adult subjectivity incorporates the child within. She notices that just as the child appears to emerge as an ontological category that is not dependent for its coherence on a relation with another, the child is drawn on to bolster accounts of decentred or unfolding subjectivities. The adult–child relation therefore continues to challenge our capacity to fashion theories that are relational whilst also allowing subjects conceptual autonomy. In Castañeda’s terms, it pushes us to articulate a politics in which ‘mother’ or ‘child’ can remain privileged terms, without producing an abstract Other (whether Mother or Child) through which this privilege is secured.

In a similar way, the deconstruction of the autonomous, rights-bearing subject has been central to feminist care ethics, and by extension to maternal studies. The philosopher Christine Battersby has suggested that feminist philosophy could do well to start from the question of what would have to change in order to take seriously the notion that a ‘person’ could, at least potentially, become two. ‘Could we retain a notion of self-identity,’ she asks, ‘if we did not privilege that which is self-contained and self-directed?’ The potentiality to become two, in other words, could be a starting point for understanding identity, along with a conception of the self as always already relational, embodied and fleshy. This view theorises relationships with dependent others as constitutive of the self, such that inequalities and power-dependencies are basic and fundamental.

These features of maternity can be applied as much to childhood as to motherhood. We can think of ‘the child’ as potentially multiple, interdependent, a ‘fleshy continuity’ emergent at the intersection of self and other, shifting the rights-based, autonomous, agentic child-subject closer towards the emergent co-dependency of subjectivity per se, a subjectivity that is shared with the messy co-dependence of the mother. As Thorne argued, if we reconfigure notions of self in terms of relationality, even while acknowledging hierarchies of difference, then this changes the ways we understand the social matrix as constituted through relations,
and this in turn changes the ways in which we theorise both mothers and children. Perhaps what is now important is that we acknowledge that both analytic categories of mother and child can do the work of destabilising theories of agentic subjectivity, rather than each field trying to claim this work as unique, whilst simultaneously being at the expense of the other.

Fields and journeys through them

There is a now well-worn story about how the ‘new’ childhood studies emerged in the late 1980s. This included a move by sociology and anthropology to intervene in a field dominated by psychology, and the desire to extend the practices of social construction to reveal the child as agentic, specific and rights-bearing – a move linked in policy terms to the UNCRC (1989). In retrospect we can admire this as an effective instance of field-building that could be compared to the more precarious history of ‘women’s studies’, which, through mainstreaming, largely dissolved as a distinct academic field of research, being replaced by gender studies in many parts of the globe. Childhood studies has involved a timely embrace of interdisciplinarity, whilst retaining several crucial components: a power base within the social sciences; clear links to policy and practice via the articulation of children’s rights within education and social work training; and methodological innovation, as researchers have sought to realise the promise to articulate children’s standpoints. Twenty years on there are specialist journals, international research centres and thriving degree and postgraduate programmes that attest to the resilience of the project and its responsiveness to developments within and beyond the academy. What is important, perhaps, in giving this account is that childhood studies emerged at a specific theoretical juncture, when researchers had become frustrated with the resources available to them. This sense that something is not quite right in the way a concept or experience is being articulated or understood is perhaps the most valuable affect of them all. However, we might ask why it is that childhood studies may need the mother or the maternal in order to enrich its thinking. Can it do its work of studying childhood without reference to the mother at all?

Maternal studies, on the other hand, is a more diffuse field. There are no departments of ‘maternal studies’ worldwide, no degree programmes that take that name in the UK, and just a handful of dedicated journals and informal, largely unfunded networks, that attempt to
address motherhood as distinct from studies of parenting and the family. Whilst it has become an intensely interdisciplinary domain, maternal studies retains the affect of embarrassment within the academy, through its continued desire to study and understand parenting ‘in the feminine’. In insisting on gendering the field, maternal studies in effect feminises it in a way that may no longer be tenable elsewhere. Although ‘maternal studies’ might well include the role of men in engendering and rearing children, and of queer and trans mothering practices, in its attempt to honour the ongoing reality that it is women who perform the majority of childrearing and domestic labour maternal studies brings with it anxieties and unease. This includes concern over whether this deliberate focus on the mother returns us to ‘maternalist’ sensibilities, essentialist debates, ‘difference’ feminism and its failures to embrace multiple differences beyond the gender binary; to bodies, even if they are now spread across multiple material, affective, and subjective sites.

Perhaps what remains most difficult about maternal studies is the assertion that the ‘quality’ of relations still matters. By refusing to attend to what is specific about the relationship between women and children, we leave the space between them open to oppressive discourses of intensive parenting, or discourses of blame, ridicule and the depoliticising of motherhood. Yet to work in this space entails dealing with discomfort, or revulsion, or even the unbearable. There is an element of the mother–child relation that we want to push away from, even when that pushing is also self-destructive. It is interesting, therefore, to see a return, through maternal studies, to psychoanalytic theories drawn from the work of Donald Winnicott, Wilfred Bion and Bracha Ettinger, theories of interconnectivity, or of what Ettinger has termed ‘transsubjectivity’, that put the child back without naturalising this relation. Conceptual autonomy as a project, we would argue, therefore becomes simply impossible. In this sense maternal studies refuses not to deal with the unfinished and unfinishable business of feminism.

During initial discussions that led to this paper, we explored the question of what maternal studies could learn from childhood studies and vice versa. For maternal studies we discussed how a focus on the diverse, concrete present, which has been a focus of childhood studies, could help identify what it means to mother at particular historical junctures; how an engagement with the ways in which the category is mediated by material culture could enhance similar interests in motherhood and material culture; and how an attentiveness to futurity that has characterised childhood studies could be used to help think through the kinds of futuricity embedded in motherhood as a state of being. For childhood
studies we identified that it could take from maternal studies a politics of inter-subjectivity or inter-connectedness that does not end in a collapse of one set of needs in the face of the other, and a focus on the non-linear temporal realities of inter-generation. As we came to write, we realised that these were the lessons we had learned; that is, they reflected the ways in which we had hit particular impasses in thinking. They involved a desire to understand the mother and the child more relationally even when the desire was also to shore up the boundary between the two.

Thinking through relational entities

What might it look like, then, to think differently of the push and pull between the needs of the child and those of the mother? If we accept that conceptual autonomy is a fantasy that has structured both childhood and motherhood studies, we might be able to think about the push and pull in the practice of being and theorising mother and child. Pushing and pulling, in other words, happens for theorists as much as for all of us in our everyday lives. What happens if we stop trying to resolve it, but instead make the uncomfortable move of reconceptualising it as a form of ‘weaning’? Instead of either pulling away or collapsing into one another theoretically, perhaps processes of separation between mothers and children leads to the establishment of relational entities and chains of mother and child, understood through small moments of substitution, mediation and scaffolding that can be traced across time and space.

Child and mother are constantly remade. Working historically and empirically, you begin to learn something about what this remaking looks like, its consequences and implications. In Rachel Thomson’s research this involves working qualitatively and longitudinally with women who also become mothers, and moving with relational convoys over time, understanding biographies as dynamic and indexical and ‘mother’ and ‘child’ as co-existent, contested and emergent, yet profoundly patterned and governed. In Lisa Baraitser’s work it involves working conceptually through the quotidian, everyday, overlooked and mundane scenes of motherhood, whether described anecdotally, or ‘found’ in the myriad of places that maternal stories emerge, mining the ‘incidental’ for its theoretical import, in order that theory is never anything other than an attempt to make sense of experience.

We would like, therefore, to use the second half of this chapter to examine a fragment of case material drawn from Rachel’s study Making Modern Mothers, using ‘weaning’ as a way to conceptualise the push and
pull between mother’s and children’s needs, and between motherhood and childhood studies. If, as we have been arguing, the fantasy of conceptual autonomy needs to be disrupted by a willingness to bracket mothers and children together (without collapsing one into the other), then we may learn something about the relation between mothers and children, and between maternal studies and childhood studies, by working through the case study together.

**David and Anastasia**

The *Making Modern Mothers* study is an empirical research project that captures and characterises the experience of a diverse group of British women becoming mothers for the first time in 2005. The study is a collective endeavour involving four researchers: Rachel Thomson, Mary Jane Kehily, Sue Sharpe and Lucy Hadfield. Starting in 2005 with 60 participants, it narrowed from 2009 to focus on six, whom researchers followed from pregnancy into the second year of the children’s life and most recently met with again in 2013 when the children were eight years old. The research uses a range of methods in order to capture aspects of the women’s experiences, including interviews, photographs and observation. This includes a ‘day in a life’ experiment that involves participants allowing researchers to spend an ‘ordinary’ day with them, producing ‘micro-ethnographies’ composed of photographs and reflective field notes written by the researcher soon after the observation. The method enables researchers to include children within the project in a new way. This material has been curated on an interactive digital website through further collaboration with the filmmaker Susi Arnott and the photographer Crispin Hughes.

Rachel writes: The research began as a study of new motherhood. Children were not yet born. Over the study we witnessed the ways in which the arrival of a separate yet dependent being acted as an interruption and provocation to the lives of the women and those around them. A longitudinal extension of the original study forced us to refocus our attention when experiencing a ‘day in the life’ of the mothers – finding our gaze grasped by toddlers, intent on being part of the action, drawing us into communication and interactions around food and control. Further funding opportunities allowed us to focus explicitly on the children, at which point mothers seemed to fade into the background, operating as a kind of ‘necessary context’ for access and interpretation. The documents that we made together increasingly operated as memorialising opportunities...
for fast flowing family cultures – too mundane to be celebrated formally and yet part of a nexus of everyday practices that scaffold interdependent projects of selves.

From the outset we noticed the material culture of mothering – documenting the buggy and bag; the toys that had been passed down or along, and where it seemed right to start afresh. We were interested in how the objects gathered around a new baby were like a firmament, with each star representing a valued place or person who it was hoped would accompany the child as time passed. We noticed when particular objects ‘failed’ and were given away or simply gathered dust. Bedrooms became full and were emptied as new beginnings were initiated. The research itself was an important part of the ‘firmament’ surrounding the child and mother, travelling together, explicitly reminding both of earlier conversations, decisions, hopes. We periodically asked mothers to reflect on time passing using our own documentation as provocation. We extended these conversations to involve children who were asked to understand and consent to a process that had begun before they were born.

How we think about the child is then shaped by both theory and research design – where we draw the boundary of what is included in view. In this study we drew lines in gendered terms around mothers and grandmothers. Fathers could be included if invited in by mothers, but so could a friend, a sister, a neighbour. Child siblings were not included, though they inserted themselves insistently. Neighbourhoods and homes were the sites of interviews, and observations. Most recently school became part of what was seen and incorporated into view. Theoretically we were motivated by an existentialist interest in self-making and a materialist notion that such projects involve situated practice. We were suspicious of outcome-oriented developmentalism but excited by more open-ended notions of becoming.

We present here a fragment of fieldwork notes from a research encounter with David, aged eight, and his mother Anastasia, which captures the moment that they look at the multi-media document created through the research, showcasing David’s bedroom and his account of his ‘favourite things’ (see ‘Favourite things’: http://modernmothers.org/favs/d/david.html). The fieldnote is followed by our reflections, capturing some of the productive tensions between childhood and maternal studies outlined earlier. To appreciate the discussion we encourage readers to first look at the multimedia document by following the link above. David is an only child, living with mum (Anastasia) and dad (Richie) in a flat in North London. Dad works
shifts and mum has been developing a kitchen-table business since his birth in 2005, making and selling things on eBay. Sue, the researcher, has become friends with the family since first interviewing Anastasia in 2005 when she was eight months pregnant; each research visit is an opportunity to ‘catch up’.

4.45pm: The meal is on the table, and I eat with them. Anastasia has put out some nice warmed Greek bread and salad and hummus, and the boys dive into the bread. It’s pasta and meatballs for Anastasia and me, and pasta and frankfurter sausages for the boys. The boys have eaten so much bread that they don’t have much appetite left for the pasta and leave a lot. They head off back to the Xbox and I take the opportunity to give thank you vouchers to Anastasia. She’s delighted, but saying we didn’t have to give her anything for doing this.

I wanted to show Anastasia the Favourites website with David on it so she put the laptop on to warm up because it is so old and slow now. She had asked to see it on her phone but I said it wouldn’t really show properly in my view.

In the meantime she wanted to have a cigarette on the balcony, and I went outside with her and we chatted. She has a little business going making super hot chilli sauce. She had offered me some with the pasta and I had a tiny bit – it is certainly a very hot one. She’s trying to earn money because she has to pay a lot of money for doing her NVQ course, since she already has a degree they charge her more.

We put the website on and she watched it, both laughing and covering her face at some of it, especially where David talks about shooting ‘Dad’s fat belly and mum’s fat bum’. She enjoyed it and said she thought it was great, but also felt that it wasn’t really her family. She couldn’t believe it was her son speaking so confidently to me, she was thinking how different he is when she’s not around. She didn’t worry about the things I thought she might, like the belly and bums bit, or where he talks about them being busy because they have to pay the gas bill etc., and said she ‘can’t wait to show it to my friend’. I told her that it wasn’t ‘out’ yet and we were still working on it so it wasn’t public. She called David in to watch it, and J came as well. David thought it was OK, but tended to get a bit bored with it after a few minutes and was chatting over bits of himself talking, after he’d got used to what it was about. When Barnaby, his soft toy dog, came up in focus he said that sometimes he didn’t sleep with him (in response to his voice on the website saying he did). He didn’t seem bothered about listening to his own voice. Anastasia teased him about her ‘fat bum’ and asked him if she really had one and he said ‘So-so’; she threatened to take something away so he said ‘No she wasn’t fat’ and we all laughed.
Anastasia said she couldn’t think why he hadn’t included his Lego in his favourites and showed me his Lego models and I took a couple of photos. But when I asked David if he still played with them he said no. In fact, Anastasia had told me earlier that he didn’t really play with anything except the Xbox since he’d got it. (I had thought of doing a panoramic shot of his bedroom, but it was now rather different and some toys had been cleared away and the hanging basket previously full of soft toys was completely empty, so I didn’t.)

Thinking together

The first question of any case study must be – a case of what? If this were a childhood studies project this might be the ‘case of David’, itself speaking to a wide range of categories, including eight-year-old boys, only children or urban childhoods, for instance. For maternal studies we might be thinking in terms of Anastasia: a case of migrant mothering? But our approach endeavours to think about a mother and a child together and over time – a case of relationship in context, that asks what we might understand if we just keep looking. This is an approach to ‘caseness’ which in Andrew Abbott’s words ‘has to do with endurance and thingness; appearance, disappearance, combination and transformation’. It is impossible to think of Anastasia without David and vice versa, and neither would be available to us without Sue’s presence as a trusted researcher. From the outset of the project Anastasia welcomed the research into her world. Sue’s field notes always included details of hospitality and warmth. As migrants from two different continents Anastasia and her partner had met and settled in London and were careful about gathering and cultivating resources. Relatives could be a source of threat as well as security, and ‘making do’ in a long-hours, low-wage economy demanded an entrepreneurial collective strategy. The research and Sue herself were seen as something good, to be welcomed into the tight-knit trio. So, already, the ‘caseness’ of this case study involves the relatedness of David, Anastasia, her partner and Sue, as they appear, disappear, combine and transform over time.

When Anastasia was pregnant with David she emphasised her strong identity as a worker, and through the research she expressed frustration in the difficulty she experienced in regaining her pre-birth identity and body. Sue records that work plans are always being hatched. The documentation of David’s favourite things and a day in his life, made several months apart in his ninth year, capture a dynamic and contingent moment in the life of the family. David himself is on the cusp of
something: orienting towards friends in a new way, discovering the virtual space of the internet for himself, beginning to let go of the soft toys of his early childhood. Seeing David at school is strange for the researcher. He seems like a different boy. We have a taste of how Anastasia might struggle to recognise the grownup-sounding boy, recorded narrating his toys. Anastasia is busily involved in self-making: studying for new qualifications, producing and selling her own chilli sauce. We get a feeling of how this purposeful activity appears to David by noticing his remark that ‘this family is too busy, making money to pay bills’… to host playdates or sleepovers? But we also know that this is about to be unsettled. It is no surprise when just a month later his room has been redecorated in a more grownup style and David is installed with a friend at the new Playstation.

The longitudinal method allows access to moments in the flow of a family’s life; making ‘scenes’ from what is experienced as the everyday. Our interest in the connected maternal and child subjects mean that the scenes reveal, literally, how we are made out of each other, spurred on and enabled by the presence, absence, actions, reactions and anticipations of each other (amongst others). With the passage of time and the accumulation of new scenes this relatedness turns into the stuff of life. It becomes possible to see how this case of Anastasia and David has become what it is. The way that we narrate these changes depends on our frame, and need not be determined by notions of linear development that fix subjects into well-worn trajectories. Indeed, we may be better served by tropes of dialogue, entanglement, echo and repetition which chime with the choreographies of lived experience. Our interpretations are shaped by preoccupations and methods that conceal and reveal, and which themselves become part of the lives that they document. At the time of writing this paper we learned from Sue that Anastasia is now working as a teaching assistant at David’s school, pleased to be in a job with prospects but also baffled by seeing the school from inside in ways that are prefigured in Sue’s observation of David’s day.

From a maternal studies perspective, our first thought is about the shifting location of the ‘subject’ of the case study, and how we might locate mum, dad, David and Sue in this account. There is Anastasia, David’s mum, but there is also Sue, the researcher, who enables a conversation with David about mum and dad, and a conversation with mum about David and dad. There is the mum and dad of David’s private talk with Sue, and there is the mum, Anastasia, in the field note, who has her own work, her future aspirations, her past in another country, and her own relation with Sue, dad and David, the mum who listens in to the conversation between Sue and David with pride, and some amazement. There is
also the mum and dad of David’s fantasy world – not just the dad with the ‘fat belly’ and the mum with the ‘fat bums’, who are unable to play pool because they are working to pay for the electric and gas bills – but the mum, for example, whom David associates with the soft cuddly toys of his childhood, and whom he is both drawn towards and repudiates, reminding those assembled that he doesn’t always need Barnaby to go to sleep. Perhaps ‘mother’ is a term, then, that attempts to tie together an embodied subject who delights in the otherness of the child (Anastasia), as well as a form of mediation (Sue’s practice as a researcher), and a mental and emotional image (David’s relation to an internalised version of ‘mum’). This tying together is loose, and the maternal subject is always on the move.

The conversations between Sue and David are linked, on the website, to objects in David’s room. The material culture of David’s world includes toys that allow some form of regression and comfort, such as Barnaby, and the tiger-cat, and those that seem to be about managing aggression, fear and competition, such as guns, a Darth Maul mask, the Dalek, car games, pool and chess. Barnaby is held onto in a supermarket and mum responds to David’s immediate need for its softness by tearing off the label and allowing him to hold it even while she pays. She refuses to separate David from Barnaby. Yet later the cuddly toys are put away by mum, as if she has grown out of, or become embarrassed by, David’s early attachments. The guitar is a ‘substitute’ or fake, but David is also proud of his ‘real’ phone, the pool table, the Dalek that speaks, and the wooden games set. Anastasia is surprised he hasn’t chosen the Lego, noting how much time David used to spend with this before the Xbox stole his attention. The materiality of both motherhood and childhood means negotiations about money, and endless attempts at working the line between trying to get what you want and getting what others deem good for you, or what you are convinced is good for others. It makes visible the struggle to identify whose needs are whose, and the relative urgency of those needs. There is a trace of these negotiations in all the objects David plays with, in his room, and how it is configured, and in how it changes over time.

There is also profound identity work going on in David’s talk: ‘I win’; ‘you’d better watch out for me and my guns’. There is his identification as a rock guitarist, and the invitation by a friend to come and see his band: these seem to be bids for a separate and powerful identity, as someone who can kill off his opponents with a bang. The question ‘who am I’ and ‘who am I to you’ are also questions of ‘who am I without you’ and ‘what can you do to me’, and they apply to mother and researcher too. Mum is trying to get ahead, or maybe just keep afloat, and does and doesn’t want to be pulled
into an engagement with David. The cigarette on the balcony seems to signify time out, connecting Anastasia to her own needs and desires, recalling a time when she may have been separating from her own mother through marking out her body and desires as her own. It is also a shared moment between women. We are told that Sue and Anastasia have become friends, and that Sue comes round to ‘catch up’. What goes on between the two of them? And what does the researcher want?

Posing the same question but changing the subject helps to see multiple perspectives that are relationally premised. Reading together allows us to see the push and pull between Anastasia and David that is both a bid for separation and an expression of their ongoing relation to one another. Separation, here, is not simply a push away, but also the movement towards inhabiting the position of the other, in order to understand something, that allows further separation. ‘Weaning’, understood broadly as a process of separation, from this perspective, is mutual, gradual and recursive. In order to shed his earlier childhood identity, David needs to return to the question of his relation to others. His questions may be aimed at Anastasia, but in the case material they are mediated through a third figure, Sue. In psychoanalytic theory this third position that facilitates separation is usually characterised as a ‘paternal’ function that enables separation between mother and child. However, where feminism and psychoanalysis have fruitfully engaged, it has been precisely around this issue of the gendering of thirdness (with its connotations of the symbolic world beyond the milky dyad). Anastasia continually welcomes the other in, and yet is surprised by the developmental shift that David has taken, which is manifest in the adult-sounding recording of his conversation with Sue. Her own self-making is not a process of simply pursuing her course, her kitchen-table business, or her project of survival, but is enabled through her ongoing relation to her separating and returning son.

By bracketing mother and child together, rather than separately from one another, we can allow the conceptual entanglement of ‘mother’ and ‘child’ to be tolerated and sustained in a way that enriches both childhood and maternal studies. Reading together involves an engagement between sociology and psychoanalysis, noticing the relational practices of ‘childing’ and ‘adulting’ through which social categories are created, and how these flesh out the mother for the child and the child for the mother. In becoming objects for each other it becomes possible to do the work of separation and, leading from this, to become subjects through whom relationality becomes possible. We can understand the encounter between mother and child, and between childhood and maternal studies, as a ‘growing sideways’ that is relational, dynamic
and generative. Thinking *through* in this way involves at least two projects of self in relationship, as precipitated by one other but also by the material and temporal properties of the environment in its concrete and abstract manifestations.

Maintaining a focus over time enables us to see the fluid character of this relationality, but also the obstacles and inflexibilities which may structure the pathways of least resistance. The temporalities involved are complicated. There are practices of waiting (to get back to your ‘old life’, to being ‘old enough’). Things move slowly and suddenly very fast as we realise that something may have happened outside of view (our child has become someone else). Technologies become sluggish and eventually obsolete, and an upgrade or a new toy can feel like time travel into the future. The child and the mother – if thought together – express a tension between together and apart, acting as the ‘other’ to one another. They are each other’s audience, whether they like it or not, though they may only come to realise it through the mediation of a third. When we hold them in mind within a research frame it becomes possible to notice and think about the qualities of this relationship, and to offer a different kind of audience or sense of the ‘public’ from which to see them.

In conclusion, we have taken up the challenge of using feminism as a space of encounter for connecting childhood and maternal studies, allowing us to think about how we conceptualise the relationship between mother and child. Our approach has tracked how notions of conceptual autonomy and relationality have become important in both fields, reappearing in successive waves of theorising. We have also explored why they may be so difficult to maintain, in the face of the pull and push of conceptual collapse and separation. Our aim has been to show how it might be possible to think mother and child together in such a way that escapes the temptations of abstraction, maintaining a connection to situatedness, contingency and intersubjectivity. By using the terminology of ‘weaning’ we may have provoked some of the uncomfortable associations of maternalism, while asking our readers to follow through an expanded reading of relationality enriched by this affective charge. Feminism is the unmarked yet prime mover that shapes our conviction that it is possible to generate new knowledge by engaging seriously with the ordinary business of living as mother and child. For us the feminist encounter involves the acknowledgement of a political dimension to our investigations, and this feminist encounter has prompted us to think about what might be unthinkable for childhood and material studies.
NOTES

10 A term coined by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak to describe how and why marginalised groups present themselves through apparently shared characteristics such as nation, ‘race’, sexual identity, etc., while also recognising the constructedness and contingency of these characteristics.
14 See Ohad Zehavi, this volume.
16 Thorne, ‘Re-visioning Women’.
17 For example the successive prefaces to Allison James and Alan Prout, Constructing and Reconstructing Childhood (Routledge, 1990, 1997, 2015).
21 The MoMM study was funded by the Economic and Social Research Council RES-148-25-0057. For project findings see Rachel Thomson et al., Making Modern Mothers (Bristol: Polity Press, 2011); for interactive multimedia website see http://modernmothers.org/; follow-up study of children see Rachel Thomson, Liam Berriman and Sara Bragg, Researching Everyday Childhoods: Time, Technology and Documentation (London: Bloomsbury, 2018); and website http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/everydaychildhoods/.


When we first watched the documentary film *Born into Brothels (BiB)* in 2008, little did we know that a couple of years later we would be urged by a group of children of sex workers, not unlike those in *BiB*, to make a film to counter its narrative. As feminist human rights lawyers, our first impulse on watching *BiB* was an amazement at the film’s omission of any references to a vibrant sex workers’ collective right next door to where the film had been shot in the Sonagachi red-light district in Kolkata. The Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee (DMSC), a sex worker-led organisation with more than 65,000 female, male and transgender sex worker members, has been active there since 1997. However, *BiB* chose to make no mention of them. For us, such active exclusion was of grave consequence because we believed it only added to and strengthened a dominant narrative that worked to create an image of the sex worker as helpless, incapable and in need of rescue. Such narratives also lend legitimacy to a global saviour impulse that is put into practice by a whole host of state and non-state actors, even when sex workers refute the asserted need for external interventions in their lives.

The DMSC protested against the film’s voyeuristic and denigrating portrayal of the lives of sex workers and their children. But the directors’ portrayal of their own struggle to rescue children of sex workers in Kolkata from their suffering had won hearts – and also the Oscar for best documentary in 2005. The film had become famous for the distanced publics of global compassion that it mobilised. The filmmakers were celebrated for their display of courage in the face of indigenous patriarchy, an underdeveloped and corrupt state and the incompetent, immoral parents of
the children. If it was not for their intervention, the film suggested in no uncertain terms, the children would have had to remain captive within the hellish brothels, a location that was their home. The removal of the children from their homes, from their mothers, was the valiant mission that the filmmakers were undertaking. The directors were the protagonists of the film; it was their story about their triumph over Third World miseries.

When we first watched BiB we had already been associated with the DMSC as feminist allies for many years. We supported their struggles for the right to sex work, and the rights of sex workers. We had been part of their rallies and written about their activism. As human rights lawyers we had held legal awareness workshops with their members. In the course of our interactions with sex worker activists we had learnt a key lesson in feminist politics, which was conveyed to us through a well-known slogan of the global sex workers’ rights movement: ‘nothing about us without us’. We learnt that the communities of people with whom a feminist engages and works must be regarded as active subjects capable of knowing, evaluating and deciding on what is best for their lives; that the feminist self who claims to be an ally in the struggles of marginalised people must not also claim superiority of knowledge and being.

Over the years, during our visits to the DMSC’s offices in north Kolkata, we would meet many of the children of the sex workers milling about and participating in the DMSC’s work. We would join with them to raise slogans at protests. Yet until we had watched BiB it did not occur to us with full clarity that children of sex workers are a group exploited by abolitionist feminists to trump arguments in favour of the right to sex work. BiB was, in many ways, an extension of such a feminist position, and reinforced an image similar to that of the Third World sex worker without agency, as was deployed in the 1996 Emmy Award-winning documentary The Selling of Innocents. These films have portrayed children born to sex workers as being trafficked at birth. By marshalling specific filmmaking techniques – the use of grainy, red-filtered, shaky images and haunting background scores – the films pursued a pedagogical mission: to train their viewers to believe that children of sex workers would naturally grow up to be prostitutes if they were girls and pimps if they were boys. Their fates were sealed – unless the abolitionist feminists intervened.

Strangely enough, as pro-sex-work feminists, we had seldom thought of the children of sex workers from the DMSC as fully agential subjects. Our focus was almost solely on the rights of sex workers and their right to sex work. This included their right to the custody of their children, but not necessarily the children’s right not to be forcibly removed from their mothers. However, the fact that the children had
stakes in their mothers’ struggles, that they too were political actors who were an integral part of the sex workers’ rights movement, didn’t dawn on us until we attended a DMSC protest rally led by Amra Padatik (AP), a collective of children of sex workers formed under the aegis of the DMSC.

On the evening of 3 March 2009 – International Sex Worker Rights Day – over 3,000 children of sex workers (aged between 6 and 25 years), all from Kolkata’s Sonagachi and surrounding red light districts, marched through College Street. They held placards and shouted slogans demanding their rights as children to be free from stigma and discrimination. They also demanded their mothers’ rights to perform sex work. The rally was organised and led by AP.

Fig. 5.1 At the Amra Padatik Rally, Kolkata, on International Sex Workers’ Rights Day, 3 March 2009. (Photograph by Oishik Sircar)
One of the marchers’ most popular slogans targeted India’s then Minister for Women and Child Development: ‘Renuka Chaudhary’s Kalo Hath Guriye Dao, Guriye Dao’ (Smash Renuka Chaudhary’s Black Hand). In using this slogan the children in the march were alluding to an amendment that the ministry had been seeking to make to the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956, to criminalise clients of sex workers. This move would have pushed sex work underground and exposed the children’s mothers to additional violence and extortion. Along with this, they were also protesting against a provision in the same law that would allow the state to remove children attaining the age of majority from their mothers if they were defined as living off their mothers’ earnings (in other words, living with them).

It was at this rally that we conceived the idea of a project on the collectivisation of children of sex workers, and their activism as political actors. We felt that it was necessary for the human rights world, of which we were a part by profession, to hear this story that we were learning about. In the light of a film like Bib, we aimed to foreground the experiences of these children from Sonagachi to challenge the singularity of focus on suffering that their ostensible plight has attracted. We did not mean to dismiss it, but to bring to light the multiple and overlapping realities of coercion, celebration, negotiation and determination that marked their lives. It was also an attempt at exposing how a singular focus on suffering worked to erase the complexity of their lived experiences – in turn, denying these children an opportunity to be recognised as citizens who have the capacity and vision to give meaning to how their lives are to be perceived or lived. While children of sex workers are on the receiving end of multiple forms of disadvantage they are also active agents in resisting disadvantage and formulating daily negotiation strategies which constitute an exemplary show of resilience. When they are minors, age not only leads to the violation of the rights of these children: it also becomes the reason why compassionate interventions do not consider them as citizens whose voices matter.

As feminists whose politics were strongly informed by a postcolonial sensibility, we assumed that our idea already carried an ethical heft. As part of our participatory methodology, we discussed our idea with a group of members from AP to get their feedback. While the group, which comprised AP’s office-holders Pinky, Gobinda, Ratan, Mithu and Chaitali, were happy about a project of this nature, they raised doubts about its transformative capacity. They were concerned that we would end up publishing the outcome in English, in an academic journal, which would be of no use to them: it would benefit only us. The suggestion came from
one of them that we make a film that could both offer a counter-story to that of BiB and that AP could use as a part of their own advocacy work. Both Pinky and Gobinda had watched BiB, and they were troubled by how a film that demeans them and their mothers could find such widespread appeal, not only globally but also in India.

Fig. 5.2  Film poster artwork by Anirban Ghosh depicting the five protagonists. (Source: Anirban Ghosh)
In 2011, we completed the documentary film *We Are Foot Soldiers*,\(^\text{11}\) which featured as protagonists the five members of AP mentioned above. We also published an article that accompanied the film.\(^\text{12}\) While writing the article was a rehearsal of activist-academic conventions in feminism and jurisprudence, making the film was a provocation to unlearn a lot of these very conventions. It was not our inexperience in the technique of filmmaking that was the cause for this provocation. That challenge, although pertinent, we had overcome by bringing on board like-minded friends who had the requisite technical knowledge.\(^\text{13}\) Rather, it was the challenge of thinking about a form of storytelling that was able to bring our pro-sex-work feminism into conversation with the politics of AP. The risk in such a conversation was of letting our feminist interpretive lens become a totalising explanatory framework for AP’s narratives of childhoods. How do we tell a story which is both ours and theirs? How do we tell a story in which the aesthetics will not overwhelm the politics and vice versa?

The film was a collaborative exercise and yet not. It appeared to us that the children were, through active participation in the filming, assuming ownership of the film which was seeking to tell their stories. But as directors we exercised creative control and authority. At the time

![Fig. 5.3 Debolina with Gobinda, at his residence, during the filming of WAFS. (Photograph by Anindya Shankar Das)](image)
of filming, we decided never to enter the frame of the camera during interviews. Yet, from over 12 hours of footage, the decision of which frames to retain into the final 26-minute cut was ours.¹⁴

Of course, these are standard dilemmas regarding the ethics of documentary filmmaking, especially when there is a clear differential in power between the filmmakers and the human subjects of the film. But for us, negotiating these dilemmas was more than a practice of professional ethics. These negotiations enabled us to witness a material encounter between our feminisms and a politics of their childhoods. Within pro-sex-work feminist discourses, children of sex workers often appear either as an apology or a justification for their mothers’ choice of occupation. Through the conversations with our protagonists we realised that we needed to walk a fine line between foregrounding a pro-sex-work politics and at the same time not making that politics the sole foundational peg for the film. How could the film foreground an account by one of our protagonists who, while supporting the right to sex work, did not like identifying as the child of a sex worker all the time? How were we to present disagreements between children and their mothers without being predisposed to either position? If the children were to occupy centre stage in a narrative about their lives, the film had to make space for accounts that were not entirely in alignment with our pro-sex-work feminism. This necessitated that both we and the sex workers remain entirely out of the frames; thus, we decided to not interview any sex-working mothers.

The encounter between feminisms and childhoods that we saw was not one of rivalry, but unfolded as a dialogue in which we had to confront the fact that feminism, even in its best-intentioned and most self-reflexive versions, must recognise its limitations. For us, this recognition hasn’t been a paralyzing force. The encounter has shown us the merits of unlearning to make way for learning anew.

NOTES

1 Born into Brothels, directed by Zana Brisky and Ross Kaufman (2004; New York: THINKFilm).
2 Our use of the term ‘children’ does not denote minors: it refers to those born to sex workers, or those whose mothers sell sexual services for a living. The protagonists in our film, mostly adults, referred to themselves as ‘children of sex workers’ and used it as an identity category.
3 Sonagachi has been a zoned red-light district in Kolkata since the days of colonial occupation. Its proximity to the Calcutta port enabled easy access for sailors and officers of the East India Company to the prostitutes. In those days the red-light district was marked out, for the purposes of quarantine and surveillance, by the Contagious Diseases Act, which sought to protect English soldiers. For a detailed historical insight into Sonagachi, see Sumanta Banerjee, Dangerous Outcaste: The Prostitute in Nineteenth Century Bengal (Kolkata: Seagull Books, 2000).


*Selling of Innocents*, directed by Ruchira Gupta (1996; Toronto: Associated Producers Ltd.).

The initial funding for this project came from the National Child Rights Fellowship, which we had received from Child Rights and You (CRY) in 2009 to write a research paper on Amra Padatik’s activism.

We want to note that the lives of children of sex workers aren’t homogeneous. There are many different forms of sex work – brothel-based, home-based, street-based etc. – which means that the lives of the children take varied forms. While children of sex workers living in brothels become easily identifiable, and therefore more vulnerable on certain counts, it also means that they are likely to have a community of people, including other sex workers’ children, around them that is not available to others.


*We Are Foot Soldiers*, directed by Debolina Dutta and Oishik Sircar (2011; New Delhi: Public Service Broadcasting Trust). Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fm06qBo4c4

Oishik Sircar and Debolina Dutta, ‘Beyond Compassion: Children of Sex Workers in Kolkata’s Sonagachi,’ *Childhood* 18, no. 3 (2011): 333–49.

Our team comprised Anindya Shankar Das, Prachi Tulshan, Anirban Ghosh and Sakyadeb Chowdhury. We would like to acknowledge the inspiration drawn from Shohini Ghosh’s important documentary film on the DMSC. See *Tales of the Night Fairies*, directed by Shohini Ghosh (2002; New Delhi: Mediastorm Collective). See also Shohini Ghosh, ‘Sex Workers and Video Activism: Tales of the Night Fairies: A Filmmaker’s Journey,’ *Inter-Asia Cultural Studies* 7, no. 2 (2006): 341–43.

The decision to keep the film to exactly 26 minutes wasn’t entirely ours. All PSBT-funded films are broadcast on national television, and thus must satisfy particular timings.
Ideal women, invisible girls?
The challenges of/to feminist solidarity in the Sahrawi refugee camps

Elena Fiddian-Qasmiyeh

Introduction

Since their establishment in the mid-1970s, the Sahrawi refugee camps in South West Algeria have become internationally recognised – and constituted – as ideal spaces in which gender has been successfully mainstreamed and female empowerment has been achieved. Such a gynocentric representation has been projected, repeated and consolidated by the Sahrawi refugees’ political leaders and a wide range of international actors – ranging from UN agencies to Western academics, journalists, and NGOs – as an essential part of the Sahrawis’ politics of survival, to secure humanitarian and political support for this enduring refugee community. However, this idealised depiction of the camps has simultaneously been characterised by a homogenisation of an idealised image of ‘the Sahrawi woman’, and by rendering invisible and unaddressed both ‘non-ideal’ Sahrawi women and girl-children, and their respective, diverse and at times competing rights, needs and concerns. This occurs on multiple levels and scales: local, national and international alike.

How can we understand the hypervisibility of ‘Sahrawi refugee women’ in representations of, and responses to, these protracted camps, while girls remain largely invisible? How and with what effect can feminist solidarity for ‘refugee women’ be implicated in processes of marginalisation on the basis of, inter alia, gender and generation? This chapter addresses these questions through a case study of the Sahrawi refugee camps, which appear to be a success story in that Sahrawi refugee women
have long been identified not as ‘generic’ refugee women (read passive, subjugated, violated), but as ‘ideal’ refugees in ‘ideal camps’: active and empowered agents who effectively run gender-equal camps which are free from violence against women. This chapter examines both empirical instances of the apparent disjuncture between the roles played by – and given to – women and girls in these camps, and the representational (and thus constitutive) processes that centralise particular figures in this refugee situation whilst marginalising others. The aim of the chapter is not to offer an absolute account of Sahrawi refugees’ lived experiences in the camps, but, rather, to highlight the paradoxical nature, and implications, of mainstream representations of women and girls in this refugee situation.

The following reflections are based on my ethnographic research. This had two focuses: on the one hand the roles of gender and Islam in everyday sociopolitical dynamics in the Sahrawi camps, and on the other the significance of gender and religion in Sahrawi refugees’ interactions with diverse international audiences, including providers of humanitarian aid and political support. In particular, my research has examined the ways in which the Sahrawi’s political representatives – the Polisario Front – have presented an idealised depiction of equal gender relations and the empowerment of women in the camps as part of a broader representational strategy designed to attract and maintain international humanitarian and political support for the camp’s inhabitants and the Sahrawis’ quest for the right to self-determination. As such, my research into the roles of gender and religion in supporting the Sahrawi ‘politics of survival’ has not explicitly aimed to explore the relative position of girls and women in the Sahrawi camps or across the transnational networks that provide different forms of assistance and support to Sahrawi children, youth and adults. Nonetheless, the differential position given to ‘women’ and ‘girls’ by diverse international state and non-state actors repeatedly emerged as a key theme throughout my multi-sited research in Algeria, Cuba, Syria and Spain.

Since 2001, this research has involved a total of over 100 interviews with Sahrawi refugee adults, children and youth residing in the refugee camps in Algeria; with Sahrawi refugee youth participating in a transnational education programme in Cuba and Syria; and with Sahrawi youth and adults studying and living in Spain, in addition to interviews with more than 50 European aid providers and pro-Sahrawi solidarity activists across these and other spaces. My fieldwork has also included participant observation of diverse encounters between Sahrawi refugees and various aid and solidarity providers. Such encounters included high-profile political meetings between female Sahrawi political representatives and
European solidarity activists in the camps, local-level encounters between ‘aid providers’ and various ‘beneficiaries’ of humanitarian programmes (such as the children’s activity camp discussed below), and diverse representational encounters between Sahrawi refugees and external readers and observers, through media and NGO reports published in the international arena and via the parades that the Polisario regularly organise when non-Sahrawi visitors travel to the camps.

The chapter is structured as follows. I firstly provide a brief history of the Sahrawi refugee situation – noting an early commitment to gender equality stated by the Polisario. I then outline the now-hegemonic depiction of the Sahrawi camps as ‘ideal’, gender-equal and democratic spaces – a depiction which I refer to as ‘gynocentric’ in nature. I then set out the relationship between this discursive representation and international support for the camps and their inhabitants. With the gynocentric foundations of Western humanitarian and political support for the Sahrawi in mind, I then analyse firstly the position (or absence) of girl-children in accounts of the camps, and secondly the ways in which Sahrawi refugees and members of a Spanish solidarity-based aid programme responded to a group of refugee mothers’ reluctance to allow their daughters to participate in an overnight camping activity outside of the 27 February refugee camp. While the activity camp could be seen as a welcome attempt to redress the longstanding invisibility of refugee children in aid programmes in the Sahrawi camps, this case study ultimately highlights not only the difficulties that refugee girls may face in accessing projects in these idealised ‘gender-equal’ camps, and the tensions that might exist between different groups of girls and women in the camps, but also the paradoxical ways in which feminist rhetoric is invoked by Spanish NGO leaders during their interactions with Sahrawi women and children. Ultimately, the camps emerge as microcosms that exemplify the potential for feminist discourse and claims of solidarity to be used against, rather than to support, ‘real’ beneficiaries of international aid programmes, women and children alike.

Setting the scene

The inhabitants of the North African territory now known as the Western Sahara were historically members of nomadic tribes with mixed ethnic origins (including Arab and Berber), who spoke Hassaniya Arabic, shared a series of cultural practices and followed the Maliki school of Islam. While the term ‘Sahrawi’ in Arabic refers to any inhabitant of the desert
(sahra’), this identifier is now most frequently used to refer to the people who traditionally lived in and moved throughout the Western Saharan territory. This usage of the term Sahrawi is relatively recent, emerging as a key identifier in the anti-colonial movements which developed in the 1960s and 1970s, towards the end of the Spanish colonial occupation of what was then referred to as the Spanish Sahara.

In 1964, the territory was placed on the UN Decolonisation Committee’s agenda and, after the birth and suppression of a number of anti-colonial movements, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguiat El-Hamra y Río de Oro (known by its Spanish acronym Frente POLISARIO, henceforth Polisario) was established in 1973. Polisario gained popular support as it resisted first Spanish colonialism and later Moroccan and Mauritanian claims over the territory. Although Spain conducted a census of the population in December 1974 to prepare for a referendum on self-determination, Spain subsequently withdrew from its colony without holding a referendum in late 1975, and the territory was then occupied by Morocco and Mauritania, which claimed historic rights over this area. Following the Spanish dictator Franco’s death in November 1975 the conflict between Morocco, Mauritania and Polisario intensified, with a mass exodus of Sahrawis being displaced first to other parts of the territory and later to the nascent Algerian-based refugee camps near these countries’ common border.

Mauritania withdrew from the conflict soon after, while Morocco and the Polisario continued to engage in armed conflict until 1991, when a ceasefire was brokered by the African Union. Today the Western Sahara remains on the UN’s list of non-self-governing territories pending decolonisation, and the camps continue to be home to both Sahrawi refugees and the Polisario.

Before turning to the camps themselves, given this chapter’s focus on the centrality of gender equality in accounts of the camps a brief reflection is necessary vis-à-vis the Polisario leadership’s official position on gender equality. In essence, the Polisario’s leaders were primarily male activists who, as a result of their educational experiences, brought to the movement a range of anti-colonial, socialist and non-aligned theories and frameworks which permeated the region at the time. Amongst the implications of these approaches is the extent to which external analysts documented Polisario’s ‘strong commitment to the principle of women’s emancipation’ in the 1970s (echoing a central concern across socialist and non-aligned movements at the time). Amongst its priorities in the 1970s, the Polisario officially aimed to establish equality both between the men of different tribes, and also between men and women. Solidifying the
notion of the pre-colonial freedom of nomadic women in the territory, the Polisario asserted that Spain’s colonial occupation had imposed artificial restrictions on Sahrawi women, and, in its 1975 Programme of Action, declared that it would struggle ‘to reestablish the political and social rights of the woman and open up all perspectives to her’.

In addition to the ideological commitment to ‘reestablishing’ the rights of women and promoting equality and unity between all men and women, these moves were pragmatic in nature since they automatically increased the movement’s potential membership base, as evidenced in the following extract from the Polisario’s official journal published in 1974:

*It has become necessary for our struggle... that the Sahrawi woman bears all responsibilities and undertakes her duty in the national struggle by participating actively in the armed revolution like her sisters in the Palestinian, Algerian and Guinea-Bissau revolutions.*

As I argue below, the centrality given to ‘Sahrawi women’ has continued to be a central motif of the Polisario’s struggle for self-determination, and has also become central to accounts of social dynamics in the camps. For instance, following her visit to the camps in 1981, Harrell-Bond reported that the Polisario had built ‘a twentieth-century democratic nation, women’s equality being one of the strongest features of their social organization’, and Oxfam’s desk officer in the mid-1980s wrote that ‘Perhaps the most impressive thing about Sahrawi society is that it is the most fundamentally balanced society I have ever come across in terms of the relationships between men and women’.

Although the movement’s early political commitment to women’s emancipation may indeed have been related to its ideological position in the 1970s, I argue that it is important to also consider the significance of *pragmatics* when we consider the Polisario’s modes of politically and discursively mobilising Sahrawi women through what I denominate the Sahrawis’ gynocentric politics of survival.

### Women’s position in the Sahrawi refugee camps

Since the mid-1970s, Polisario has governed and administered the Sahrawi refugee camps and its refugee population via the ‘state in exile’ (the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, SADR) which it constituted on
the 27 February 1976, one day after Spain officially withdrew from its colony. The Polisario and its SADR state has developed its own constitution, camp-based police force (and prisons), army, and parallel state and religious legal systems.

Although the camps are almost totally dependent upon externally provided aid, since the 1980s they have been heralded as ‘unique’ and even ‘ideal’ due to the Sahrawis’ self-management and administrative, bureaucratic and professional self-sufficiency, with analysts identifying the camps as ‘models of efficient local government’ and even ‘the best run refugee camps in the world’.

Importantly, between the mid-1970s and the 1991 ceasefire, the camps were effectively run and managed by Sahrawi women. This was, on a pragmatic level, necessary as the majority of male refugees were either at the military front or representing the political struggle abroad. In the words of a woman who arrived in the camps in March 1976 and who was 74 years old at the time of her interview:

We [the women] took care of the organisation of life in the refugee camps, while the army took care of the war of resistance. We started building our schools and tents. Children went to Algeria, Cuba and Libya for schooling. The other tents were used as classrooms. Literacy campaigns were launched, and women were the basis of this construction, and despite the suffering of families since 1976 until now, women have been contributing to the state and their families.

During this time, women played a key role in all aspects of life in the camps: distributing aid and being officially recognised as heads of household, playing active roles as builders, teachers, doctors and as active members of the camp-based National Union of Sahrawi Women and of parts of the SADR.

Given the minimal presence of men in the camps throughout the first decades of the conflict, Sahrawi refugees have publically celebrated the determination and resourcefulness of Sahrawi women as they managed the harsh camp conditions despite suffering as mothers, wives, sisters and daughters:

One could not see men around here, maybe you would find one man in each [camp district]. The men were fighting at the battlefronts, and women did not know whether they would be called to
be told that a husband or brother was martyred. Despite all this, women worked with enthusiasm and conviction.22

Further reflecting the transgenerational nature of these female-centred accounts of the camps, a 14-year-old girl born and raised in the camps also indicated that ‘the Sahrawi woman’:

is the most important [in the camps]. She built the tents, and provides the food, organises the [camps’] municipalities, and in all the refugee camps, they are active. During the war, the men were not in the camps, otherwise they would have helped.23

Echoing these narratives, in academic accounts24 as well as in solidarity events designed for Western visitors to the camps, Sahrawi refugee women are primordial and almost omnipresent,25 not as victims but rather as empowered, liberated and active agents, who, to a large extent, appear to overshadow their male compatriots in the camps.

The idealisation – and mobilisation – of Sahrawi refugee women

In 2001, the UNHCR’s Refugee Women and Gender Equality Unit not only declared that the case of Sahrawi refugee women’s empowerment is ‘unique’ but explicitly presented the camp-based National Union of Sahrawi Women as an example of ‘good practice on gender mainstreaming’.26 In turn, in its overview of camp conditions in 2002, the World Food Programme stated that Sahrawi women ‘are known to be assertive and to participate in all aspects of camp life’,27 indicating that between 2000–04 Sahrawi women comprised 80 per cent of the health workers in 29 health centres in the camps and 60 per cent of both medical and paramedical staff and camp teachers.28 The organisation’s description of Sahrawi women’s participation in the camps was substantially magnified in 2004, when the organisation claimed – with no reflection on the meaning of the terms invoked – that ‘Saharan society is primarily matriarchal and the women are totally empowered’.29

It is clear that Sahrawi women have played a key role in establishing and running the camps, and yet a key question which arises for the purposes of this chapter is why and with what effect women’s roles have been mobilised on the international stage through gynocentric accounts which have been projected both to and by international observers. Indeed, the longevity of this idealised depiction of women’s roles in the camps is particularly notable when we acknowledge that the common understanding
of the camps as ‘feminised’ and female-run spaces is largely based on a continued acceptance of war-time demographics, in spite of increasing numbers of Sahrawi men having ‘returned’ to the camps since the 1991 ceasefire and the WFP estimating that by 2000–02, 40 per cent of the camp population was male.30

On an empirical level, depictions of the camps as female-dominated and female-run spaces simultaneously elide the heterogeneity of the female camp population and the extent to which women’s spheres of action and access to resources have historically depended on age, tribal background, education and marital status (amongst other factors); equally, they fail to acknowledge the presence or activities of different groups of men in the camps, or, indeed, the extent to which the camps’ political structures have consistently been managed by elite males since the 1970s. With only one woman (Senia Ahmed Marhba) ever having acted as a camp governor, since the 1970s men have held the most powerful positions in the political administration of the individual camps, districts and neighbourhoods, and have also systematically controlled Rabouni, the camps’ male-dominated ‘capital’ and structural core.31

Nonetheless, in spite of the clear demographic shifts which have taken place since 1991, and elite men’s long-standing and ongoing monopoly over key spaces and politico-administrative positions, discourses which represent the camps as feminised spaces inhabited by active women continue to prevail, with diverse effects.

Whether ‘real’ or not, I argue that representations of active and empowered Sahrawi women are particularly powerful – and attractive – precisely because they are unexpected when compared with the standardised and generic images which have become the norm when discussing refugee camps.32 Indeed, mainstream accounts of refugee settings habitually reproduce the image of women as helpless victims of war and forced displacement,33 re/creating ‘the refugee’ as a generic and essentialised figure, either Madonna-like34 or as weakened, dependent and victimised ‘womenandchildren’.35 The centrality of this essentialised figure leads Malkki to suggest that refugee women’s and refugee children’s symbolic power may be derived from their ‘embody[ing] a special kind of powerlessness’ or being the embodiment of ‘pure humanity’ and simultaneously of ‘a pure victim’.36 Importantly, Malkki also suggests that the extent to which the repetition of such conceptualisations of ‘normal’ or ‘generic’ refugees potentially provides a framework against which other refugees can be compared.37 In effect, the tendency to compare refugee groups and evaluate them accordingly is confirmed by mainstream accounts of the Sahrawi camps, including a report by the Norwegian
Refugee Council, which explicitly indicates that the Sahrawi camps are ‘unique’ by virtue of their difference from ‘other’ camps. The Sahrawi camps are said to be an ‘exception’ to ‘what has become the norm’, and Sahrawi women are, precisely, a ‘positive example’ when compared with the ‘usual’ position of generic refugee women in generic refugee camps.

As such, the Sahrawi camps, as portrayed by Polisario/SADR and Western observers alike, are in essence the antithesis of what refugee camps are ‘meant to look like’: they are democratic, empowering spaces that are safe for active and empowered women. In this context, we could argue that the symbolic power of Sahrawi refugee women arises precisely because they are not passive, powerless, ‘pure victims’, but because they embody an idealised form of female agency.

This uniqueness, and the centrality of Sahrawi women in the camps, is also central in sustaining the transnational networks which provide humanitarian and political support for the Sahrawi people and their quest for self-determination. Importantly, in addition to general support for Sahrawi refugees from across a range of transnational civil society networks, many Western observers directly relate their support for the Sahrawi to the ‘special’ nature of Sahrawi women in the camps, with an International Platform of Solidarity with Saharawi Women having been created in 1998. Indeed, one of the primary aims granted by the SADR Constitution to Sahrawi mass organizations and unions, such as the camp-based National Union of Sahrawi Women (NUSW), is precisely to ‘help widen the field of solidarity with the Sahrawi people and to draw attention to its national cause’. The NUSW – which is based in the 27 February Refugee Camp (also known as the ‘Women’s Camp’) – states that one of its international objectives is to ‘enlarge the solidarity and support base for our people’s struggle for self-determination and independence’, and calls for all women across the world to express their moral and political solidarity with the legitimate struggle of the Sahrawi people… We consider that solidarity between all women… is highly important because that solidarity constitutes an essential pillar in the interwoven relations of cooperation, solidarity and friendship and exchange of experiences and thus constitutes an essential factor in the search for solutions for the innumerable problems which women encounter in their struggle for the freedom and dignity of women.

In many ways, the distinctive content of the gynocentric representation of life in the Sahrawi camps, and the NUSW’s call for international
audiences to act in ‘cooperation, solidarity and friendship’ with Sahrawi women as active agents and equal partners, could appear to be diametrically opposed to the universalising representational practice apropos refugee women identified by Malkki. However, while providing an important counter-narrative to the tendency of viewing refugee women as passive and vulnerable recipients of aid, in the following section I examine the extent to which girls are simultaneously rendered invisible in such accounts, and consider the tensions that have emerged when Spanish ‘solidarity’ organisations have developed and implemented programmes in the camps.

‘Where are the girls?’

As I have argued elsewhere, one element of the official discourse’s representation of ideal Sahrawi women has been its failure to account for changes and differences in positions, responsibilities and needs throughout different stages of women’s lifecycles in the camps. The static and eternalised image of women re/presented in the mainstream discourse neither defines the term ‘Sahrawi women’ (thereby eliding the heterogeneity of the term) nor reflects on the processes by which one becomes a woman (following de Beauvoir) or, indeed, how one becomes a girl in the camps. While I have elsewhere explored girls’ experiences of growing up in the camps and participating in transnational education and fostering programmes in Cuba, Libya and Spain – including by noting the extent to which opportunities for mobility and transnational education have been limited by parents’ and relatives’ fears vis-à-vis puberty and nascent ‘womanhood’ – here I argue that Sahrawi girls are in effect invisible in the official discourse projected to and by Western audiences and, concurrently, in projects designed for and implemented in the camps.

With reference to the broad corpus of representations of displaced and conflict-affected peoples, Nordstrom documents and denounces the tendency for such representations to ‘focus almost entirely on adults’ whilst failing to ask ‘where are the girls?’ Indeed, prevailing accounts of, and projects for, conflict-affected ‘children’ have long been criticised for systematically failing to ask whether the term ‘children’ ‘really [means] girls and boys, or just boys?’, and girls are therefore frequently rendered invisible or muted. In the Sahrawi context, few academic studies or NGO projects have focused on documenting or addressing girl-children’s experiences of growing up in the camps or in the Vacaciones en Paz programme through which circa 10,000 children leave the Sahrawi camps to be hosted by Spanish families every summer. On an operational level,
while there are numerous projects ‘for children’ in the Sahrawi camps and beyond, none of the projects established or run in 27 February Camp at the time of my research (2001–09) were gender-sensitive, with a ‘gender-blind’ approach to Sahrawi childhood meaning that initiatives were designed by external actors for (ideal-typical) boy-children.

One result is that, although women are (hyper)visible throughout the camp and a number of ‘women’s’ spaces exist in the camp (including the 27 February Camp itself as ‘The Women’s Camp’), and boys and young men have access to a wide range of ‘public areas’ (including a space by the entrance to the 27 February Camp’s administrative core – an archway known as the gaws – where they regularly play football), there is a distinct absence of facilities, services or spaces for girls outside of their tents. For instance, a 17-year-old girl stressed that

Life is very difficult in the camps, and girls have very limited places to meet or play. We meet with each other in our homes, in my room for example, and discuss school, the future, and politics.

Further, a 54-year-old woman indicated that the humanitarian system has failed to address the specific needs of girls, stating that ‘we need programmes that provide skills for girls and enable them to remain near their families’.

These quotes, which echo sentiments arising in a broader series of interviews and my ethnographic research in the camps, highlight that many girls and women are longing for spaces where girls will be able to participate in different activities. Yet the second quotation also highlights that another dimension of ‘space’ – girls’ proximity to their families – is also central to understanding which kinds of activities and spaces are considered to be desirable or undesirable for different groups of girls, according to different groups of camp residents and, indeed, external observers.

**The feminist politics of supporting girls**

Against this backdrop – on the one hand the discursive idealisation and hypervisibility of active Sahrawi women, and on the other the invisibility of ‘girls’ both in mainstream accounts of the camps and in the camp’s public spaces – I now explore the tensions that underpin and arise from a Spanish NGO’s activity camp recruitment drive in spring 2007. The drive sought Sahrawi children to participate in a three-day trip (rihla) for an ‘activity camp’ to be held in the sand dunes located between the refugee camps. A brief examination of how the trip was designed and how
children were ‘recruited’ simultaneously reveals the difficulties which girls may face in accessing projects, and the extent to which the priorities of different groups of women and girls may be positioned at loggerheads in the camps.

Having arranged to take a group of boys and girls to the nearby sand-dunes for three days, the members of a Spanish NGO expressed surprise and anger when the children’s mothers allowed their sons to spend a few days away from home ‘having fun,’ but refused to allow their daughters to do the same. Inter alia, the mothers wanted to know where the girls would sleep, what sort of contact they would have with the boys, who would be responsible for them (i.e. Spanish or Sahrawi, female or male instructors), and when they would return home. Given social, cultural and religious norms in the camps underpinning (adult) perceptions of un/acceptable behaviour and activities for girls and boys, I suggested to the Spanish organisers that they ask female, rather than male, Sahrawi instructors to speak with the mothers about the project and to explain the sleeping and supervisory arrangements that would be in place. The Spanish organisers replied that the mothers were simply ‘ignorant’ (‘son unas ignorantes’) not to allow their daughters to ‘have fun’ in the dunes.

The Spanish organisers – longtime supporters of the Sahrawi people – indicated that they were particularly disappointed to encounter such resistance in the 27 February Camp since it is the home of the National Women’s School and the Headquarters of the NUSW. One of the organisers angrily stated:

I can’t believe this is happening here. We’ve been running projects around the camps for five years and we’ve never encountered such ignorance. And this is meant to be ‘The Women’s Camp’? They are just ignorant.

The NGO representatives stringently declared that unless the girls were allowed to participate, they would never run a project in that camp again. They demanded that a group of girls be ready for collection in the morning outside of the gaws and sent home all the children who were ready.

The designation of the mothers as ‘ignorant’, in contrast with the NGO workers’ emphasis on the 27 February Camp as a supposedly female-centered and female-powered camp, is notable. It directly reflects the Spanish women’s preference and identification with the now-hegemonic gynocentric representation of the camp, and their rejection of the ‘ignorant’ mothers’ perspectives. In essence, Sahrawi women, in these
Spaniards’ imagination, should have unequivocally accepted the project because ‘educated’ and empowered women should hold the same views as them; they should not have questioned its organisers or demanded information about supervisory arrangements, and should, instead, have resolutely encouraged their daughters to participate in the ‘fun’ outing. Any understanding of why these Sahrawi mothers might have expressed concerns regarding their daughters’ contact with unrelated Sahrawi boys and men without proper supervision, especially when their daughters were approaching puberty, was absent. In effect, if Sahrawi women’s ‘spaces’ in the camps are directly associated with their (hyper)visibility in certain locations, the riḥla had the potential to make these girls temporarily ‘disappear’ from the spaces which their parents considered to be appropriate and acceptable: near their families.56

Several girls did eventually go to the dunes, meaning that both boy and girl children took up the opportunity to participate in this activity. However, it was clear that not only gender, but also birth order and age affect girls’ opportunities for movement in the camps. In the case of one family which I visited almost daily over the course of two months’ fieldwork in the camps in 2007, the mother rapidly granted permission for one of her younger daughters (aged eight) to go on the riḥla once a responsible female guardian had been identified, but she prohibited her eldest daughter, aged 13, from doing so.

The mother invited me to act as an intermediary between herself and the female Spanish NGO representative, asking me to explain to the Spanish woman that:

I am alone with the children and I need to take my baby to the hospital. She [pointing to her eldest daughter] has to help me with the other children. Ask her [the Spanish woman] where the girls will sleep… Will she be in the khayma [tent] with the girls? She will? Tayeb [ok]. Tell her that I will let my [younger] daughter go with her. Tell her that. [Pointing at the Spanish woman emphatically] With her.57

The NGO workers were so happy to have ‘gotten another girl’ that they made no attempt to understand the reasons why the mother had blocked her eldest daughter from participating in the trip. Any possibility of this, or future, projects meaningfully listening to and addressing Sahrawi girls’ and women’s preferences and needs was also curtailed early on as a result. In this sense, even when some girls’ participation was ‘successfully’ secured, ‘Sahrawi girls’ were literally rendered invisible in the...
rihla because certain girls were blocked from participation. They simultaneously figuratively disappeared, as attempts to implement the project erased any possibility of understanding the position of different groups of girls and diverse approaches to girlhood within the camp’s socio-cultural and religious normative frameworks.

Importantly, the ultimate outcome of this encounter (in which the youngest daughter was able to participate while the eldest daughter could not) must be situated within the context of eldest daughters in the camps typically being expected to help their mothers with younger siblings, household tasks, and looking after infirm relatives. Equally importantly, this trend is conceptualised, justified or resisted differently by different girls and young women. For instance, one eldest daughter in her early twenties informed me that she had voluntarily decided to leave school elsewhere in Algeria to return to her home camp during her mother’s last pregnancy, and had eventually been able to pursue further education classes at the vocationally focused 27 February National Women’s School. While she explained this as having been a choice that she did not regret, as she had been able to combine supporting her mother with subsequently completing her studies, another eldest daughter was highly resentful that she had been withdrawn from school at 11 years old to help her mother with her younger siblings, and wanted desperately to leave the camps to return to her studies in northern Algeria.

This girl – aged 13 at the time of our discussions – explained that she understood that her withdrawal from school had been particularly urgent because her father had left the camps for life-saving medical treatment in Spain; however, she repeatedly asserted – often in her mother’s presence – that she was not happy having to help her mother with the new baby at the expense of her education. It was, precisely, this eldest daughter who had been unable to participate in the activity trip examined above. She vocally expressed her distress at the injustice of being prevented from accompanying her friends and younger sister to the activity camp, with this girl’s experiences clearly exemplifying the extent to which mothers and daughters on the one hand, and different groups of women (Sahrawi and non-Sahrawi) on the other, may have seemingly irreconcilable desires, priorities and preferences.

Where the 13-year-old girl was shocked at the injustice of being prevented from participating in the activity due to her imposed responsibilities as an eldest daughter, the Spanish organisers were shocked that their ideals and aims were neither shared nor upheld by Sahrawi mothers (who, as such, clearly were not the ‘ideal’ women they had previously
assumed inhabited the camps); in turn, many mothers were shocked that their concerns regarding girls being ‘away from home’ at night and their own need for support at home were ignored both by their daughters and by the Spanish organisers.

In this instance, just as the Polisario/SADR and NUSW has developed an alternative to the normative ‘dependent-victim-refugee’ script by demonstrating its self-sufficiency and independence to non-Sahrawi observers through (amongst other things) the mobilisation of the representational figure of the ‘ideal’ Sahrawi woman, many mothers were also determined to negotiate the terms of engagement with the NGO on the basis of their own social, cultural and religious norms and priorities regarding gendered and generational roles and responsibilities. In many ways, this particular mother felt that she had ‘won’ an uneven battle in which ‘other’ women were trying to take her daughter away from her against her will and in contravention of diverse norms prevalent in the camps. At the same time, this and other mothers’ refusal to allow the Spanish women to simply ‘take’ their daughters threatened to exacerbate the vulnerability of the relationship between Sahrawi refugees and ‘their’ aid providers, who assert that they are motivated to support the Sahrawi by the intersecting principles of feminism and solidarity. Simultaneously, the battle over the girls’ participation in the rihla fought by these groups of Spanish and Sahrawi women continued to render certain girls invisible, and demonstrated the extent to which different groups of women’s and girls’ desires and rights may be in conflict in the camps, as elsewhere. The challenge of developing and maintaining a meaningful and respectful encounter between these different groups of citizen and refugee women on the one hand, and between different groups of women and refugee girls on the other, remains.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has explored the relationship between the hypervisibility of an ‘idealised’ agentic and empowered ‘Sahrawi woman’ and the apparent marginalisation of Sahrawi girl-children’s needs, rights and desires. I have argued that the international projection of the camps as ideal spaces characterised by gender equality and female empowerment must be understood on both pragmatic and ideological levels. This is because this representation is intimately related to a rhetoric of political solidarity and humanitarian impulse which is conditional.
upon refugees fulfilling what Kandiyoti refers to as ‘the trinity of democratisation, good governance and women’s rights’. When ‘real’ refugees do not embody and enact the ‘idealised’ position assigned to them both locally and internationally, the fragility of the conditional systems of aid and solidarity comes to the fore, with external actors threatening to withdraw assistance and support for the ‘real’ inhabitants of these longstanding refugee camps. While the rihi.case study explored above demonstrates that ‘real’ Sahrawi refugee women may actively challenge what they perceive to be neo-colonial interventions which undermine social, cultural and religious norms vis-à-vis appropriate gendered and generational responsibilities and behaviour in the camps, such acts of resistance and agency may nonetheless take place in ways which reassert the marginalisation of different groups of girls in the camps. Although the Spanish women and Sahrawi women referred to above ultimately felt they had each ‘won’ (respectively by securing and preventing some girls’ participation in the activity), a space for girl-children’s voices and desires to be heard not only failed to emerge but was never even considered to be a necessity from these adults’ perspectives.

With the National Union of Sahrawi Women soliciting political and humanitarian support from non-Sahrawi women ‘motivated to support the Sahrawi by the intersecting principles of feminism and solidarity’, the question which remains is whether, and if so how, Sahrawi and non-Sahrawi representational, political and pragmatic responses to protracted displacement can be developed in such a way that they challenge, rather than re-inscribe, forms of gendered and generational inequities that marginalise diverse groups of ‘real’ women and girls in the camps.
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The past few years have borne witness to the largest global movement of people on record, with 65.3 million people forcibly displaced by war, conflict, persecution, dispossession and environmental devastation as of the end of 2015.\textsuperscript{1} An increasing number of these migrants are women, children and young people.\textsuperscript{2}

Within Europe, the ongoing effects of the ‘global economic slump’\textsuperscript{3} and a politics of austerity have fostered a particularly vitriolic form of right-wing nationalism across the continent.\textsuperscript{4} From 2014–16, this new wave of anti-migrant rhetoric in the UK turned the spotlight on ‘the Jungle’, an unofficial refugee camp in Calais, France. The camp is situated in a key location at the edge of the Channel Tunnel between France and the UK, where many migrants hope to settle and gain asylum. At the time of its demolition in autumn 2016, estimates put the population of the camp at 9,106 people, 865 of whom were under 18 years old.\textsuperscript{5}

Liz Clegg has achieved considerable recognition as the founder of the Unofficial Women and Children’s Centre (UWCC) in the unofficial Calais camp. Located in a donated double-decker bus, the UWCC provided food and basic amenities for women and children, offered classes and other support and ran an early learning area. I was interested to interview Liz to hear more about the challenges, and successes, that come from working with both women and children. It also seemed that this grassroots effort could offer insights into the crisis of conviviality and solidarity we have witnessed in many contemporary responses to global migration.
Rachel: Could you start by talking about why you decided to start the UWCC?

Liz: I was working at Glastonbury festival clearing up thousands of tents, sleeping bags, cooking equipment, etc. And of course, Calais is so close, it seemed ridiculous not to take it. I discovered there were about six people on site distributing and they were completely overwhelmed. It was like a bottleneck of foreign aid. So I started distributing out of the back of a truck and managed to find various random volunteers to help me.

After a few weeks, I started to realise there were women and children in the camp and everything to distribute was for men. I spoke to some of the Eritrean refugees that had made community style structures. They were wonderful and said that I could use their space for women’s distribution. Because it’s very undignified, queuing to be handed something that may or may not fit you...we were able to work with the refugees and make a space for distributing to women and children in a better way where people could have some choice in what they were taking. Treating people with respect, and taking a little bit of the desperation away, brings back a bit of dignity.

The women living in the ‘Jungle’, depending on their social background or where they’d come from, were certainly not used to mixing with huge amounts of unknown males. There’s alcohol on the site and there’s people from different cultures that behave in ways that would be unacceptable to these women. Women being isolated was a huge problem. So we secured the UWCC space and we made it quite clear that this is women only. We had some Irish architects arrive, and they built us an amazing space and we were able to secure a perimeter. We had a playground, we had a women-only toilet, and we managed to get a shower in there.

Rachel: So, an unplanned shift from distributing supplies to the slightly more formalised UWCC space...If you were to describe the UWCC, what would you say are your goals and activities now?

Liz: The whole idea was to make this space women-only: to gather, to get information, to distribute from. I think because we were living in ‘the Jungle’ we had a better connection with the women, because they saw that we were living in the thick of it. So, we built up this kind of trust. We tried to be the bridge between the refugees and the French services. We got Doctors Without Borders to come and start doing their surgery [clinics] out of our space.
We asked the women what they’d like to use the space for, because obviously it was for them. One of the things they asked for was beauty day. It makes an incredible difference to their psychological well-being and of course this is reflected in the kids’ well-being. If we can support mothers then we’re supporting their children.

The stuff it brings up when a woman is allowed to relax and be pampered and cared for: huge amounts of tears; huge amounts of outpourings; disclosures, lots of disclosures . . . Suddenly it comes out that they lost a couple of kids on the way. There was a woman not long ago who was being massaged and she just came out and said she’d been really badly raped and it had caused a lot of damage to her. She hadn’t told anybody because she was so ashamed. And there were some other girls who’d had similar experiences, and they were able to go, ‘It’s all right’. We can provide the space and we can provide hair oil and this, that, and the other, but it’s that extra bit where suddenly they end up laughing and joking about problems and supporting each other with finding ways through it.

Rachel: You mentioned that the UWCC is a ‘women only’ space, but of course there are both male and female children there. Can you say a bit more about why you decided to start a centre for women and children, not just women or children.

Liz: We targeted the most vulnerable in our eyes: the women and children. I became aware that women weren’t coming out of their tents and basically there was nowhere for them to go. There was no place that recognised their cultural or religious needs for security. Of course, there’s been sexual assaults on the camp. I mean the camp is chaos. Distress levels are massive and it’s very difficult for women to survive in that environment, especially as the majority of women have got younger children. And well, obviously, women with their children is a package. Looking after children is the norm . . . it’s very difficult for them to get involved in anything outside that. It’s the same story though, isn’t it, across the world?

They have community meetings but no women go to these meetings. So, we’ve started to set up meetings where the agencies could come and talk to the women. Of course, the littlies were there. And the people who were running the meeting were getting quite stressy: ‘Could you do something with that child?’ This is the reality of women’s lives and by default they’re excluded from community meetings and decisions for the camp.
In our environment, women feel empowered with their children. The parent who feels isolated because her eight-year-old son’s a nightmare, she can come and feel welcome with her child. It’s really important because lack of childcare severely isolates women.

**Rachel:** Have you faced any particular challenges because the centre is for both women and children?

**Liz:** It’s an absolute madhouse, but that’s on some days. There are severe challenges to working with a lot of children, particularly the younger ones that are unaccompanied. Huge behavioural problems. Huge lack of boundaries. But we never excluded these children. A lot of the women also recognised that we couldn’t abandon these children.

**Rachel:** You seem to be describing a kind of solidarity between women and children who use, but also are active in shaping, the centre, and a solidarity with those of you who volunteer at the UWCC.

**Liz:** It’s a very tricky dynamic, isn’t it, between those of us who provide the space and people who are receiving the aid and what have you. We have access to stuff and a lot of the refugees think we’re government organisations. They think we’re all paid and we’ve got access to an endless amount of everything. Of course, we don’t. So, it’s an interesting dynamic to have incredibly close relationships with people and yet it is ‘them’ and ‘us’ and we are never going to be equal. You can’t resolve it. I tell all my volunteers: ‘Never forget: even though we’ll never be equal we are all human. Never, ever forget this is not about you. This is about supporting people in crisis. And be careful that it doesn’t switch to being about you because you can lose what you’re doing.’ But having said that, of course it’s about you, of course it’s about your experience and of course it’s about being conscious of being unequal . . . Quite tricky dynamics isn’t it?

**Rachel:** You’ve talked a lot about the injustices in the camp and the horrific conditions of migration journeys. What needs to change, from your perspective?

**Liz:** Well I guess we could stop bombing Syria right now, couldn’t we? We have the means and Europe needs to . . . We as human beings need to declare it a humanitarian crisis. And, it’s not just about making sure the camps are safe and appropriate. But once refugees have come here, we need to make sure that our system is doing what it says it should be doing, particularly with women and children. We need to uphold their rights and give them quality support for their future.
NOTES


Section 2
Life’s Work
A research conversation over dinner

We first met at one of the many conferences organized in recent years around the issues of childhood and youth. This conference was hosted by the University of Sheffield’s Centre for the Study of Childhood and Youth in 2014. Here, we recreate the conversation that led to this chapter.

Jan: So, my new research is on the early childhood education and care (ECEC) programmes appearing in Indonesia. That’s where I did my original work on how the state had used the ‘volunteered’ labour of lower-class women to deliver social services to local neighbourhoods. I’ve been surprised during this new project because even after democratization these same women are being asked to deliver local early childhood programmes. It was as if all this global interest in the child has pushed the interests of women to the side.

Rachel: In my own community-based research with mothers, as well as childcare and domestic workers, in Vancouver it was stark how mothers felt trapped and scrutinised by the state because of the expectations that were placed on them in contexts of impoverishment and retrenchment. We called our project ‘Between a rock and a hard place’ because of the sorts of impossible choices facing mothers – like leaving young children at home alone to work to pay for food and heating when there was no childcare available. The sorts of ‘voluntary’ work expected wasn’t around ECEC programs but
'investing in’ their own children through extra-curricular activities, home reading, and so on.

Jan: So, I’ve argued two things about this kind of labour. First, the Indonesian state benefits tremendously from this unwaged support for low-cost social reproduction. Basically, women’s community work keeps wages very low to support a surplus-labour economy. But I’ve also argued that locals do this because of the strong value put on women’s community work to support their local neighbourhoods. The Indonesian state has been remarkably successful in mobilizing this ideology to its own ends. Because most of these programmes are being run in their own neighbourhoods, young women may be doing this for their own children. But many of these ‘volunteers’ are retired teachers and older women whose children are grown. Their motivations are tied up with this ethos of community welfare and social support. Very little of it looks to be about women’s needs for childcare.

Rachel: In Canada, our research also found that childcare workers and domestic workers were working well beyond the hours they were paid for, staying at the setting if carers were late, developing learning materials, cleaning and more. Migrant domestic workers were effectively on-call 24 hours a day because the immigration system required that they both work and live in their employer’s home. In my research in England, educators have described staying up until late at night completing copious assessment and paperwork requirements. We argued that because caring work pivots on responsibility to others, this emotionally, ethically and institutionally impels ‘voluntary’ work. This happens often in ECEC where ideas about the maternal easily slip into work relations and where conceptions of childhood vulnerability and innocence dominate.

Jan: But here we are at a child studies conference and as usual I’m talking about women’s labour. I always feel a little guilty that I’m not really engaged in child studies. I mean what I saw was that the global push for early childhood programming was coming at the expense of women. What about young people here?

Rachel: It seems to me that there is a difference between the interests of children and the global interest in ‘the child’. In my research, educators and parents have been heavily preoccupied with child development. This is often well intentioned, but underpinned by all sorts of ideas about controlling the future: the idea that teaching children to verbally express emotions or sit in a circle will have predictable results such as self-regulation, ‘school ready’ bodies, and improved
school achievement – as though these were unproblematic measures of well-being and social justice. And, this is all potentially very different than the interests of children themselves. Children employ all sorts of embodied responses to such interventions: for example, through screams, silences, hiding and more.

There is also something about the way this sort of framing ends up positioning children, or attention to the well-being of children, as the cause of women’s subordination. This turns attention away from questions of ‘who is benefitting?’ from the increasing focus on the child. I suspect the answer is neither marginalised women nor children.

Jan: I’ve been trying to sort through the different motivations for these ECEC programs and the effects for women and children. There is the clear influence from World Bank-funded programming aimed at human capital development but there is also the influence from OECD approaches that include supporting women’s ability to work. These desires meet in the small, almost accidental spaces in neighbourhoods and rural hamlets where local Indonesians are attempting to meet the demand for these programmes driven not just by global mandates but also the Indonesian state. And it’s far from clear who sees the benefit of all this programming.

Rachel: There is another question about the way that labour gets framed in these discussions about ECEC: where does children’s activity fit? When I think about my own research, children were involved in all sorts of ‘labour’ in ECEC settings: cleaning, food preparation, caring for others, and labouring on themselves. Yet this was referred to as ‘developing/learning to…’ rather than ‘contributions to…’

* * *

Between dinner and dessert, our conversation shifted to the tensions which ECEC surfaced between women and children. Women, in our own work and that of others, noted the importance of loving relationships with children and the simultaneous pressure that entailed, with some even feeling exploited for their ‘motherly love’ in home or work settings.\(^1\) Children also experienced conflicts: finding joy and support in their relationships with women, but occasionally feeling scared, aggrieved or disrespected by women’s actions. We noted the tendency towards two dichotomous poles: either a conflation of ‘women’s interests’ and ‘children’s interests’ or an assumption of antagonism, where the needs of one group are viewed as trumping the other’s or advances for one group were
seen to be won to the detriment of the other. We began to wonder: could we think through our experience with ECEC in different contexts to theorize women–children relations while keeping both in the frame of analysis? The following is our response.

**Revisiting social reproduction**

We first spoke together not long after the 2007/8 global financial crisis. As regimes of austerity and retrenchment deepened globally, we saw the potential of ‘social reproduction’ as a way to address our questions. ‘Social reproduction,’ writes Katz, ‘is the fleshy, messy, and indeterminate stuff of everyday life.’ Understood in its more specific form as socially necessary labour or the reproduction of labour power, social reproduction has been used by Marxist and other feminists to understand the labour involved in ensuring daily existence and generational survival and to explain the oppression and exploitation of women. The concept has experienced a certain revival in the context of decreasing state social welfare provision, the global movement of domestic workers, and neoliberal restructuring that has released capital from the need to ensure that social reproduction is accomplished in a particular place due to its largely unhampered mobility. Feminists point out that the shifting organisation of social reproduction is creating new forms of subordination as it is simultaneously re-familialised, with women primarily held responsible for providing this necessary labour as with the ‘voluntary’ labour of Indonesian women, and marketised, via quasi-familial migrant domestic work and privatised ECEC programmes. Much of this prior and contemporary feminist analysis, however, figures children primarily as little more than the objects of social reproduction, those beings who need to be fed, clothed, cared for, educated and socialised for their futurity as waged workers.

Despite this critique, childhood scholars have productively taken up the notion of social reproduction to consider the place of children in the division of labour, both within and beyond the market-based economy. Research in the ‘global South’ has employed the concept to analyse children’s contributions to household economies, including care labour in familial settings and paid domestic work. This research has included attention to the reproductive labour of the very young (see Crivello and Espinosa, this volume, for a detailed discussion). In the ‘global North’, however, the concept of social reproduction has had less purchase in explaining children’s activity. Investigations of ‘young carers’, for
example, focus on ‘non-normative’ childhoods rather than social reproduction. Even so, moves to foreground children’s socially necessary labour, however important, run the risk of bypassing – and by corollary not being able to account for – the gendered division of social reproductive labour.

In revisiting the concept to keep both women and children in frame, we propose that social reproduction can be understood as both a useful analytic tool and an unfinished political and theoretical project. We begin first by suggesting that women and children are linked through species-being, a labour relation that anchors socially necessary labour. We move on to consider how women and children’s interests can become differentiated and stratified, arguing that temporality is central to these processes, thereby putting the concepts to a new use to answer lingering questions about the implications of social reproduction for women and children and the relations between them.

Species-being as labour and love

Here, we begin by returning to species-being, Marx’s sketch of a concept, to firmly anchor labour at the centre of the shared work that makes us human while questioning the limits of any necessary relation between women and children. Taking up species-being again is timely given that the boundaries of the human are under discussion, but here we do so to remind ourselves of Marx’s prescient use of the concept to foreground relationality and contingency in the making of humans and social value.

Marx’s species-being describes human nature as neither fixed nor given but rather as made through practical activity and relations of labour that are historically specific and contingent. As the definitive form of human productive activity, species-being is ‘the medium through which we recognize both others and ourselves’. It is this recognition of an active material process, and its historical specificity, that we emphasize. If species-being is ‘life-engendering life’ as Marx himself said, it is also the ground for our relationships to self and other mediated through our activity in the world. These arguments, which point to the limits of the self-contained liberal subject, share much with other chapters here (e.g. Baraitser and Thomson; Burman). Without dismissing the psychosocial aspects which they foreground, relationality in our account is strongly embedded in the social relations of labour. This allows us to pay heed to labour’s world-making possibilities and to question why particular relationships come to be seen as normal and desirable.
We are proposing a rescue of labour from those who would most closely tie it to Marx’s critique of industrialization and the extraction of surplus value. Rather, we situate it in its human-making potential: how we make ourselves and are made as humans is a labour process. This positions labour as neither before nor after capitalism. Here too, we re-appropriate appropriation. That is, we understand appropriation first as a ‘process in which bodies interact with and are affected by sensuous engagement with the world’.9 Children, for example, appropriate the lap of caregivers, using what is available to meet their species-being needs. We are, each of us, an affordance for others; a potentiality. By seeing labour and appropriation as requiring others we underline its relational character and its connection to affect, care and love. Our research highlights the highly emotive decisions women have to make when leaving their own children in the care of others in order to send remittances from domestic work abroad or the struggles over ECEC closure times, when workers have to forfeit time attending to their own needs or time with their own children to stay with those in their care until a guardian arrives.10 Children, too, experience the affective and power-laden dimensions of such activity; for example, children who act as language brokers may deeply desire to help out their parents in these interactions but feel anxious about finding appropriate terms or translating comments that may be considered rude.

These examples demonstrate that ‘the evident and implied passions of the participants do not disqualify their efforts as “labour” but, on the contrary, are part of the work’.11 By understanding this species-being activity as both love and labour it becomes possible to consider how such energy, time and effort is divided and valued.

**Species-being needs**

In species-being, humans become aware of themselves and others in a process that shapes our experience and our stance in the world as well as the world itself. Because our species-being is fundamentally wrapped up with others, Marx understood it to be the basis for human freedom, creativity and love. That is: ‘human freedom is actually intertwined with others’.12 As evaluative and vulnerable beings we act – at least in part – because things matter to us. In pointing to the politicised precarity of human life, Sayer gives us pause to open up the concept of species-being to consideration not only as a labour relation but as embodied needs.13 ‘Need’ has become a dirty word in childhood studies, with a seminal
paper arguing that a framework of ‘children’s needs’ should be jettisoned because it is ‘a powerful rhetorical device’ which entrenches protectionist relations between adults and children and advances idealised middle-class and Western childhoods and forms of care as universal prescriptions. Yet, as Hennessy points out: ‘Needs are corporeal – because they involve keeping the body alive – but they are not “natural”, because meeting these corporeal needs always takes place through social relationships.’ And here the mutual interdependence at the centre of species-being elucidates how corporeality, care and need are part of that labour relation. As such, need can be understood as a fundamentally human condition linked to our existential precarity, and simultaneously as historically located, spatially situated and fundamentally social in production, interpretation and satisfaction. While there is likely widespread ‘thin’ agreement about human needs (e.g. for nourishment, shelter, relationships), any ‘thicker’ investigation will reveal that needs – their interpretation and satisfaction – are not the same across time and place, making them subject to extensive contestation.

We are connected via our species-being needs and the ways these are satisfied (or not), yet our needs are differentiated in ways which have corporeal and social dimensions. Young human beings have needs particular to the limits and possibilities of their bodies: put bluntly, infants would die without the species-being labour of another. Despite important critiques of ‘children’s needs’, a neglect of differentiated needs can foreclose attention to the embodied experience of being a young human being and the needs produced by being positioned as a child in particular time-space. Similarly, some needs can be linked to being positioned as a woman, such as those related to the possibility of menstruation, giving birth, or increased vulnerability to rape and male violence.

Globalisation compounds differentiated needs based on the desire for and possibility of mobility, affected by physical capabilities, legal regulations, normative views of the ‘proper’ place of childhood and adulthood, as well as class relations and access to resources. Being a newcomer to a social world produces different needs, but being a newcomer is not coterminous with childhood. Those positioned as children can have far more experience in a particular field than an adult and being a newcomer is not only about time, but also about space – someone can be a newcomer in a new locale regardless of the length of their life.

Attending to both shared and differentiated needs prompts questions as to who interprets needs and their satisfaction. How is the labour required to satisfy species-being needs distributed across time and space,
and what changes are wrought to the interpretation and satisfaction of needs in late capitalism?

The outlawing of needs

Socially necessary labour, or the ways in which communities organise provisioning and survival, and the meeting of species-being needs takes a particular form in capitalist economies. Following Marx, Vogel identifies a ‘social component’ of necessary labour, that portion of the day where workers produce value equivalent to the commodities they need for their own (and their dependents’) subsistence.\(^\text{17}\) Marx’s contribution was to highlight that the working day extends beyond this time, and that the appropriation of this surplus labour is what allows for capitalist accumulation. What Vogel and other feminist scholars have argued is that only part of what people require for their subsistence is covered by the wage form. Our species-being means that we get dirty, hungry, tired and grumpy and have needs for love and relationships, intimacy, learning and leisure, and it is a political question as to how a line gets drawn between which of these needs are viewed as requiring compensation and which are not included in a wage calculus.

It is here that the concept of ‘outlawed needs’ proposed by Kelsh is particularly helpful as a way of considering how this line gets drawn, argued over and reproduced.\(^\text{18}\) In neoliberal capitalism, many needs that are outlawed, or excluded from legitimation, are those associated with people’s daily maintenance and generational reproduction. The concept of outlawed needs helps to account for those human relationships and sensuous interactions in the world which are outlawed because they contradict hegemonic forms of familial structures: these include same-sex families, single motherhood and so on. The labour to meet outlawed needs is still socially necessary, but it is hived off (spatially, legally and discursively) from the recognised component covered by wages and is more frequently referred to as ‘social reproduction’. Outlawed needs are a ‘monstrous necessity’ for capital. They are ‘necessary’ to ensure workers for capital. But they are ‘monstrous’ because they are a site of contestation, including whether they are recognised as being an object for political satisfaction by capital and/or the state at the cost of surplus value.

ECEC is a case in point. It has become recognised as a ‘need’ through changes in capital’s demand for specific workers, such as the increasing numbers of women workers in growing service-oriented economies, and contestation over which institutions and actors are responsible for social reproduction. In Canada, in 1970s and 80s activism to bring the care of
children out of the family and into the public realm, calls for childcare were linked to women’s emancipation and the need for more collective responsibility for the care of young children. These demands were sidelined in the neoconservative climate of the 1990s: the ‘need’ for ECEC was increasingly reframed as a matter of social investment (e.g. of economic benefits outweighing the costs) in the developmental ‘needs’ of children, in the context of rising global interest in the ‘first 1,000 days’, without reference to women’s needs for support. These new interpretations of needs shifted the way in which workforce and mainstream childcare organisations articulated their demands, as well as the ways in which the state rationalised and organised its ECEC funding and provision. A similar phenomenon is apparent in the community mothers’ programme in Columbia (see Borda Carulla, this volume).

While needs interpretation and satisfaction is an ongoing political struggle, in the meantime people must find ways to meet their outlawed needs, and it is in this process that differentiation and stratification occur.

**Linkages and differentiation**

Capital’s drive to reduce the cost of socially necessary labour, including by outlawing needs, appears in historically and spatially distinct forms, and here we consider the way this both links women and children and differentiates them.

To begin, we pick up McDowell’s attempts to unweave the tasks subsumed under the umbrella of social reproduction to see how naturalization obscures the possibility for their satisfaction through other means. Of all the aspects of this labour, McDowell argues it is only the generational replacement of workers that ‘depends on a gender division of labour’. Recent changes in reproductive technology and our understanding of diversity in human sex and sexuality have challenged even this assertion, but here, we accept that species-being labour intimately links biological mothers with foetuses or newborns for some time at least, even if no longer than gestation and birth. McDowell’s analysis identifies the tendency to over-extend the relations of giving birth in two ways. First, the very specific labour of child bearing often becomes conflated with other social reproduction tasks including cooking, cleaning, shopping, feeding, caring and more, tasks that can be completed by men as well. Second, the necessary link between biological mother and foetus/newborn is often generalised to the social position
of all women, regardless of whether individuals have the potential or desire to give birth. By corollary, this is also stretched to the position of ‘child’, beyond the specific relationships individual children may have with individual women.

To this we would add another form of over-extension that multiplies the linkages between women and children. Young humans are reliant on others for their very survival, accounting for the only necessary division of social reproduction on generational lines. However, this early dependency has been increasingly taken to describe the institution of childhood, in its entirety, overwriting children’s potential capabilities with social ascriptions of vulnerability, need and dependency. This achieved concrete expression in the twentieth-century growth of ‘child protection institutions’, including ECEC programmes, nurseries and other ‘specialised’ sites of childhood.

That is, the responsibility for satisfying children’s (ascribed and outlawed) needs tends to be placed with women – based on maternalist assumptions. It links children to such labour, based on their conflation with women. Indeed, historical and contemporary work in Childhood and Youth Studies has revealed both the level and variety of children’s involvement in social reproductive tasks, making clear that the idealisation of a childhood sequestered into a realm of play, innocence and freedom from responsibility is a normative position with rather dubious effects, rather than a natural necessity. In the Indonesian case, for example, the idea of play as therapy and intervention represents a new way to understand the child and the child within the family.

The point here, following McDowell, is that it is possible to acknowledge the socially necessary labour of species-being at the same time as noting that there is no natural necessity to the gendered division of this labour. Similarly, there is no necessary division of labour shaped by a generational order that ascribes the social quality of ‘childness’ and the status of ‘child’ to render young humans as the constitutive outside of labour.

**Temporality and the production of antagonisms**

That much of the labour of social reproduction has fallen to women and children is indicative of its ‘advantages [to class societies] – contested and constantly renegotiated – over the alternatives’. While the dynamic of capital means there is a tendency for dominant classes to try to decrease the amount of socially necessary labour covered by wages, how this happens varies tremendously. The question becomes at what point does
the process of appropriation at the heart of social reproduction become one of stratification, exploitation and accumulation? In this section, we argue that it is in this variation, particularly in the tempo of surplus value extraction, that we can begin to see how antagonisms among women, among children, and between women and children manifest.

The varied effects of capital’s efforts to reduce its labour costs are, in part, a reflection of divergent interests among dominant classes. For example, corporate farming companies may urge the lowering of the working age so that they can employ the ‘cheaper’ labour of children. Others may support the extension of the compulsory school age, both upwards and downwards, and the linking of schooling to employers’ ‘needs’ to try to meet their demands for workers with particular skills. But variations can also be understood in relation to tensions between capital’s short- and long-term interests. Childbearing, and its generalisation to other tasks of social reproduction, limits the time available for wage labour. The *temporal lag* identified here leads to a potential contradiction for capital, between ‘its immediate need to appropriate surplus labor and its long-term requirement for a class to perform it’.26

The demand for children to contribute their labour towards surplus value in the form of wage labour as quickly as possible can be in tension with the use of their labour to supplement or replace family members whose labour is demanded outside of a household. It also conflicts with children’s potential involvement in their own (and others’) development as generational replacements, an increasing amount of which is accomplished in non-familial ECEC and other educational settings. Indeed, Rikowski puts forward a powerful set of arguments suggesting that educational institutions are a key site for the ‘quality enhancement’ of labour power – a central strategy for increasing relative surplus value in contemporary capitalism.27

Rikowski focuses on the labour of teachers, educators and trainers (many of whom are women) in schooling. Similarly, the conceptualisation of generational replacement in much of the domestic labour debate is about ‘raising’ or ‘socialising’ children, which takes a more contemporaneous form in the notion of ‘investing in children’ where ‘the [privileged] child as commodity is niche-marketed to secure success in the insecure future’.28 This, however, implies that children are little more than objects of investment and others’ labour. With Hood-Williams, we concur that this ‘ignores the extent to which children…are actively engaged in the work of “reproducing” themselves’.29

We view the daily and generational replacement activities of social reproduction as a shared endeavour of species-being labour; in other words, an activity in which children are necessarily engaged.30
range from the labour to develop particular skills and knowledge – for instance the literacy and numeracy skills that are central to many (post-)industrial jobs, whether in the service industry or export processing zones – and the labour involved in making the self and social relations. Take, for example, the ways in which children are actively involved in negotiating capitalist social relations via engagement in imaginative play involving commodity consumption. Children also engage in caring labour in ECEC settings, inducting others into setting life, supporting and consoling those who are upset, and providing a sense of satisfaction and purpose for the adults. Rosen, for example, notes the way children in a London ECEC setting would ‘humour’ adult educators, accepting their interventions into and scholarisation of imaginative play, only to return to other themes when the educators left.

Attending to variations in the tempo of appropriation and the sites where reproductive labour is accomplished allows us to see how children and women may be linked through social reproduction, but in ways which may put their interests at odds. Newberry documents how for Indonesian mothers the growing importance attributed to the early years of a child’s life has occasioned an increase in domestic responsibilities and a hiving off of children’s work away from contributing to the household and family reproduction. In rural areas in central Java, women must now leave agricultural or factory labour to escort children to ECEC programmes, often offered at some distance from their homes (even though these programmes are quite limited in scope). Not only does this represent time away for women from their own immediate reproduction and waged labour, it represents a separation of children from the site of those activities, where typically they would be involved in various agricultural and household tasks. In urban settings, the innumerable small contributions of children, from sibling care to food preparation to help with informal industries, are necessarily limited by the time they must now spend in the classroom setting. In the Indonesian case, women’s felt need to contribute to these community-based programmes comes at some cost to their own household-based reproduction, and it simultaneously introduces a differentiation in women’s and children’s contributions to that reproduction, both temporally and spatially. The household-based reproductive tasks that in many cases aligned the needs of women and children become outlawed, but in different ways: women must volunteer labour to offer local ECEC programmes, and children must attend. In the case of women, the surplus value of this volunteered labour is appropriated immediately while that of children is deferred through the longer-term enhancement of their labour power.
It is the tempo of the appropriation of surplus value, and the various attempts to ‘fix’ the contradictions between capital’s short- and long-term interests, that is central to the differentiation of needs and to the outlawing of some. It is also a critical source of the tension between women and children in the meeting of these needs.

Stratification and the return of time

In this chapter we have argued that women and children are mutually implicated in one another through species-being labour, and this cannot be separated from love and concern for one another. This interdependence is world-making. In these labour relations, some needs may be satisfied in ways that align the interests of women and children; however, much is re-written under capitalism. The temporal contradiction between immediate surplus appropriation and long-term aspects of generational replacement are mediated by outlawing some needs and endorsing others, producing forms of differentiation and deepening stratification.34

Evidence of ‘stratified social reproduction’ has been identified for some time.35 Theorisations of the international division of domestic labour or ‘global care chains’, for example, point to the devaluation of reproductive labour as it passes between people.36 More privileged families in advanced capitalist countries, with the support of state policies, hire (im)migrant domestic workers who in turn hire internal migrants to care for their families, so that responsibility for reproductive labour is transferred to other family members. This labour is often transferred to girls in a gendered division of labour, although boys are also called upon in ways that are geo-spatially specific and limited by a lack of alternatives, as Crivello and Espinosa (this volume) point out.37 At the same time, impoverished women and children within ‘receiving’ countries like Canada struggle to afford even basic ECEC services in an era of austerity and state retrenchment, ‘making do’ with a patchwork of kin-based, including sibling, care or leaving even the very young in their own care.38 Alternatively, families enter into debt to ensure that their ‘outlawed needs’ can be met. It is not just a question of differentiation amongst those who engage in social reproductive labour: Kofman’s analysis suggests that reproductive labour itself is being increasingly differentiated.39 She argues that the ‘dirty’ aspects of daily maintenance and long-term reproduction have been pushed on to poorer women (and we add children), many of whom
are migrants, freeing the more privileged to engage in esteemed work such as reading bedtime stories or engaging in prescribed adult–child bonding activities. Indeed, modes of differentiation and stratification in social reproduction seem to have exploded and intensified in the contemporary.

In concluding this chapter, we make a bold claim: by attending not only to uneven spatial flows but also to the timing of appropriation in terms of socially necessary labour, we can understand how the fates of women and children are both intertwined and at odds. The temporal aspects of social reproduction and appropriation underscore the subordination of those who engage in such labour, even as they introduce questions of aging and elder care that deserve further attention.

McDowell makes a distinction between those who provide subsistence via their wages and those who engage in reproductive labour during what we have referred to above as a ‘temporal lag’. She identifies the relationship of dependency which this creates, and its reinforcement by patriarchal state policies, as the grounds for women’s subordination. To this we would add that this temporal lag, and the subordination it engenders, is unevenly distributed in the context of a racialised international division of labour and the increased rapidity with which surplus value is appropriated in the global South. This temporal lag is also central to accounting for children’s subordinate social status. Children, particularly when very young, are often banned from working for wages and as a result end up working in unregulated sectors or not at all. When they do work for wages, children are often treated as a cheaper work force, paid lower wages for the same work as adults under the guise of euphemisms such as ‘training wages’. Social benefits go to adults, not children. These features both ensure a cheaper source of labour for capital and also account for the socially constituted dependency of children on adults, as well as their generational subordination.

By returning to the example of global care chains, we can perhaps best see how subordination, grounded in the temporal lag, both links and differentiates women and children. As caring work gradually is transferred between various nodes of the care chain, girls in families with migrant mothers are placed in roles caring for younger siblings and other family members. The immediate appropriation of their labour in the wage sector, whether domestic or otherwise, can be delayed as they instead contribute to long-term reproduction. This effectively reinforces the dependency of children on their mother’s foreign remittances. Migrant workers absorb the vagaries of the temporal lag for class-privileged women, via their low or unpaid domestic work. The
stratification between children on various nodes of the ‘care chain’ is intensified through the stratification of reproductive tasks themselves, with more privileged children engaged in various forms of ECEC dedicated primarily to ‘quality enhancement’ of their own labour power and less privileged children in the chain responsible for replacement and replenishment activities far beyond themselves.

Perhaps, then, it is time to add time back in to our accounts of stratified social reproduction. Our discussion of global ECEC regimes in this chapter was an attempt to develop temporality as a lens for considering both elisions and antagonisms between women and children. We propose for further inquiry the question of the mechanisms that affect the timing of the appropriation of surplus value and the practical implications of these temporal differences. For instance, are the neoliberal debt-based economy and the marketisation of social reproduction speeding up the point at which appropriation takes place, at the same time as the extension of ECEC and compulsory schooling lengthen the temporal lag?

Conclusion

Our common interest in ECEC led us to discover another common interest in a Marxist feminist frame of analysis, one whose relevance is being marked again in renewed attention to social reproduction. We suggest that expanding the study of stratified social reproduction with a generational analysis can help account for the contradictions produced by the expansion of non-familial early years provision and its reliance on women’s re-traditionalised, voluntary or low-paid labour, and the shifting imperatives for young children’s social reproductive labour, such as the making of the self and caring responsibilities.

In so doing we have pointed to the ways that the interests of women and children can be aligned but also differentiated and made antagonistic as they engage in labour to satisfy outlawed needs. Rather than viewing these as inherent tensions between women and children, however, we have rehabilitated appropriation and added temporal differentiation to account for the ways these groups and the relations between them are constituted and their (uneven and situated) productivity for capital. Our contribution in this chapter has been an act of reimagining the importance of social reproduction for theorising woman–child relations, and underscoring its potential for emancipatory efforts which aim to keep both women and children in the frame.


3. This is not merely an intellectual exercise, but a recognition of the impossibilities of granting even conceptual autonomy to women and children, as Baraitser and Thomson (this volume) point out. Men’s contributions to reproductive labour have not received sufficient scholarly attention and certainly attention to species-being invites a fuller exploration. Here, however, our focus on the relations between women and children derives from our research in ECEC settings where women’s care for children has been privileged. We bracket men’s labour for the purposes of theorising the relations between women and children, just as these have been separated in practice under capitalism.


7. The so-called spatial turn of the 1990s was inspired by Foucault’s analysis of space as neglected in relation to time. While not neglecting space here, we do suggest that time and temporality need to be reintroduced theoretically.


12. Roelvink, ‘Rethinking Species-Being’: 60.


20. We are writing here about women and children from subordinated classes specifically. Reminding us that Marx’s analysis is based on the reproduction of classes, Vogel explains that while reproduction takes place in any class, it is the total social reproduction of the working class that is the special interest of the capitalist.


Vogel, ‘Domestic Labour Revisited’: 5.


Jens Qvortrup develops an important argument that children’s creative efforts and mental and physical energy expended in schools can be understood as a form of labour. He does so in order to stress the value of children’s unrecognised economic contributions to the societies they live in. Here, however, we complicate his argument in two ways. First, we emphasise the contingency of school labour, suggesting that it is not always in the interest of capital for all children to move primarily into sites of compulsory education. Instead, we emphasise the geopolitical and gendered ways in which schooling and other forms of reproductive labour are distributed. Second, we emphasise the links between reproductive labour and capital accumulation. Jens Qvortrup, ‘From Useful to Useful: The Historical Continuity of Children’s Constructive Participation,’ in *Sociological Studies of Children*, ed. Nancy Mandell and Anne-Marie Ambert (Greenwich, CT: JAI Press, 1995).


There are parallels between our argument and others in this volume which, broadly speaking, make the case that affiliations and tensions between women and children lie not in some spuriously naturalised relationship but in the ways that these groups are socially constituted. Burman, for instance, points to the socio-political context via an intersectional lens and Fiddian-Qasmiyeh to neo-colonial micro-politics and the failures of liberal humanitarism. These are not necessarily contradictory lines of analysis, but perhaps a difference of scale. This serves as an important reminder to keep the dynamics of capital, the state and micro-politics in view, even while the dictates of space may mean giving greater emphasis to one.


This, of course, raises the important point that children are not a homogeneous group and attention needs to be given to gendering ‘the child’ in analysis much as it is in practice (see Fiddian-Qasmiyeh, this volume). Girl children are subject to adultism and misogyny, as both girls and incipient women (Zehavi, this volume). The relevance of unequal childhoods is not lost on us, although it is largely beyond the scope of this chapter.

Rosen, Baustad, and Edwards, ‘Crisis of Social Reproduction’.


McDowell, ‘Debates and Reports’. 
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Caring labour as the basis for movement building

An interview with Selma James by Rachel Rosen

Rachel: You have a long history of commitment to social movements for women’s emancipation. Could you begin by talking about how you got involved?

Selma: Well I started as an anti-capitalist, working-class child who was part of the movement of the 1930s. My community in Brooklyn, New York, was anti-capitalist and anti-racist in principle if not in practice. I was enormously interested in the relationships I saw and remember so many incidents that helped to shape my view of the world and particularly the relationships between women and men and children within the family.

I joined a socialist organisation when I was 15 because I was determined by then to be involved in changing the world. I always noticed what women were doing. I remember my close friend used to take five cents from her boyfriend so that she could put the money in the slot when she went on the underground. This was her statement of independence from him. (She had no money.) I was amused, but I wasn’t too interested in such symbolism.

I had a child when I was 18 and I knew almost immediately that this was a profound shift in my life.

I joined women’s liberation in 1970. I’d been reading Marx’s *Capital* during the previous year and I was determined to find out where did we women fit in: what was women’s relation to capital. I saw that Marx was speaking about labour power – that is the ability to work on which capitalist exploitation is based. And I thought all the Marxists must know that this basic capitalist commodity
labour power is produced by women’s unwaged work, and I didn’t understand why they hadn’t told me. Well they hadn’t told me because they had never realised that women had anything to do with labour power. I met an Italian woman [Mariarosa Dalla Costa] and I told her that this is the basic relationship of power between women and capital, between women and men, and between children and adults. These are all power relations within the working class and within class society generally. She understood immediately. I convinced her that we had to have a movement of our own. She agreed and we wrote *The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community* together.

Rachel: Your intellectual and political work makes the case that women’s domestic labour in the home has gone unrecognised and unremunerated, yet capitalist economies are entirely reliant on it. The political solution you advocate is to demand that a moral, political and economic value is placed on women’s caring labour. Can you expand on this a bit?

Selma: We said that the work we do is unacknowledged first of all financially, but in every way. Nobody knew how much work we did. Nobody even considered it work. And feminists were calling it a role. If you’re an actress you stop at the end of the performance. This is not a role, this is a job.

We built an international Campaign for Wages for Housework.¹ We were regularly asked, but don’t you think wages will institutionalise women in the home? It is lack of money and resources and recognition of the value of what we do unwaged that institutionalises us in the home and also now in the double day. Women are so taken for granted that what we accomplish is invisible: women are often the lifesavers during war and occupation, doing the justice work every day against every insult and indignity to those we care for. The question is not if you should be responsible for the well-being of others, but who else is responsible? The question is also whether society demeans you and impoverishes you for doing this work, or whether it backs you for doing it as well as for the many other things you may choose to do. Feminists spoke about men ‘helping’, but that’s not good enough – for them or for us. They help, to be kind to us or because we would refuse to be in a relationship with them if they didn’t help, but often, too often, we carry the responsibility alone. And being at the mercy of charitable feelings, or having to struggle to convince them that you deserve their help, in order to be ‘liberated’ is very dodgy indeed.
Over the years, it has become clearer to us that to make central the reproduction of the human race, and in fact the world, is the anti-capitalist perspective. Because the basis of capital is that the market, and producing for the market, must of necessity be the focus of society. We say: absolutely not. That is by its nature inhumane. Each individual no longer is who they might become, but is a cog in the wheel of production. How can we be for that? Why can’t we start from the perspective of caring and the reproduction of the human race?

That’s our perspective in the Global Women’s Strike (GWS). The Wages for Housework Campaign has never died or been replaced, but has been updated in the GWS.

Rachel: One of the critiques that is sometimes raised about ‘Wages for Housework’ as the basis of the emancipation of women is that it turns children into objects of care, even a burden. How do you respond to those kinds of critiques?

Selma: The people who say that are missing the central quality of what caring is. Caring is a relationship. Only when caring is imposed on us does it cease to be a relationship or rather it is a relationship of repression, a power relation. That’s not what we want caring to be committed to. We want to be concerned with the people we care for, and therefore establish with them a two-way relationship. If you think of children as the objects of care, you’re not really caring. You’re getting through the day. That contradicts our humanity. I mean caring is a very serious job of finding out what other people need, and that means that those you are caring for feel their needs and concerns are truly acknowledged. But the one thing that mothers are not supposed to do is to want anything for themselves. Well that’s not on. If caring is society’s starting point, then the carer and the needs and feelings of the carer also have to be central.

Rachel: Can you say a little bit more about where children figure in your work: both in terms of your intellectual contributions and your social movement organising?

Selma: One thing we are involved in is that children are being unjustly taken from their mothers by the state, and we try to prevent this or to get them back. The most common reason that children are taken is that their mothers have been the subject of violence by partners and the mother is accused of and punished for not protecting the children from seeing or even experiencing this violence. In many cases, children are given to the very fathers who have been violent, and in some cases they and their mothers have been killed as
a result of family court orders which force children into contact with their violent father. Mothers are accused of exaggeration and manipulation while fathers are believed. There is no acknowledgement that mothers are children’s greatest protection in a very dangerous society. The justice work of protecting children from repression in schools, by police, by violent fathers, etc. is the most invisible part of women’s caring work. I think that the fate of children is very dependent on how much power mothers have to protect them.

Mothers and their children are separated far too soon after birth because mum has to earn her living and the babe must forego the mother’s milk of human kindness. Since reproducing humans is so little valued, the precious days and months of infants finding out if the world is a safe and nice place is short-circuited in favour of wage work which is often presented as liberation.

We also do a lot of work with women asylum seekers, most of whom are mothers. Many are escaping Western-promoted wars, destitution and rape, in Africa for example, and have had to leave their children behind. Both mothers and children endure years of separation, not knowing where they are or even if they are alive or dead. One struggle has been to reunite mothers and children. We sometimes succeed through hard and consistent collective work. Another struggle is to keep asylum seeking-mothers and their children out of detention centres – in reality prisons for the innocent who are often survivors of rape and other torture.

Rachel: Could you say a little bit about how you think we can achieve social and economic justice – particularly in situations where the interests of women and children seem to be in conflict (like that of ‘child protection’)?

Selma: The important thing about changing the world is that only a movement can do it. What began to happen in the 1960s is that people organised movements on the basis of their sector: women, lesbian, Black, immigrant, disabled, elderly, young, students, low-paid workers, sex workers… All of this has made the way for each of us to have a broader conception of who we can be with and how energising and truly empowering it is to bypass or destroy the boundaries that divide us. This is the key to changing the world, the basis of bringing our experience and power together to confront the powers that be. We are trying to work together against all the restrictions which surround and divide us.

We can consult each other and help each other to make sure that what we are demanding and organising for is not undermining
other sectors but perhaps even enhancing and learning from what they teach us including about ourselves. That is movement work. That’s what the Global Women’s Strike is involved in doing every day and there’s never an end to finding a better way and learning from each other.

Rachel: And do children form a sector, from your perspective?

Selma: Children absolutely form a sector. You know, my sister was a teacher of little ones, and she said when certain teachers came into the room all the children, the seven-year-olds, would put their heads on the desks. They registered their objection. They sometimes call children gangs because they don’t want to give them the credibility of having formed an organisation and don’t want to respect what the children are demanding or what they are able to create. Children have a lot to say about education. They can rip a school apart in a ten-minute conversation and let you know everything that’s right or wrong with the education system, or at least a lot of it.

Rachel: And what has the Global Women’s Strike learned from the children’s sector?

Selma: Children perceive the world in ways that open our eyes to what is actually going on. They seem to understand the power relations between themselves and the adults they are dependent on even before they can talk. They are also capable of the greatest love for people, animals, things, places and connections. We respect their right to love, care and security, not to be used as pawns in other people’s power struggles, and not to be pitted against each other in competition from the first day of school. They have a right to certainty that their society welcomes and protects them whoever they are and wherever they come from. That can only happen if their primary carer, usually the mother, is also respected and protected in the same way.

NOTE

Introduction

In this chapter, we use ‘care labour’ as a lens to theorise relations between women and children, and to identify potential intersections and antagonisms between feminism and the politics of childhood. While care is widely recognised as a universal feature of human experience, and closely related to the concept of vulnerability, it remains a highly politicised topic in both research and policy. Indeed, the politics of feminism and the politics of childhood appear more likely to clash than they are to coalesce when it comes to ‘care’ on account of the perspectives of either women or children being advocated, and weak integration of gender and generational approaches.

Over the past four decades, feminism has inspired multiple, overlapping strands of academic research into care and unpaid work. A major contribution was to reject the view of care as a natural expression of (female) altruism located within the family and separate from individual self-interest and the marketplace.¹ Much of this research was developed through the points of view of women – as mothers, unpaid carers and underpaid service providers in places like the USA, UK and Europe. Feminists writing in the 1970s promoted a view of care as burden through their critique of housework and of women’s socially-assigned duties for childcare.² Of chief concern was the sexual division of labour between men and women, with a particular interest in the relationship between women’s reproductive roles and their oppression within the context of patriarchal capitalism.³ The figure of the child has remained ever-present
in feminist theorisations of care, yet somehow secondary, reflecting the tendency of feminist approaches to emphasise adult gender relations and women’s identities and interests.

This chapter asks: is it possible to create a conceptual frame of care relations that takes both women and children into account, one that does not de facto hold one group’s needs, views or rights above the other’s? Our response is a call for greater attention to the temporal aspects of care and of vulnerability – in particular, to dimensions of the life course and to generational relations. To this end, we use the concept of temporal vulnerability developed by the political philosopher Janna Thompson to describe the generational dependencies that exist between past, present and future generations. In Thompson’s view, humans are vulnerable as temporal beings ‘subject to the changes that time brings’; this includes the ‘vulnerability that the very young possess in respect to older generations and the very old in respect to those who are younger’. Missing from Thompson’s account, however, is due attention to the way ‘time’ (age/generation) intersects with other salient social differences, such as gender, class and location, to create vulnerability. We extend the notion of ‘temporal vulnerability’ to think through care relations and inequality across three temporal dimensions: childhood (as a socio-biological phase in the life course); care trajectories (biographical change); and generational relations. We do so by asking: How do care and vulnerability figure into the social construction of childhood? What affects children’s experiences of care/caring across time? How is the management of care and vulnerability shared between the generations, and between women and children?

By infusing time, temporality and vulnerability into our theorisation of ‘care’ in woman–child relations, our aim in this chapter is two-fold. First, we seek to challenge the implicit assumptions in both research and practice around childhood that children are essentially vulnerable and passive – in contrast to the active, protecting and responsible adults in relation to them. Such understandings reflect an idealised vision of modern Western childhood, defined as a time of innocence free from responsibilities. Child–adult relations in this view tend to ‘exclude consideration of the cultural and social context in which vulnerability is constituted and to render children’s own understandings of themselves and their bodily experiences as unimportant.’

We demonstrate the diversity and complexity of care relations and children’s roles by referring to evidence from Young Lives, a longitudinal, multi-generational study of childhood poverty taking place in four low- and middle-income countries. The analysis illustrates the crushing
effects of poverty on adults’ capacities to care for the young and the need for intergenerational mutuality as a strategy for personal and collective survival. Girls and boys in many parts of the world contribute unpaid care labour to their families, yet their roles as social actors in care relations remain marginal within feminist care literature.

Second, we aim to decentre ‘the child’ in woman–child care relations, thereby opening the possibility of addressing the social and economic injustices faced by both women and children. For this, we consider inequalities and the wider structural factors that contribute to care disparities across the life course and between the generations. We are motivated by feminists who work in politically and ethically informed ways on questions of care and justice. Rather than pitting ‘women’s rights’ against ‘children’s rights’, we urge a greater appreciation for how these are connected. Social and economic justice for the young and for the old requires a view of lives as linked, both in time and across time, a view that is reflected in the all-embracing definition of care provided by Tronto and Fisher:

a species activity that includes everything that we do to maintain, continue, and repair our ‘world’ so that we can live in it as well as possible. That world includes our bodies, ourselves, and our environment, all of which we seek to interweave in a complex life sustaining web.

Our understanding of care as a necessary form of labour resonates with Rosen and Newberry’s discussion of ‘species-being’ (Chapter 8) as ‘the making of ourselves, others, and the world through our labour’. Our contribution to this literature is to complicate taken-for-granted assumptions that emphasise children as exemplars of vulnerability within care/labour processes. Temporal vulnerability, we contend, can fruitfully be applied to this task.

Feminist care ethics

Care ethics emerged as a distinct moral theory in the 1980s and represented a shift away from the casting of women as victims of oppression towards a positive framing celebrating women’s ‘difference’ and maternal perspectives. Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice (1982) was an early attempt to counter male bias in the field that perpetuated a view of women’s inferior moral reasoning. Gilligan advanced the notion of an ethic of
care – a distinct female capacity for empathy, compassion, sensitivity and contextual judgement, one motivated by relationships, responsibilities and the desire to care for those who are dependent and vulnerable. In contrast, ‘masculine’ moral reasoning represented an ethic of justice associated with rationality, the universal and the abstract, stressing rights and rules. However, feminists operating closer to the justice paradigm rejected the natural association drawn between care and women since this suggested that women should be in charge of care, thus providing political justification to inequities in the distribution of unpaid work. Avoiding the accusation of female essentialism, a maternal perspective proposed ‘mothering’ and children as a paradigm for human relations in general; in this view, everyone, including men, has the capacity to become a ‘mothering person’ (see Thomson and Baraitser, this volume). Others moved intentionally away from the language of ‘mothers’, as in Kittay’s (1999) dependency paradigm that focused instead on ‘dependency relations’ and ‘dependency workers’ and the injustices suffered by them in society.

Our thinking in this chapter is influenced by feminist scholars who have sought to resolve the tensions between ‘care’ and ‘justice’ perspectives by reframing care as a political project. The political ethics of care moved beyond gender and interpersonal relations and recast care as a fundamental human concern based in shared experiences of vulnerability. Unlike liberal notions of justice that assume individuals are independent and atomistic beings, the political ethics of care acknowledges that human relations are between unequal and interdependent persons. We are bound together by care since we are all at risk of being dependent on others for care at various points in our lives. According to Tronto, ‘It is time we began to change our political and social institutions to reflect this truth; the truth being that care requires ‘time, financial and practical support and the recognition of choices’. In essence, care is an essential ingredient of justice.

Despite the widened definition of care, children’s perspectives remained marginalised by a tendency to privilege the perspectives of those who provide care over the perspectives of those who receive it. There is little recognition of children’s agency within care relations and children are commonly included in the category of ‘dependents’, together with ‘the elderly, the sick, and individuals with disabilities’.

Next, we ask how an explicitly child-focused paradigm positions children with respect to care and to women, before exploring the potential of a stronger temporal framing of vulnerability to bring both children and women into the analytic frame of care.
Children, care and the politics of childhood

Over the past thirty years, the New Sociology of Childhood – which developed around the same time as feminist care ethics – has evolved into a rich blend of sociological, anthropological, geographical and educational approaches with an increasingly global reach. It emerged as a critique of the intellectual stronghold of developmental psychology in theorising child development as a series of universal sequential stages through which relatively passive children progress towards adulthood. The new sociological paradigm put emphasis on childhood as a social construction and on children’s agency in their development and in their social worlds, placing children’s perspectives at the centre of analysis. Although the field has not produced a distinct set of care theories comparable to ‘feminist care ethics’, numerous individual studies provide insights into children’s diverse care worlds and their unpaid labour. Some studies emphasise children’s care labour as an everyday part of learning responsibility, empathy and other pro-social skills, and of mitigating risks associated with poverty. Others echo feminist discourses of the 1970s and see children’s care labour as a burden and a response to crisis. Indeed, much of the work that girls and boys undertake is hidden within the home and often not recognised as care or labour. The everyday language of ‘chores’ and ‘help’ further undermines the value of their contributions. A frequent assumption is that children prefer unpaid work for the family because it is safer and less prone to exploitation; however, children may also be exploited in their care roles, and they may prefer paid work for status and independence.

The figure of the ‘child carer’ highlights complexities underpinning children’s care relationships. Put simply, a child carer is a child who provides care, usually to ‘a relative who has a condition, such as a disability, illness, mental health condition, or a drug or alcohol problem’. This became a major topic for childhood research in the context of HIV and AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa, where the effects of disease have had a substantial impact on generational care. The label can signal problem childhoods and child caregiving as a source of vulnerability. However, many studies show that care relationships are more complex. Evans and Thomas, for instance, drew on an ethics of care to understand the emotional dynamics of caring in families affected by HIV and AIDS in Namibia, Tanzania and the UK. They found that caring relationships were fragile and subject to strain from a lack of adequate resources, physical and social isolation and the emotional demands of caring. A different study in South Africa concluded that despite considerable hardship, young carers did not see care as
a burden or set of chores; they took on caring roles for a variety of reasons, including to increase intimacy with parents, gain self-esteem, enhance their status in the household, fulfil their roles as daughters and sons and to protect the entire domestic unit. Such evidence demands a reconsideration of prevailing assumptions about family responsibilities and of the meaning of ‘parenting’ within the broader context of mutual support within and across the generations.

Vulnerability across time: care relations in Young Lives

We turn to examples from Young Lives, a longitudinal study of childhood poverty that combines survey and qualitative approaches to trace the life trajectories of two age cohorts of children growing up in four countries: Ethiopia, India (in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana states), Peru and Vietnam. We use data here from a cohort of children born in 1994, comprising three rounds of survey questionnaires and four rounds of qualitative interviews covering the period from age 12 to 20. The survey involves around 1,000 children in each country, plus caregivers and community members. The longitudinal design documents changes in children’s lives and families, including in care arrangements, economic circumstances, time-use and in the distribution of responsibilities within the household. The survey collects detailed information on household circumstances, and asks children to report how they spend their time in a ‘typical day’, including the amount of time spent caring for others and on domestic chores. The qualitative longitudinal research involves a sub-group of 50 children and their families, over a seven-year period. Researchers use a suite of qualitative methods to engage participants, including repeat biographical interviews, group discussions, drawing and diaries.

The survey and qualitative analysis in this study is both cross-sectional (e.g. identifying gender-based differences amongst twelve-year-olds) and longitudinal (e.g. tracing gender inequalities across time). Combined with the multi-generational design, these characteristics offer considerable opportunities to reflect on temporal vulnerability in woman–child care relations.

Care in the time of childhood

Childhood is by definition a temporal and relational concept of the life course. Yet there is considerable sociocultural variation in what it means
to be a child, in perceptions of and responses to vulnerability and in children’s roles in family care practices. Children everywhere value and expect love, support and care from others, even when poverty constrains others’ capacities to deliver (see Rosen and Newberry, this volume). In this study, children consistently identified the presence of parents and harmonious family relations as top indicators of child well-being, whereas parental absence and family discord were signs of child ill-being.

Family strategies for addressing care needs vary, and some communities have longstanding traditions of circulating children through family networks to access services and to distribute financial burdens. In Ethiopia, where one in five of the children in our study had lost one or both parents by the age of twelve, household membership is fluid and children move homes, sometimes multiple times, as both recipients and providers of care. In Peru, some girls from rural areas relocate to better-off families in the city with the expectation that they will provide childcare services in their new household in exchange for upkeep and access to school. Boys also move, as in the case of Elmer from a rural village in Peru. When he was 12 his elder sister sent for him to join her in Lima (the capital) so that he could look after her children while she and her husband worked. In exchange, she paid for his upkeep and schooling. The previous year, Elmer’s older brother (17 years old) had lived with her for the same reason, but he had since returned to his village to graduate. After one year, the brothers swapped again; Elmer returned to the village and his brother to Lima to continue studying and caregiving. Meanwhile, Elmer’s parents moved to a different village (to farm) where schooling was not available so Elmer and his younger siblings rented a place near a school. When Elmer was 15, his mother travelled to Lima to take care of her daughter, who had fallen ill. Elmer found it difficult without his mother: ‘I spent a year without her.’ On weekends, Elmer and his siblings worked on their parents’ farm. Elmer’s family exemplifies why simplistic models of care relationships defined in dyadic ‘caregiver/care-recipient’ terms do not hold for much of the world, where responsibility for care is understood and structured in reciprocal terms and shared across the generations.

In reality, the majority of the world’s children are active co-participants in the care, welfare and constructions of family life; childhood is seen as a time to contribute work to the household wherein children both give and receive care. Children are drawn in to everyday work as ‘a function of their roles as members of a household and family, and as part of their duty to their seniors as well as an opportunity to learn skills required in adulthood’. Much of their work is unpaid, including collecting water and firewood, herding, farming, cleaning, food preparation and
sibling caretaking. By age 12 in Ethiopia, many girls have acquired most of the essential skills necessary to substitute for female adults in the household: ‘I can do all types of housework now… six months ago, I couldn’t bake injera (flatbread) and now I can’ (Mulu, age 12).

In this study, strong social norms dictate that girls, in particular, take on caring roles and unpaid work in the home. In India, 19-year-old Salman was keen to use his earnings as a driver to support his younger brother’s education, yet he did not wish for his younger sister (a grade above the brother) to continue her studies: ‘girls might study… but ultimately they have to come back to the house to wash utensils’. However, impoverished families sometimes cannot afford to uphold society’s gender rules, resulting in boys taking on ‘girls’ work’ and vice versa, which can be shameful for them. Twelve-year-old Seife, for instance, with no sisters at home, had many chores, such as cleaning the house and preparing wot (stew). He was ashamed because these were ‘girls’ tasks’, and although he was keen to contribute to his family he did not want to transgress gendered norms of children’s work.

For girls, demonstrating competence to care for others can be a valuable personal asset and a way to manage reputational vulnerability. For example, Bhavana, age 16, in rural India, had left school in second grade. Her father had died and she lived with her mother, brother and sister-in-law, shouldering a disproportionate amount of housework which wore her down. She placed her hope in a good marriage that would help her escape the drudgery of hard work. Bhavana actively cultivated a reputation in her community for being modest, skillful and hardworking, attributes that are considered especially important once girls reach puberty and might impress her future in-laws. Her careful presentation of self was a personal asset in a situation where she was otherwise materially poor and relatively powerless. Viewed from the lens of temporal vulnerability, children like Bhavana embody both vulnerability and agency within their care relationships.

Care trajectories and the life course

Our second dimension of temporal vulnerability uses time-use data to look briefly at changes in care labour across childhood and in transitions from childhood to adulthood. We examine which children provide unpaid care in childhood and whether their contributions may affect their life chances. The survey records details on how girls and boys spent their time across seven activity categories on a ‘typical day’ between the ages of 12 and 19 in the four study countries (Figure 10.1).
Fig. 10.1  Time allocation by girls and boys on different activities on a typical day (in minutes)
On account of limited space, we pull out a few highlights from the data, starting with gender differences.

Time spent on care labour differs significantly between girls and boys from age 12 in the four countries, and these differences widen at age 19 – a period coinciding for some with the transition to post-secondary schooling and, for many girls, the beginnings of marital life. Care labour becomes increasingly ‘feminised’ across childhood. Girls’ contributions to care begin earlier in childhood compared to boys, although there is considerable variation within and between countries. In Ethiopia, 12-year-old girls spent around 3 hours and 25 minutes in unpaid care work, accounting for a difference of more than an hour and 20 minutes in relation to boys of the same age. In comparison, in Peru girls spent an average of 2 hours on care work, only 25 minutes more than boys. Gender differences widen during the second decade of childhood, especially between the ages of 15 and 19, in all the countries except for Ethiopia, where the greatest jump occurs earlier, between the ages of 12 and 15. By age 19, Ethiopian, Indian and Peruvian girls spend between 3 and 4 hours per day on care, which translates to a difference of more than 2 hours and 40 minutes with respect to boys of the same age.

Gender interacts with other factors to shape the distribution of care in childhood, such as wealth, location and the composition of children's households, as well as shocks and changing circumstances (e.g., parental divorce or illness). Across all four countries, at age 12 the time spent on care by girls in poorer households, with less educated caregivers and in rural areas, is well above the country average. Further, girls living in households where there are children aged seven and younger report spending considerably more time caring for others compared to boys living in similar households. One of the main reasons why girls stop schooling is because they are needed at home for housework and to care for ill or aging family members.

By age 19, the impact of household composition becomes increasingly difficult to gauge since young people’s living situations change. In India, many girls marry and relocate, and boys may be living away for higher education or for work. Indeed, the transition to adulthood entails many changes in young people’s care worlds. Marriage has profound effects on girls’ time-use, such that, on a typical day, girls who were married or living with a partner at age 19 were spending as much as 8 hours on unpaid care work in Peru and Ethiopia, 7 hours in India, and almost 6 hours in Vietnam. Such is the dynamic nature of vulnerability across the early life course. From a political ethics of care perspective, this signals a pivotal juncture when girls’ and boys’ trajectories diverge and
when girls’ caring responsibilities grow increasingly incompatible with education and employment opportunities, potentially affecting their economic exclusion in early adulthood and beyond, and deepening their vulnerability.

Care in generational relations – shared vulnerability

Our third dimension of temporal vulnerability locates care in the context of generational relations. Vulnerability in generational relations is frequently defined on the basis of chronological age, in the extremes of ‘the very young’ and of ‘the very old’, placing care responsibilities with the ‘middle’ generation (of women). However, our data indicate that an adult responsibility in one society may be children’s responsibility in another. How then are we to understand care and vulnerability in the context of generational relations?

Some scholars use the concept of the ‘intergenerational contract’ to describe the direction and flow of care and support between the generations. In this ‘contract’, implicit bargains around care and dependency tie younger and older generations together in the understanding that parents look after their young children and in return expect to be looked after in old age by their children. In reality, temporal vulnerability works differently in everyday family lives wherein the mutuality of care begins much earlier, and where care often flows within generations as well as between them. Siblings, for example, are a crucial source of material, emotional and practical support (see Elmer’s case). In Peru, one boy’s elder siblings who had left school encouraged their younger brother to stay in school and not to work, exclaiming, ‘Dedicate yourself to your studies. We’re working for your stomach!’

Whilst the underpinning sentiment of the ‘intergenerational contract’ – that children expect to reciprocate the care their parents gave them in childhood – rings true in our study, the rhythms of vulnerability are only partly influenced by chronological aging. Poverty adds another layer of vulnerability rendering families sensitive to household shocks and other changes, and adult ‘caregivers’ also experience vulnerability and may find themselves depending on their young. In this study, family illness is prevalent, but good quality health care, social protection and safety nets are lacking. Children frequently step in to fill the gaps: ‘Since the death of my husband, I am dependent on my children’s support’ (Maregay’s mother, Ethiopia).

Many children live in households with more than one physically or mentally impaired individual. In Vietnam, 16-year-old Long had until
recently been living at home with her mother, who is ill, and her father and younger brother, both of whom are disabled. Long found it challenging to balance the demands of school with her domestic work. In 2007, her mother was diagnosed with a degenerative disease affecting her capacity to work. Two years later, Long failed her school exam, so she left school and began working in a nearby factory. Long considers herself the household’s most capable worker: she works six days a week, returning home on Sundays to help her mother farm, and gives most of her earnings to her mother.

Children, like Long, are attentive to their families’ changing needs and seek to assert their agency even as they are vulnerable. For example, some children avoid asking for things their parents cannot afford in a bid to protect their parents’ feelings, avoid shame and safeguard their relationships. Preserving their relationships is a chief concern for children of all ages, as in the case of 11-year-old Maralem in Ethiopia, who was acutely aware of her mother’s vulnerability due to a chronic illness:

My mother tries to do most of the [household] activities even though she has health problems. She does not force me to work. However, I don’t want to complain about working because I don’t want to see my mother work when she is sick...

Often, the adversities faced by families are long-term rather than short lived, though care strategies remain dynamic over time. Haymanot’s case, in Ethiopia, is both complicated and revealing in what it shows about changes in intergenerational care and the varied ways in which care is expressed. Haymanot was first interviewed aged 12, and most recently at age 20. She had enjoyed school and was a good student until her mother became gravely ill. At age 12 she left school (in fifth grade) to find work because drought and food insecurity affected her family. Her health declining, Haymanot’s mother wanted to secure her daughter’s future through marriage, but they couldn’t afford a dowry and worried that ‘no one looks to the poor for marriage’. Haymanot worked at a quarry where she met the man she would marry, aged 15, at her mother’s insistence. She divorced and had a baby at age 17, returning home to her mother. She later remarried, explaining that this was ‘because I didn’t have any other options’, but she was happier and stayed living close to her mother so that she could continue to look after her, along with her two children.

Clearly, many confounding factors shape the experiences of care between women and children, and generational dependencies
themselves change over the life course. As the cases described above show, generational relations are both a source of, and a shared context for managing, vulnerability in and across time.

Conclusion

To conclude, we return to the core questions the chapter (and book) set out to answer: Is it possible to create a conceptual frame of care relations that takes both women and children into account? And with respect to care, how is the relationship between feminism and the politics of childhood best described – as one of friends or of foes?

One of our aims was to adapt the concept of temporal vulnerability to strengthen intersectional thinking about care in the context of the life course and in the way women and children relate through care, across time. Attention to temporal aspects of vulnerability brings women and children into the conceptual frame; that it retains a feminist focus on shared experiences of vulnerability is an additional point of appeal. Recognition that we are all vulnerable in our dependence, but not in the same way, nor at the same time, stimulates analysis of political concerns around ethics, inequality and justice. The data show that care labour is a site where multiple inequalities based on age, gender, physical ability and class are reproduced. Poverty, in particular, weakens the agency of adults to care for themselves and for the young, particularly in contexts lacking social protection and adequate services. Poverty deepens family vulnerability and requires children’s active participation in providing essential care. In this scenario, vulnerability is not the opposite of agency; rather, vulnerability is the space wherein children cultivate their agency (however fragile) in the context of their caring relationships and labour.\textsuperscript{50}

Whether attention to temporality brings us any closer to reconciling the relationship between feminism and the politics of childhood is less clear; each approach is compelled to foreground the views, standpoints and political interests of one group or the other, constricting the space for relational perspectives. The direction of cross-fertilisation is notable in that feminist approaches influence child-focused research, but the main concepts of childhood studies have not travelled so easily outside its core focus on childhood.

A framing around ‘rights’ promises political traction, but rights-based approaches individualise, so risk pitting women’s rights against child rights, and they universalise, so are often in tension with local cultural understandings regarding childhood, risk and responsibilities for
care. Indeed, the research evidence on young carers challenges universal discourses on care-free childhoods and implores us to re-think the nature of child–adult relations in care more globally.\textsuperscript{51}

Part of the problem is the tendency to think in dichotomies, rather than in relationships and complexity. On reflection, we reinforce dichotomous thinking in this chapter, having separated out ‘feminism’ from ‘childhood studies’ in the interest of efficiency, although many scholars have critically engaged with the tensions and synergies between feminism/childhood studies, woman/child, women’s rights/child rights, etc.\textsuperscript{52} Our empirical evidence poses further challenges to such dichotomous thinking and points to the difficulties in drawing clear distinctions between childhood and adulthood, caregivers and care-receivers, work and care, dependence and independence, agency and vulnerability. Our hope is that developing stronger temporal frameworks reflecting life-course and generational concerns can go some way to promoting relational approaches, thereby integrating questions of care with concerns for justice for all.
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International commercial surrogacy (ICS) is a growing phenomenon in which the dynamics of global economic inequality between women are often reproduced in the effort to produce children. ICS, in which a commissioning parent(s) goes abroad to hire a surrogate mother to carry a child for them, confounds a number of ‘feminist’ interpretations and evaluations of the practice: while some believe it provides poor women with an opportunity to use their bodies to increase their wealth while providing a service, others see it as outsourcing reproduction through economic exploitation of surrogate mothers.

ICS thus raises interesting questions not only about the commodification of bodies – women’s and children’s – but the naturalisation of the woman–child dyad premised on the notion of motherhood. With new assisted reproductive technologies (ART) such as trans-border gestational surrogacy, successful physical reproduction in the form of giving birth to a child is actually a severing link between the surrogate mother who gives birth and the child, who is not genetically linked to the surrogate mother. Surrogacy thus challenges the ‘natural’ equation of woman/child with mother/child, shifting those relations through financial transaction.

Moreover, ‘the best interests of the child’ are often invoked in ICS arrangements to defend political positions that tend to reify the ‘natural’ genetic family – construed as heteronormative and patriarchal. The best-interest principle of children’s rights also highlights the lack of consideration for the actual politics of childhood in surrogacy: for example,
how children get frozen in time as babies – who are ultimately regarded as 'products' of ICS – and thus their actual interests are glossed over. This seldom-considered aspect of ICS may thus help inform feminist debates about the practice. This chapter will therefore attempt to move beyond the feminist conundrum of reproductive labour in ICS to consider the child as more than just a product and/or objective of the practice to thinking about them as persons with their own interests in it – not just in not/being born but in knowing the circumstances around their births and the women who birthed them. Can bringing feminist and childhood scholarship into conversation help to achieve social and economic justice for both women and children involved in surrogacy?

To address this question, after a brief overview of the terms used in surrogacy, I provide an overview of feminist and child-centred analyses of ICS. I then discuss how the phenomenon of ICS speaks to the main questions raised by the editors of this volume, considering how ICS is ‘good to think with’ in order to disrupt some of the fundamental assumptions about woman–child relationships. This allows me to turn to how a dialogue with childhood studies might help escape some of the quagmires created by feminist analyses of the practice.

A brief history of surrogacy: terminology matters

It is important to note that the words used to describe surrogacy and its various participants have been highly contested, as they tend to reflect the values and ideologies that various speakers – scholars, activists, and policymakers – assign to them.1 DasGupta and Das Dasgupta point out that the intermediaries of the surrogacy trade have controlled the discourse around it in a way that ‘purposefully ignores differentials in global economic and political power and assumes a level playing field’.2 Bailey further warns that ‘extending Western moral frameworks to… surrogacy work raises the specter of discursive colonialism along with concerns about how Western intellectual traditions distort, erase, and misread non-Western subjects’ lived experiences’.3 As in any other field, battles over terminology demonstrate how ICS confounds the presumed naturalness of the mother–child dyad.

‘Traditional’ surrogacy emerged in the 1980s to refer to a scenario in which a woman uses her eggs and womb to bear a child for another woman. However, it was something of a misnomer: ‘…before the development of third-party reproduction, a woman who gave birth but did not
play other maternal roles, as in adoption, was referred to as the “birth mother” or “biological mother”, sometimes even with the single but contested word “birthmother”. These terms were applied to distinguish her from the “adoptive mother”, who is technically a surrogate to the child in place of the birth mother. With advancements in ART, however, it became possible for women to become ‘gestational’ surrogates: in gestational surrogacy, a fertilised egg is implanted in a surrogate womb and brought to term there. Given the infamous child custody cases that arose from traditional surrogacy in the 1980s and 90s, gestational surrogacy – in which the surrogate mother has no genetic connection to the child, thus precluding any legal challenges over parentage – became a much more desired option and so makes up the bulk of surrogacy arrangements today, including virtually all ICS arrangements. Popular destinations for ICS have included the USA, India and Thailand, but with recent restrictions placed on ICS in India and a ban in Thailand the market is shifting to destinations such as Nepal, Mexico and the Ukraine.

The terminology also obligingly expanded alongside ART to frame the various relationships between mother(s) and child(ren) in surrogacy. These terms either serve to distance or to associate women who act as surrogates and the children to whom they give birth. During the 2014 International Forum on Intercountry Adoption and Global Surrogacy in The Hague, participants noted that those who employ terms that acknowledge the maternity of the surrogate actually incorporated the term ‘mother’, while terms such as ‘gestational carrier’ focused more on the task performed by the woman giving birth to children within a surrogacy arrangement, obscuring not only her maternity but also in some cases her humanity. Some examples of the former include ‘gestational mother’, ‘carrying mother’, and of course ‘surrogate mother’, while examples of the latter may employ the same modifiers but in these instances as nouns without the word ‘mother’: ‘gestational host’, ‘carrier’, or simply ‘surrogate’. Some terms such as ‘contract pregnancy’ have also come into usage specifically to further obviate any potential legal claims to motherhood by commercial surrogates.

However, terms used to describe those who wish to become parents in surrogacy arrangements tend to circle around narrow definitions of genetically based biological connection, almost always including the term ‘parents’. This is because national and international laws generally privilege genetics in their definitions of relatedness. There is also emphasis on parental aspiration, e.g. ‘intended parents’. ‘Commissioning parents’ or ‘contracting parents’ have also been commonly used, but many proponents of surrogacy dislike the way these terms index the commercial
aspects of the practice. Interestingly, the Hague Conference’s 2014 report on surrogacy and parentage contains a footnote explaining that they removed the term ‘commercial surrogacy’, used in their preliminary report, following criticism from intending parents’ groups who found the term offensive. The term must also be distinguished from ‘altruistic surrogacy’: in commercial surrogacy, the surrogate is paid to carry the pregnancy, while in altruistic surrogacy the intending parents only cover the surrogate’s pregnancy-related expenses. It is important to note that the former is currently prohibited in most European countries. At the same time, though, few have placed explicit restrictions on their citizens seeking commercial surrogacy arrangements outside of their home country, both driving the demand for ICS arrangements and complicating international legal parentage and citizenship laws. While several countries – the UK, Netherlands and Spain – do allow altruistic surrogacy, others including Germany, France and Italy have banned all forms of surrogacy.

Those lending genetic material (and who may or may not in fact be legally related to the resulting child) are typically referred to as ‘donors’, ostensibly positioning gamete providers – especially women offering their eggs – as altruistic, even where they may receive payment. Baylis argues that such a term should only be used when someone actually provides gametes altruistically; if they receive payment, however, she advocates using terms that reflect the commercial nature of the transaction, such as ‘provider’ or ‘supplier’.

The resultant child has perhaps ironically received the least attention in debates around terminology, given that desire for a child is the whole point of any type of surrogacy arrangement. Beeson et al. posit that this may be because ‘children play a more passive role in the process’. In any case, those born through various forms of ART using gametes other than those of the people raising them tend to refer to themselves as ‘donor conceived’ – though this is not typically an accurate description of those born through ICS, as they are often conceived using at least one social parent’s gametes but are gestated and birthed by a non-genetically related woman. The term ‘surrogate-born children’ has thus arisen, but even those who have used ART to create their own families agree that there is not yet a satisfactory standard language for describing them.

In sum, even the terminology debates around surrogacy index the contested nature of mother–child relationships in the age of ART. In an attempt to remain as neutral and yet as accurate as possible, I will be using the term surrogacy to describe the broader practice and ICS to describe the prevalent cross-border gestational surrogacy arrangements that involve payment to the woman who acts as a surrogate – the primary
focus here. I will also interchangeably use intended and commissioning parents to describe those initiating surrogacy arrangements where appropriate. I will also use the terms surrogate for the women who carry surrogate-born children, with the caveat that we must always keep in mind that children grow up and become adults whose interests must also be considered over the life course.

Feminist analyses of ICS

Feminist analyses of surrogacy tend to centre on the tensions between productive and reproductive labour resulting from the practice. A number of concerns arise in this debate, particularly regarding the marketisation of reproduction and the commodification of women and children. This in turn raises questions about the potential for exploitation, women’s labour, and reproductive choice and justice.

Many feminist scholars have shown concern about the marketisation of international surrogacy and its implications for women. Some express objections to the late-capitalist commodification of women’s bodies and the outsourcing of sexual and social reproduction from the West to developing countries. When new markets for ICS opened in places like India, Mexico, Thailand and Nepal (largely due to restrictions on commercial surrogacy in Europe and North America), it created competition for the prohibitively priced US commercial surrogacy market. Suddenly, intending parents could access ICS at a fraction of the cost by utilising surrogates in developing countries who would work for less, opening the possibility of new incentives for the potential exploitation of poor women in developing countries by the upper classes who have the financial means to purchase such services. Aside from concerns with the intersections of class and gender, many debates about ICS also invoke the language of ‘choice’ in sexual and reproductive labour. This debate inevitably elicits comparisons between commercial surrogacy and prostitution. Whereas some feminist scholars invoke the right to bodily autonomy in both instances and draw parallels between the ability to earn through use of one’s body in prostitution and in surrogacy, many pragmatists note that such ‘choices’ and the exercise of agency are often severely constrained by everyday circumstances of poverty such that what appear to be ‘choices’ might in fact constitute economic coercion. Hewitson therefore concludes that ‘Social reproduction is thus “both naturalised and reprivatized” (Allon 2011: 138), and the vast inequalities which characterize these exchanges become reframed as disparate
human capital endowments and accumulations within a rhetoric of choice.\textsuperscript{18}

Feminist debates thus end up going around in circles concerning the ethical implications of surrogacy for women. At the 2014 International Forum on Intercountry Adoption and Global Surrogacy, participants contested the ethics of the commodification of children’s bodies as well, but this hinged on how surrogacy and its resultant offspring were framed in ICS contracts: whether the child is considered a product to be delivered as an indication of the completion of the contract, or surrogacy is considered a contracted ‘service’.\textsuperscript{19} Darnovsky and Beeson state that, ‘[i]f surrogacy arrangements are not to be seen as baby selling…payment to gestational mothers must not depend on the success of the pregnancy or the health of the child’.\textsuperscript{20} But this again raises questions (similar to those raised by prostitution) about whether surrogacy is to be seen as (re)productive labour: are surrogates labourers who produce a product, or do they provide a service? Many scholars argue that children cannot be seen as a product because this would not only reduce the child to a commodity but also ‘cheapen’ the relational bond between mother and child by subjecting it to marketisation.\textsuperscript{21} However one views it, Krawiec claims that commercial surrogacy contracts inevitably have the effect of increasing the role of intermediaries, who in turn stress the ‘performance’ of surrogates, on whom their own income is dependent. This performance necessarily includes the surrogates’ successful delivery of a (healthy) child.\textsuperscript{22} Thus, according to Hewitson, ‘Consistent with the policy paradigms of the World Bank and the IMF, Indian surrogate mothers are acting as autonomous financialised economic actors maximising their lifetime utility by engaging in market exchanges. Without this sense of self, new reproductive technologies and the privatisation and marketisation of social reproduction in the form of transnational surrogacy could not take place…’\textsuperscript{23} She concludes that ICS therefore contributes to global inequalities between women and families rather than challenging them.

Maniere has noted that feminist theorists tend to have a very different take on surrogacy than those who have engaged in empirical studies of the practice. Those who take an abolitionist stance have usually not engaged in fieldwork that examines the actual social practice of surrogacy, while those who have directly observed or interviewed surrogates\textsuperscript{24} – though not disagreeing that the practice is highly problematic from a feminist perspective – tend to take a more pragmatic stance, calling for regulation rather than an outright ban. It is interesting that though feminist scholars express concern over the commodification and exploitation of women, few tend to pay much attention
to the child produced in surrogacy, beyond the very consideration
of the child as ‘product’. Yet the surrogate mother and child are still
implicated together, experienced together and cannot be separated
until birth. In surrogacy, bodily integrity and ‘ownership’ of ‘produc-
tion’ thus take on new meanings. By the same token, childhood studies
scholars can also be reluctant to engage with the controversial ques-
tion of when a foetus/child gains full legal and social personhood.25
The next section thus considers what a childhood studies approach to
ICS might look like.

Formulating a childhood studies approach to ICS?

Unfortunately, childhood studies have yet to engage significantly with
the issue of ICS. Scholars of childhood have not done much better than
feminist scholarship at humanising the children produced through ICS.
Twamley et al. write that theorists of childhood have described femin-

ism as ‘adultist’, while feminist scholars have accused childhood studies

scholars of neglecting the importance of gender relations;26 this tension
may account in some way for the paucity of studies on surrogacy from a
childhood studies perspective. Many scholars have suggested that more
research is needed on children’s actual experiences as surrogate-born
people,27 but few have done such research yet, perhaps also because it is
still early days for children born from ICS arrangements. Actual research
on children and surrogacy has focused on commercial surrogacy within
national boundaries rather than ICS,28 and there has been broader
research in the US around the search for identity by donor-conceived chil-
dren who have lately come of age.29 Further, the research has been con-
ducted by scholars who neither identify themselves as childhood scholars
nor take explicitly child-centred approaches based in the discipline.

However, quite a number of scholars have considered the paral-
lels and departures between ICS and intercountry adoption studies. On
one level, this makes sense, as adoption and surrogacy are two main
options people consider when faced with difficulties conceiving children.
Intercountry adoption has steadily declined over the past decade while
ICS has increased dramatically in recent years.30 Despite their limita-
tions, such comparisons indicate what adoption studies in particular can
contribute to current thought about the status of the child in surrogacy,
as well as children’s points of view about the circumstances of their births
and/or parentage.
Scherman et al. recommend using the adoption triad framework (child, birth mother/family and adoptive mother/family) for studying mother–child relations in surrogacy. However, Rotabi and Bromfield caution that the parallels between adoption and surrogacy are limited and therefore potentially problematic, especially in comparing birth mothers in adoption to surrogates. For starters, birth mothers in adoption do not commence their pregnancies with the intention of giving up the children once they are born. They are also genetically related to the children they relinquish, as opposed to the people to whom they relinquish the child(ren), and birth mothers typically receive no payment for child relinquishment (or at least they are legally prohibited from doing so, or it would be considered child trafficking). Research with birth mothers in adoption typically reveals a continual sense of loss and regret long after relinquishing their children to adoption, whereas surrogates talk somewhat more positively about the experience – even as a selfless act that helps others who are unable to have children. Scherman et al. also point out that ‘Unlike their surrogate counterparts, birth mothers do not experience a strong sense of empowerment from their decisions to relinquish. Moreover, there is no evidence indicating that pregnancy or relinquishing children into adoption were ever considered forms of “work”’.

The experiences of adoptees and surrogate-born children/adults can also vary widely. Whereas many adoptees may experience difficulties with identity formation due to lack of knowledge of their origins – which can also be true of donor-conceived children – current research as yet shows little indication of such problems for surrogate-born children. Regardless, adoption practices gradually shifted from secrecy to openness, aiding adopted people in understanding their origins and identities through the lens of their adoptions; there is every indication that such openness will be of equal importance to children born through ICS arrangements. Consequently, one thing scholars and activists agree on is that preservation of records is vitally important in both cases; not ‘to fetishize the genetic or gestational connection’ but ‘to acknowledge that these connections are meaningful and resonant to many people born of third-party assisted conception and [are] likely to continue to be so in the future’.

**Feminism and the politics of childhood in ICS**

While it is true that discussing women and children together runs the risk of reifying their relationship, the reverse is also true: discussing them separately produces a particularly antagonising tension between female
and child subjectivities. Given the dimensions described above, surrogacy debates offer a compelling example through which to grapple with the central questions of this volume. Below, I focus on how surrogacy debates speak to three of the central issues raised by the editors.

Ensuring the well-being of children and women

The issue of how to ensure the well-being of both women and children is central to surrogacy debates, as surrogacy itself is a context wherein their interests arguably appear to be at odds – at least in the way various feminists have critiqued it. Feminist scholars have argued that ICS especially is exploitative of poor women of colour in the global South, whose bodies are utilised to produce babies for wealthier white families in the global North. Many bioethicists have taken this stance, arguing that the medical risks taken on by surrogates jeopardise their health in favour of that of the children they carry for commissioning parents. These include hormonal stimulation side effects, heightened medical risks from the non-medically indicated caesarean section births that are routine in surrogacy, lack of follow-up health care, and multiple psychological consequences related to stigmatisation, secrecy and immediate separation from the babies they have carried. Feminist scholars thereby question the ethics of protecting the ‘product’ at the physical expense of the ‘producer’.

Children’s best interests in ICS debates tend to be framed within a children’s rights discourse. Elsewhere I have argued that such discourses, particularly in international law, are problematic for the ways in which children’s ‘best interests’ are often arbitrarily framed primarily by adults who seldom consult children for their actual views. The Hague Conference on Private International Law, which is responsible for the 1993 Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption, has been debating the establishment of a separate international convention for the regulation of surrogacy and legal parentage. They claim that while states are not necessarily changing prohibitive policies on allowing domestic surrogacy or travel abroad to avoid national prohibitions on surrogacy arrangements, more and more courts are making decisions regarding legal parentage of children born through surrogacy arrangements ‘in the best interests of the child’ involved – often to prevent the children from being stateless (a violation of their rights). Yet these decisions constitute ex post facto checks once a child already exists as a result of ICS arrangements. Hence, ‘this is already too late to be able to exercise any meaningful control’ over the ethics or legalities of ICS. This also means that
‘the best interests of the child’ are effectively being usurped to defend the choices of intended parents. Such examples expose the limits of the ‘child’s best interest’ principle, which sidesteps other issues of human rights and ethics in surrogacy to determine the best interests of a child who may not even have been conceived yet.

The paramountcy of children’s best interests is an example of what Baird calls child fundamentalism, ‘the ways in which “the child” is so often invoked as a discursive category with which one cannot disagree...’45 This then gets cited in such a way that policymakers can utilise the ‘best interests’ of children who do not yet exist to argue for their own political views. Ruddick points out that such legal manoeuvres are often applied in debates about foetal rights, resulting in ‘a paradoxical situation where the “fetus” is granted a more authoritative voice in terms of what it “wants” than is the child, whose wishes are perpetually called into question’ in legal proceedings.46 This was also the case in the 2009 New South Wales Surrogacy Bill in Australia. In debates about the bill, politicians invoked ‘children’s best interests’ to make the (heterosexual) argument that allowing gay and lesbian couples to use surrogacy as a means of forming a family deprives children of a ‘proper’ family environment, which they interpreted as being composed of a heteronormative nuclear family47 – a topic I return to later in this section.

Challenging the mother–child dyad in ICS

The question of whether women’s and children’s interests are necessarily opposed or inevitably linked depends on the woman to whom one is referring in an ICS arrangement, as well as the underlying presumptions one makes about the primacy of the mother–child dyad. In the case of an intended mother, proponents evoke the right to motherhood and the cultural/legal primacy of genetic relatedness to justify the commissioning of a surrogate – and since surrogacy in Mexico or India is cheaper than in the United States (and is outlawed in much of Europe), ICS gives women who might not otherwise be able to conceive and/or carry a pregnancy the chance to become mothers. In the case of surrogates, many feminists argue that it exploits their reproductive labour, but in Pande’s seminal ethnography of Indian commercial surrogate mothers, Wombs in Labor, the surrogates themselves often say that amidst dire poverty, surrogacy offers them their only viable option to help their own families as well as someone else’s.48 In fact, they often invoke their own self-sacrifice as mothers to justify being a commercial
surrogate by saying that they decided to do it in order to help provide for their own children.

ICS thus both denaturalises and reinforces the mother–child dyad in various ways – and with varying consequences for the relationships between women and children. On the one hand, ICS denaturalises the relations between women and children by offering new ways of understanding mother–child relationality; on the other, many women who cannot carry children themselves are driven by social reproductive imperatives that define womanhood through motherhood to seek alternative means such as surrogacy to have children. Thanks to ART, surrogate-born children can now have up to five ‘parents’: egg provider, sperm provider, gestational mother, and two intended parents – including up to four mothers. The carrying of a child in the womb loses import as a type of relational, kin work/care – which in turn devalues women’s labour (literally) – while still placing primacy on the genetic relatedness of women and children. Moreover, Hewitson has claimed that – partly due to reproduction’s marketisation through surrogacy – ‘neoliberalism constructs and relies upon the family as a collection of intensely-bonded parents and children while also articulating the family members and surrogate mothers as self-actualizing, risk-managing consumers and entrepreneurs’. Children themselves may no longer be seen (legally or culturally) as ‘property’ of parents, but they are commonly seen as beings that parents are meant to ‘invest’ in for the ‘production’ of a future adult who is him/herself a ‘productive’ person – not to mention the incredible emotional investment with which children have come to be endowed, such that we typically efface the interplay of economy and affect in the commoditisation of children.

Rosen has written about the issue of time and temporality in the construction of woman–child relationships. One of the reasons surrogacy is controversial is because of the transience of surrogate motherhood, which seems to run counter to the notion of a permanent bond created between mother and child through the experience of pregnancy. However, while some surrogates are resigned to the contractual termination of the mother–child link upon delivery (as Rotabi and Bromfield state that many US surrogates are: in fact, they state that the child was never ‘theirs to give up’ in the first place because it always belonged to the commissioning parents), some surrogates also contest this ‘unnatural’ temporality of motherhood in their conception of the practice. The surrogates in Pande’s study often talked of commercial surrogacy as ‘mothering’ along the lines of other forms of care work, and as ‘kin labour’, to counter the ephemerality of the transaction and their own disposability as workers (see Crivello and Espinosa, this volume, for a detailed
discussion of care labour and temporal vulnerability). They stated that even though they gave the child to the genetic parents, they have interminable connections by virtue of the pregnancy – and that these in fact (if not in law) override any genetic claim to a maternal bond. As one surrogate told Pande, ‘After all, it’s my blood even if it’s their genes’.\textsuperscript{55}

What few studies there are of how surrogacy affects children report that both a surrogate’s pre-existing children and surrogate-born children tend to have overwhelmingly positive feelings about the circumstances of their births.\textsuperscript{56} Though their sample of surrogate-born children was small, 13 out of the 14 10-year-old children in Jadva et al.’s study who were in contact with their surrogates reported that they liked them.

Meanwhile, donor-conceived offspring are reconfiguring kinship around new ART, using advances in genetics testing and information and communication technologies to establish mechanisms for identification of genetic relations such as the Donor Sibling Registry. Dempsey and Kelly report that ‘donor-conceived young people who form relationships with donor siblings often view them as equivalent to “extended family” with all the nuances of meaning that that term entails when applied to family of origin…’\textsuperscript{57} It is doubtful that surrogate-born children would feel the same about others born from the same gestational surrogate, however – especially where relationships with surrogates (unlike with gamete donors) fall outside of patriliny and transgress racial, national, and class lines – but this is a crucial area for further study.

In sum, while the practice of ICS itself offers opportunities to denaturalise the mother–child dyad, the ways that the practice is construed and constructed by participants may in fact reinforce the ‘natural’ links between both surrogate and commissioning women and the children they birth or raise – often as a way to subvert the commercial context of the interaction.

Contesting and reinforcing compulsory heterosexuality?

One of the shortcomings of surrogacy practice is that it does not necessarily challenge patriliny or the compulsory heterosexuality of the nuclear family. Though ICS arrangements themselves are arguably products of neoliberal economic policies that reinforce the heteronormativity of the patriarchal nuclear family,\textsuperscript{58} surrogacy also decentres such heteronormativity in that many gay couples are using surrogacy as a means to form genetically related offspring. This confounds the compulsory heterosexism of presumed rights and entitlements to family. However, it is still problematic in that the state has both privatised and reified the
imperatives of social reproduction, not just for women but for gay couples. Opening opportunities for gay and lesbian couples to form genetically related families through various ARTs also pulls gay couples into the marketisation of reproduction in ways that expose them to the same classed and gendered criticisms as heterosexual intending parents: of exploitation of poor women, and of reinforcing the patriarchal definitions of family through emphasis on genetic links, particularly to fathers.

Applying a childhood studies lens to ICS: toward a relational approach

Attention to actual surrogate-born people’s concerns is paramount in emergent ICS debates. The concerns of children born through ICS can help add a vital dimension to the above debates, and may even reconcile some schisms in feminist thinking about ICS. Because of the ‘passive’ role of children in ICS and the fact that they are yet unborn, childhood studies scholars, who tend to privilege children’s ‘voices’, have as yet done little research on the topic. If adoption studies are any indication, though, surrogate-born children will also want access to information about their origins and/or contact with their surrogate mothers. This opens up an important opportunity not only to advance scholarly debates about surrogacy beyond the conundrums of feminist scholarship but to inform that same scholarship with a more holistic, relational approach. For example, we can expand the discussion of how – though surrogates and intended parents both tend to frame ICS as altruistic – intended parents might see the surrogate as having a more transient relationship with the commissioning parents and child rather than an enduring relationship with the family, as surrogates and surrogate-born children do. Here again, adoption provides an important model for refiguring the relationships between women and children while expanding the notion of family through the ‘adoption triad’; we can also start to move toward similar openness in ICS by developing the concept of the ‘surrogacy triad’ to include children, commissioning parents and surrogate mothers in an ongoing relationship. Studies have shown that this model has been beneficial to all in adoption, and preliminary indications are that openness in surrogacy is also largely positive for all involved.

In order for childhood studies to effectively address issues in ICS around which feminists have continually circled, they will have to go beyond a simple children’s rights discourse to consider children’s lived experiences. Scholars like Darling and Crawshaw have written
extensively about the children’s rights implications of commercial surrogacy,\textsuperscript{62} making great in-roads especially in regards to challenges of statelessness and citizenship. But they tend to fall into the same quagmire of subjectivity as feminist analyses in that they rely on the highly subjective ‘best-interest principle’ in international law. Rather than assuming what is best for (imaginary) children in ICS, relying more on empirical evidence centred on the actual viewpoints and experiences of surrogate-born children and the adults they become can more realistically speak to the concerns ICS raises about the relationships between women and children. Further, a relational approach toward examining the connections between surrogate-born children and others in the surrogacy triad – their commissioning and surrogate mothers, as well as their relationships with their surrogates’ other children – precludes the possibility of neglecting either women or children in the analysis.

It is still early days for ICS, though, and little empirical research has actually been conducted – but this also stems from prevalent assumptions that young children cannot respond to questions about the practice. Childhood studies scholars have developed effective qualitative methods for working with even very young children that could help remove this obstacle; it is not essential to wait until children grow up to see how a phenomenon such as ICS affects them.

On the other hand, it is also important to recognise that children do eventually grow up. It is thus important to consider the effects of surrogacy on children without reifying them as individuals or framing childhood as a static state. Early adoption studies as well as policies tended to fall into this trap: freezing adoptees in time as vulnerable children without adequate acknowledgement of the adults they eventually became.\textsuperscript{63} Only as a result of adult adoptees lobbying for reform did changes in adoption law and practice occur to start reflecting adoptees’ needs over the life course. Scherman et al. note that:

The field of surrogacy has the unique opportunity to do now what the field of adoption was painfully late in realising: plan for the adults that the children will eventually become. It is critical that the industry does not wait for the children of global surrogacy to grow up before establishing policies and laws that support and protect them not only as children, but also as the autonomous individuals they will become.\textsuperscript{64}

Finally, we should embrace the opportunities for more collaborative work afforded by such topics as ICS that necessarily bring women and
children into contested contact. In so doing, we should not make undue assumptions of mutual exclusivity; one can be a feminist and a scholar of children and childhood, a scholar of women’s studies and a children’s advocate, etc. It is not a matter of constantly ‘switching lenses’ but rather of taking a relational approach that incorporates both feminist and child-centred concerns, working toward the common goals of social and economic justice. Considering the ‘surrogacy triad’ is one example of how this might be achieved.
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Stratified maternity in the barrio

Mothers and children in Argentine social programmes

Valeria Llobet and Nara Milanich

Are feminist goals and children’s rights necessarily at odds? Diverse fields of academic practice have tended to respond in the affirmative. Scholarship ranging from the gender and development literature to feminist scholarship on carework and reproductive labour emphasises the tension between women and children embedded in social policy design, in which children represent a burden of care for their mothers. As feminists have noted, historical child welfare practices, and more recently the rhetoric of the ‘best interests of the child’, have often undermined the interests of women. The children’s rights literature has paid little attention to women’s interests; it renders them invisible or, worse, actively obfuscates them by treating women only as mothers. Feminists have noted how certain children’s rights approaches emphasise the practical contradiction between children’s care and women’s autonomy and how certain child’s-rights approaches lead to anti-feminist postures.

Nowhere is this tension more evident than in the antipoverty social policies known as Conditional Cash Transfers, or CCTs. At the turn of the millennium, CCTs became the centrepiece of regimes of social protection in Latin America, which cast aside notions of social rights and labour protection and embraced instead a focus on poverty and ‘the poor’. The programmes expanded rapidly, such that by 2011 they covered an estimated 129 million people in the region. Adopted in at least 18 countries in Latin America, they were also exported to Asia and Africa.

CCT programmes do precisely what their name suggests: they pay out monthly cash transfers to poor families who meet certain conditions.
Those conditions involve behaviours related to childrearing, such as ensuring that children are vaccinated and attend school. CCT programmes may also require *contraprestaciones*, or ‘workfare’ participation, in which recipients contribute labour to community initiatives or attend educational workshops in exchange for benefits. The CCTs’ objectives are thus twofold: first, by increasing the poor household’s immediate resources, they boost consumption, decrease material insecurity and ameliorate poverty in the moment. Second, in the longer run, they seek to incentivise poor households to invest in ‘human capital’ through the health and education of their children, thereby attempting to halt the propagation of intergenerational poverty.

The CCTs are an excellent example of what scholars have referred to as the ‘maternalisation’ of welfare policy. It is mothers who usually receive the cash payments, and it is also mothers who are responsible for ensuring that the programme’s conditionalities are met, since it is they who, it is assumed, are in charge of children’s medical care and school attendance. Women are also the targeted workforce for the *contraprestaciones*, which tend to involve ‘feminine’ labours such as working in neighbourhood childcare centres, soup kitchens, clothing drives etc. Finally, they are the intended audience of the educational workshops that CCTs often require recipients to attend: these cover parenting, reproductive rights and other ‘female’ topics.

CCT programmes have attracted myriad critiques, but none more trenchant than those of feminist social scientists. According to these critics, CCTs treat poor women as the privileged, but subordinated, interlocutors of the state. The emphasis on intergenerational poverty alleviation makes children the privileged targets of policy; women are positioned as mothers, and as mothers, they are narrowly conceived of as the conduits through whom inputs, interventions and resources are channelled to children (themselves narrowly conceived of as citizens-in-the-making).\(^7\) The CCTs are thus a classic example of a maternalist social policy that subordinates women in the name of children’s well-being. Not only do they privilege the perceived needs and interests of children as future citizen-workers over and above those of women, but they tend to sacrifice women’s immediate well-being, rights, and citizenship, as well as gender equity generally, in the service of their child-focused project.

The sphere of social protection has been a privileged space for debates about women’s autonomy insofar as the architecture of welfare programmes powerfully, although usually implicitly, expresses policy makers’ ideas about gender. Certainly this is true in the case of CCT programmes. Indeed, they appear to constitute an especially transparent,
real-world example of the tensions between the rights and interests of women and children. In this paper, we treat the CCTs as an opportunity to examine these tensions. We take as given the problematic consequences of the maternalisation of anti-poverty policy identified by feminists but then ask two questions: are these tensions intrinsic to the design of these programmes, and do women recipients themselves share this assessment? Given the sheer reach of CCT policies, the numbers of individuals affected by them across Latin America and beyond and their status as the darling of both former leftist ‘pink tide’ governments in the region and global neoliberal regimes of social protection, it would seem particularly urgent to assess these issues within this particular policy intervention. But the lessons that emerge from our analysis are not necessarily specific to the CCTs and may be relevant to other social policies as well.

Summary of the arguments

This paper explores these questions through data drawn from CCT programs in Argentina in the mid-2000s. We agree with the feminist critique that CCTs fail to reconcile intergenerational mechanisms of social protection with gender equality. However, we posit a more complex relationship between the labour, welfare and rights of poor women and those of their children by examining what might be called the micro-social dynamics at work in the lives, households and communities of CCT recipients. We argue that what critics frame as tensions between women’s and children’s interests are not necessarily perceived as such by women themselves. This is because certain scenarios and activities that critics have understood to be burdensome or disadvantageous may be understood by the recipients as strategically useful or valuable.

Our analysis looks at the CCTs as they enter the field of neighbourhood social relations and cultural habitus. This perspective reveals the unanticipated and heretofore unacknowledged meanings that certain resources, responsibilities and indeed motherhood itself acquire in this context. These meanings complicate any simple understanding of CCTs as pitting children’s welfare against that of their mothers. Motherhood is associated with labour but also potentially with social recognition and status. The maternalised interventions of the CCTs demand the time and labour of poor women but also create a stage for them to perform maternity upon, as a way of obtaining status and resources. Meanwhile, children require work and consume resources, but in the cultural and policy
habitus of poor neighbourhoods they may also generate strategic opportunities for their mothers.

We begin by highlighting the sociohistorical density of the contexts in which CCTs are implemented. ‘The poor’ are not a homogeneous block, contrary to what both the targeting mechanisms of the programmes themselves and the laudatory and critical analyses of the programmes’ performance tend to assume. Rather, CCTs are incorporated into complex social landscapes, characterised by relations of hierarchy, solidarity, status and intimacy. As such, there is a need to consider the micro-social or experiential politics of CCTs, that is, the ways these resources are absorbed into the pre-existing hierarchies of gender, class, community and status that the recipients inhabit, and the meanings that they acquire in this context.

In this vein, we suggest that the CCTs’ consequences for women – embodied in the required contraprestaciones as well as in the cash transfers themselves – cannot be assessed solely in terms of money or time. As recipients incorporate these new forms of work responsibility and income into their lives, they develop meanings that are simultaneously material, social and moral. Taking these meanings into consideration allows us to understand in a more nuanced way both how these policies reproduce gender inequalities and how gender inequalities intersect with other social relations. Our focus, then, is not on the relationship between the state and beneficiary, as in the case of most analyses of the CCTs. Rather we focus on relationships between recipients, their family members and the wider community.

Second, and relatedly, we suggest that CCT recipients must be recognised simultaneously as members of families and of communities. We argue that the traditional emphasis of the policies on women-as-mothers redounds on social relations and networks outside the family as well as within. The resources and responsibilities associated with CCTs acquire meaning in the context of quotidian neighbourhood relations, particularly between women. ‘Mother’ is not merely a private or familial identity; it is expressed or actualised in public spaces and in extra-familial social relations as well. It is a role that provides opportunities for creating networks and affinities, and for ascribing meanings and value to certain relationships and activities. In the context of the community-based contraprestaciones, the extra-familial reach of maternity can be experienced as a burden for women but also as a resource through which women build social recognition and social networks for their own benefit, albeit in a restricted or limited manner. As such, the unit of analysis for assessing the gendered implications of these programmes should be broadened.
to include not just the household – the typical focus of CCT assessments – but the community.

The foregoing analysis prompts a re-evaluation of the role not only of mothers but also of children. First, the presence of children in the household facilitates access to public and state resources for their families. Children may serve as intermediaries or interfaces between their families and the state agencies that are crucial for accessing rights and material goods. Second, and perhaps even more importantly, children represent sources of symbolic and affective capital that their mothers actively mobilise. While we are accustomed to thinking of children as either ‘useful’ (providing labour) or ‘precious’ (having sentimental value but representing a drain on others’ labour, especially that of their mothers), precious children in this context are also social and cultural assets. That is, ‘preciousness’ itself may be useful to adults, particularly to their mothers.

This analysis is very much an exploratory exercise, one that aims to be more suggestive than conclusive. It draws on 27 semi-structured interviews with CCT recipients, mostly female but a few male, conducted in three urban locations within Greater Buenos Aires in the years 2006–7. At the time of the interviews, the informants were recipients of the first two CCT programmes in Argentina, the Plan Jefes y Jefas de Hogar Desocupados and, in a few instances, the Plan Familias (described below). The interviews were conducted in six workfare locations, including childcare centres, NGOs, schools and churches.

The data has some notable weaknesses. Besides the modest sample size, the interviews were conducted for other purposes, namely, in conjunction with studies evaluating the impact of the cash transfers and the value of the educational workshops for recipients. Therefore, they did not deliberately or consistently address the themes discussed here. Discussions of childcare strategies, for example, emerged only fortuitously. The fairly long interviews (each about an hour in length) tended to develop somewhat organically and did not always cover the same ground. Moreover, they provide much more insight into women’s perceptions of the workfare programs and considerably less about their uses of the cash transfers. Our analysis therefore focuses on workfare, although in the conclusion we review the limited data concerning income and find similar dynamics of meaning-making. An additional concern is the extent to which the nature and purpose of the interviews influenced the women’s remarks. Informants may not have felt fully comfortable articulating critiques of social programs of which they were recipients. Moreover, given the extensive presence of child protection authorities in these communities, they may have been careful to talk about their children and
childrearing in ways that conformed to the norms propounded by these authorities. Finally, these sources do not allow us to access children’s perceptions and perspectives on their practices at all.

Despite these drawbacks, the interviews evinced certain patterns that we believe are worth highlighting, not least because they seemed to complicate some conventional wisdom concerning the CCTs’ impact on recipients. Indeed, the recurrence of certain themes in interviews designed for quite different purposes is itself potentially revelatory.

The dynamics we highlight concerning the relationship between women, children and social policy emerge out of a very specific social context, namely the poor, peripheral barrios of greater metropolitan Buenos Aires at the dawn of the twenty-first century. We make no claim for the universality of these dynamics. What we are making a claim for is the importance, in assessing the relationship between feminism and the politics of childhood, of attending to local processes of meaning-making and the ways that the immediate material, political and ideological context shapes these processes.

A brief overview of Conditional Cash Transfer programmes in Argentina

In Argentina, the first conditional cash transfer programme was the Plan Jefes y Jefas de Hogar Desocupados (PJJHD), or Programme for Unemployed Male and Female Household Heads. Initiated in 2002 in the wake of the dire political, financial and economic crisis in which the government resigned and half of the population sank into poverty, the programme targeted unemployed heads of households. The PJJHD differed from similar CCT programs in Brazil and Mexico in that it benefited unemployed household heads regardless of sex. Still, approximately 70 per cent of the recipients were women. In exchange for the cash transfer (a monthly payment of Argentinian $150 (US $75)), recipients were required to perform 20 hours of community work per week or to participate in educational workshops. They also received economic support in order to finish elementary school. The programme reached an estimated 1.5 to 1.8 million recipients by 2003.

In 2005/6, the PJJHD was replaced by the Seguro de Desempleo y Formación, or Unemployment Insurance, and Plan Familias (PF). This new programme organised recipients according to a highly gendered criterion: those deemed able to work (in practice, mainly men) were given unemployment stipends and reorganised in cooperative work projects,
whereas those deemed unemployable (typically women with dependent children) received the PF, which provided mothers with cash transfers dependent on family size. The programme thus incentivised economic inactivity among women, thereby re-inscribing the distinction between male worker and female housewife. In addition, the PF redefined the central problem requiring intervention. Whereas the PJJH had identified the problem as unemployment, the PF defined it as the poverty of female-headed households. Accordingly, the contraprestación, which had previously centred on employment training and female community work, now came to focus on the human development of children. In particular, recipients were required to ensure children’s school attendance and health visits as a condition of their benefits. The programme also incorporated workshops for mothers on themes related to childcare (nutrition, early childhood development, adolescent challenges, etc.), sexual health and domestic and gender violence. The programme came to cover some two million children before being phased out in 2009, when it was replaced by another CCT programme.

Profile of the recipients: the heterogeneities of poverty

According to data culled from programme evaluations, 57 per cent of PJJH recipients had received only an elementary education (and 20 per cent of those had never completed primary school), 68 per cent had worked in low- or no-skill jobs, and almost a quarter of the women had no work experience outside the home at all. The majority of those with labour experience had worked in domestic service; work in industrial or administrative jobs was also (though to a lesser extent) common. While receiving the PJJH benefits, about a third of women were involved in informal economic activities or petty commerce, including clothing and shoe repair and scavenging for bottles and recyclable cardboard (cartonéo), in addition to domestic service. Almost half of the women considered themselves to be ‘housewives’ (rather than ‘heads of household’), meaning the principal household income came from their male partners and the women themselves had not worked in income-generating employment prior to receiving the transfers. In general, the women who had never participated in the labour market were younger and had younger children than women with prior labour market experience.

In terms of educational attainment and labour experience, the recipients in our sample were broadly representative of the general population.
of CCT recipients: they had little schooling and those who had worked outside the home had primarily done so in domestic service. Yet a generic characterisation of the recipients as poor, uneducated or unskilled tends to obscure certain heterogeneities among them. Specifically, it is possible to distinguish two distinct subsets of households in somewhat different conditions, one more self-sufficient (accounting for roughly three quarters of the women), the other much more vulnerable (about one quarter of the group).

The first group consists of those households with ties to the labour market and with more than one member of the household producing income. The second, more vulnerable group had larger numbers of dependent members and little participation in the formal labour market. For them, the financial assistance of the cash transfers constituted the only stable income the households received, although they were living in a monetised economy. The distinction between the two groups rests less on absolute material conditions and more on their distinct social and occupational genealogies, which result in different strategies of household reproduction. As we will see, these differences shape the CCTs and the meanings assigned to them.

The first group was composed of women who tended to self-identify as ‘wives’ (esposas) or ‘homemakers’ (amas de casa). The ‘homemakers’ were mainly co-resident with male partners, and their strategies of income generation were based primarily on domestic tasks in their own homes or, sporadically, in the homes of others (including sewing, preparing and selling food, etc.), but some of these women had previous experience in industries or the public sector in low-skill jobs. The children of these women participated in household reproductive activities only within their own homes (assisting with cooking and cleaning, caring for siblings, etc.) and contributed their own income to the household only at a much later age.

The second, more vulnerable group was comprised of women on their own with several children, with employment histories linked exclusively to informal and unstable work as domestic help or in scavenging. Many of them were internal migrants; their social networks were restricted, and their formal schooling was even more limited than the general beneficiary population (indeed, some of the women were illiterate). Such women mobilised all of their children in strategies of household survival.

Beyond these broad sociological profiles, myriad emic hierarchies marked the micro-politics of barrio life. Women residents constructed social gradations based on a series of attributes including age, sexual behaviour, maternal practices, domesticity and status as an established resident or a newcomer.
Stratified maternity in barrio life

The heterogeneities of poor women are reflected in distinct practices of maternal carework. Indeed, maternity itself is a criterion of social and moral hierarchy: some mothering behaviours are valorised while others are condemned. Not surprisingly, such judgments issue from the higher-status group, but significantly, they also take the form of self-evaluations on the part of the more vulnerable women. As we will see, the income from the CCTs as well as the contraprestaciones are grafted onto these distinctions. The new resources and responsibilities associated with the programmes do not create these hierarchies of maternity, but they do seem to reiterate and perhaps reinscribe them.\(^\text{14}\)

Women in the barrio organise carework according to distinct criteria and with distinct goals in mind, according to the resources at their disposal and their strategies of household reproduction. Those with greater resources (educational, social and material) tend to organise care around a central guiding preoccupation: to guarantee the best education possible to their children, and more social capital. For example, these women may send children to more distant or less accessible schools (as does Andrea, who pays for a cab every day to send her three children to a faraway school) under the premise that this will permit the children ‘to mix with another kind of people’. In other instances, it may involve paying for private or semi-private schools. This is the case for Mirta and Cristina, who send their children to private schools to ensure educational quality and requisite number of instructional days. As Cristina says: ‘here in the barrio many things are missing and if you want children to have all the days of instruction that they need, you have to send them to a private school.’

Meanwhile, more vulnerable women have few opportunities for improving their children’s educational opportunities. In these households, children are less subjects of improvement projects than crucial contributors to household survival.\(^\text{15}\) As noted above, more vulnerable women must depend on the labour of their children both domestically and in income-generating activities. A migrant of a remote northwest town, Blanca relied on her seven children to assist with scavenging and household labour. Likewise, Nelly, a mother of nine from a small rural town, residing in the home of an uncle, derived her income from scavenging and begging. She would send her oldest son to collect cardboard in the city centre while she stayed in their peripheral neighbourhood with the younger ones.

The women engaged in these activities subtly defended such choices. Nelly asserted that when she brought her children to scavenge
for cardboard, she did so because she had nowhere else to leave them: ‘I went with the children. Before there was no day care, [where] one can leave the children and go cartonear knowing that they are taken care of. We had to bring them with us or leave them at home alone. I brought them with me... It was safer.’ In other words, bringing children along reflected not exploitation of their labour or disregard for their well-being, but an expression of maternal responsibility.

Meanwhile, among better-off women, none of the children provided extra income, either as a matter of course or even when the family landed on hard times, although they did perform household tasks. They criticised the strategies of mothers who scavenged for cardboard or participated in street mobilisations (the latter a ‘remunerated’ activity insofar as protesters sometimes receive gifts or remuneration for their participation) as morally and materially inferior care. Carina notes the risks that children confront when taking part in protests and opines that mothers take advantage of their offspring when they bring them to such events to earn extra money. Andrea, who has observed cardboard scavengers with youngsters in tow late at night out in the streets, asks: ‘why do they do that to their children?’

The critique seems to centre on what they perceive as other mothers’ instrumental use of their children. In this way, the different roles of children, and associated maternal practices, become a criterion of moral differentiation. As Delia says, there are bad mothers who do not take care of their children; ‘being poor is not an excuse’. Better-off women position themselves as devoted mothers and assimilate notions of progress and sacrifice. They may feel they are accountable to middle-class norms of austerity and economic prudence in their approach to material well-being and education, even though they do not have the flexibility (material and social) to perform it.16

Such condemnations are issued not only by better-off women but also, significantly, by more vulnerable ones as a form of self-critique. Unable to mobilise an educational project on behalf of their children, these women in a sense see themselves as the ones in need of educational intervention. They articulate their own perceived maternal incompetence, as did the cardboard scavenger Nelly, who suggested she required help from the coordinator of the contraprestación to stop being ‘ignorant’. Such self-critiques were expressed in the course of conversations about the contraprestaciones, which publicly showcase relative maternal competency by controlling and criticising those women considered negligent mothers. It is possible the women experience heightened feelings of incompetence as a result of their
incorporation into these new spaces of visibility, or perhaps this is a strategic performance on the part of recipients who believe the co-ordinators of these programs expect such a response. Whatever the reason, as we will see below, the contraprestaciones are a new terrain on which maternal stratification plays out.

Ultimately, then, the care of children grants differential moral value to women. The idea of ‘taking good care of them’ (tenerlos bien atendidos) permits women to draw a frontier that they use to establish superiority over others and to mobilise these moral valorisations in the competition for affective and material resources as well as social ones. Women’s notion of ‘taking good care of them’ clearly reflects middle-class cultural repertoires concerning children’s care, education and the organisation of domesticity that, in one form or another, have been impressed upon poor women for more than a century. It is noteworthy, however, that while such ideals are disseminated vertically (by agents of the state or other authorities), women express and experience them horizontally, as they compare or are compared to ‘other mothers’. Moreover, the meanings of care go beyond its status as unpaid, secondary or contingent labour.

Enter the CCTs: contraprestaciones and cash

It is on this social terrain, in which maternal practice is a criterion of moral differentiation, that the CCTs are grafted. For women themselves, these new resources and responsibilities acquired meanings that were not just material but also social and moral. But given the stratified nature of maternity in the barrio, not all women experienced them in the same way. Employment histories, strategies of household sustenance, as well as specific characteristics of the community and neighbourhood shaped their experiences and attitudes towards the contraprestación. Meanwhile, their experiences and attitudes did not necessarily square with gendered critiques of the CCTs.

The PJJH provided monthly cash payments in exchange for workfare consisting of 20 hours of weekly labour. Often the work involved service in community childcare centres or soup kitchens as well as in community gardens, street cleaning or other tasks – labours which several women explicitly characterised as ‘men’s work’. While critics have observed how workfare reinforces gender stereotypes in work assignments, women tended simply to comment on instances in which they were given tasks they considered ‘men’s work’: a fact some found curious or noteworthy, and others disliked.
Another critique is that workfare represents an undue burden on already struggling poor people and is a source of cheap labour for the state. Again, women’s experiences did not quite square with this assessment. For many of the ‘housewives’, the PJJH contraprestaciones constituted the first time they had systematically left the home to work and generated the first stable income of their own. Rather than resent these obligations as an additional burden on their time, they tended to talk about why they were preferable to the alternative of paid employment. Specifically, the programmes permitted them to reconcile work outside the household with the care of their children and in this sense gave them a (minimal) margin of choice in terms of the conditions they could demand of employment ‘outside the barrio’. In this sense, while contraprestaciones may well have been an additional burden, women understood them as a favourable alternative to other, even less desirable forms of remunerated work.

Miriam, for example, had always been a housewife. When her husband no longer earned sufficient income from his appliance repair shop, she entered the PJJH. In this context, she considered the contraprestación her best option because it was compatible with what she considered to be her primary labour, namely caring for her six children. The contraprestación was located in her neighbourhood, which saved her the time and expense of reaching a more distant job; it allowed for flexibility in terms of adapting to her carework; it permitted her to share her carework with other women participants, and to use the resources (food, clothing, etc.) of the social service organisation where she worked. Meanwhile, for many women, the costs – symbolic, social and material – of working in informal jobs and leaving children in the care of elder siblings (usually girls) were higher than accepting the conditionalities associated with the cash transfers.

But some women regarded contraprestaciones as more than simply the lesser of two possible burdens. Notably, the conditionalities themselves had certain positive associations. For one, the requirement introduced housewives, whose labours previously occurred in the isolation of their own homes, into a network of neighbourhood women. When asked on whom they relied when in need, most women said their family members, noting that their neighbours were strangers. ‘Not to nose around in others’ business’ and ‘being a woman of her house’ are common ways of referring to the normative ideal that confines a woman to her own home and family relations. In this very conservative environment, women needed an ‘excuse’ to get out of their homes. In this context many women appreciated the opportunity afforded by the contraprestación for social
connections for which they had previously had neither time nor opportunity. ‘Women also need to get out a bit . . . People like to be in company’, noted Monica of the isolation of working alone in one’s household.

Indeed, many women talked about the *contraprestación* as an opportunity for a certain form of gendered sociability. ‘We get together to talk’ was the most usual way of describing the exchanges that occurred in community centres. ‘I met a lot of people . . . I made many girlfriends’, noted Marcela of her labour cleaning streets in work gangs. Such sociability was hardly ‘idle chatter’ but provided women with certain resources and opportunities, psychological and economic. Imelda noted that the *contraprestación* provided the ‘companionship’ and mutual aid of other women that allowed her to separate from her abusive husband. In some instances, sociability became ‘networking’ as women parlayed new social relationships into joint economic activities. This was the case for Gladys, a widow who sold weavings made in the *contraprestaciones* in collaboration with her ‘new friends’. Others invested in petty commerce (although unstable and short term) with women they had met through workfare. It is a deep irony of this consummately neoliberal contrivance that workfare was experienced by some women as an opportunity for communal exchange and social and affective solidarity.

Meanwhile, the performance of the *contraprestaciones* constituted a means by which to gain social recognition for activities that mobilised and ‘improved’ their skills as caretakers and mothers. Carina, mother of three, noted that what she learned helped her better care for her children, which earned her new respect from her offspring: ‘we sit together and we do homework. Now I can explain to them what they do not understand.’ For Nelly, the *contraprestación* ‘is my second home’, the place where she learned to be a more educated person. ‘I changed my personality for good,’ she noted.

At the same time, the intimacies and sociabilities associated with *contraprestaciones* could form the basis not just for support, solidarity or self-improvement but also for stratification and control. Recall that the self-critiques of maternal incompetence on the part of more vulnerable women were expressed in the context of *contraprestación* activities. The very act of bringing children into public workfare spaces to care for them generated critiques on the part of more ‘experienced’ mothers. Children’s behaviour was evaluated as a function of the mother’s identity, insofar as younger mothers, women on their own, and those who came from the most vulnerable households became objects of critique by others who criticised their childrearing abilities. The *contraprestación* was absorbed into the micro-hierarchies of barrio life.
In 2005/6, with the transition from the PJJH to the Plan Familias, the *contraprestación* was replaced by private carework: recipients were no longer required to work in community projects and henceforth received the cash transfer in exchange for ensuring their children’s school attendance and attendance at medical check-ups. But this change, rather than being welcomed as easing their labour burden, acquired for these women a double negative valence. First, it reprivatised work after the experience of communal labour. And second, it created the moral dilemma of receiving pay for something that women considered to be their responsibility as mothers. Lidia, a separated mother of five, found the idea of being told to perform her maternal duties condescending: ‘no one has to oblige me to do anything, I already know what I have to do.’ In this sense, while removing the workfare requirement decreased women’s work load, attending only to this consequence misses the positive valences the old labour requirements had acquired for some women, as well as the negative meanings that accrued to the new, seemingly less burdensome conditionalities.

While the foregoing discussion has focused on the CCTs’ workfare conditionalities, it is worth briefly mentioning the touchstone of these programmes, namely, the cash payments themselves. While our data is limited, the evidence suggests that income use, like workfare, reflected the stratified nature of the barrio, acquiring different uses and meanings for the two groups of women. Those with greater access to social and material resources mobilised caretaking ideals as a way to establish a degree of independent license over the transfers, and sometimes even over income generated by men, because women are understood (by themselves as well as by men) as ‘naturally understanding the needs of the children’. At the same time, their choices in spending the money were constrained by the dynamics discussed above, in which women judged one another for their choices.

For higher-status women, certain ‘middle-class’ ideals of child-rearing shaped convictions about what constituted appropriate and inappropriate expenditures on children. For instance, Carina expressed the view that CCT money should be used for the goods and supplies required for children to be ‘decent’ at school – expenditures like shoes, snacks and school uniforms. In this view, spending the payments on superfluous material goods, such as expensive sneakers, was considered morally condemnable. This use of the money, as part of a strategy of investing in and ‘improving’ children, distinguished this group from the more vulnerable one. For women in a more precarious situation, meanwhile, the transfers were often the principal or even the only source of household...
income, and the money tended to be spent on basic consumption needs. This was the case for Estela, who worked as a domestic worker and used the money to feed the family since her husband’s income from *changas* (odd jobs) did not suffice for their four children.

**Conclusion**

Critiques of CCTs identify troubling patriarchal assumptions built into the structure of these programmes, and by extension into the state’s relationship to poor women. As the critiques suggest, these policies contribute to gender subordination and inequality by positioning women as mothers and naturalising their work as care providers. By making mothers subordinated ‘bearers of policy’ directed at children, the CCTs both reflect and reinforce the tensions between women’s rights and children’s rights that the literatures on carework, reproductive labour and children’s rights have brought to the fore. We accept these critiques but argue that interviews with CCT recipients from poor Argentine barrios suggest additional dynamics that these assessments do not address or account for. The dynamics we highlight are embedded in the lived experience of social programmes (as opposed to their policy design) and in the social life of maternalism (as opposed to its abstract expression).

While there are most certainly tensions in barrio households and communities, the most salient ones from the perspective of women themselves are not those between mothers and children. Maternal care-work is certainly labour, but it is not just labour. Mothers do not experience it exclusively as a burden on their time and autonomy; rather, they mobilise carework for certain strategic ends in accordance with dominant maternal ideologies. Meanwhile, the interviews make clear that we cannot reduce *contraprestaciones* to labour performed or cash transfers to income received. Even when they were required to perform as many as 20 hours of community work weekly, some women – depending on their prior labour biography, household organisation, and specific aspects of the expected work – regarded workfare as a way out of hyper-exploitive informal jobs and even as a way to access social recognition.

As women incorporate these responsibilities and resources into lives situated in heterogeneous contexts of family and community, they acquire meanings and create strategic opportunities. Motherhood is a public identity as well as a familial one, with consequences outside the family as well as within it. Women mobilise motherhood to create status, form or strengthen social networks, garner recognition, and validate and
consolidate (frequently conservative) approaches to women’s needs and rights. If CCTs position women as mothers, women use this maternalisation instrumentally. If the policy design of the CCTs treats women as passive conduits for children’s well-being, recipients themselves do not act simply as conduits. The material and ideological resources invested in children-as-citizens may create opportunities for their mothers. In strategically mobilising the state’s maternalism for their own ends, barrio women may indeed forgo certain possibilities for autonomy. But they do so in the service of other goals, such as making ends meet and constructing a respectable social position.

Of course, not all women benefit, or benefit to the same degree, from these strategic mobilisations. Maternalisation creates opportunities for assigning moral worth but also for condemning moral shortcomings. For example, the way that women participate in workfare evinces implicit divisions that need to be explored further. But clearly hierarchies between women are based on a complex interplay in which age, sexual behaviour, maternal practices and domesticity come into play.

Such observations suggest the importance of attending to horizontal as well as vertical relations of power. Feminist analyses of welfare policy, including the CCTs, tend to privilege vertical interactions between women and the state. Indeed, the CCT programs are hardly the only state interlocutors with which poor barrio women interact: systems of child rights protection are also omnipresent, giving mothers access to certain institutional resources even as they expose them to additional forms of state regulation. At the same time, our evidence suggests that for recipients, the meanings of the CCTs also derive from horizontal linkages. Women’s interactions with partners, children, other family members, community members, and each other ultimately shape the experiences and meanings associated with resources and responsibilities conferred by the state.

What, then, is the analytic takeaway of the preceding discussion? First, we stress what it is not. It is not a claim about the relationship between women’s and children’s interests tout court. We do not propose that there are no tensions between these interests, that maternalism is actually ‘good’, or that in point of fact CCTs are benign policies that empower their female recipients. Rather, the assessments, choices and bargains we highlight pertain to a specific group of women in a specific time and place. Ours is a local case study, and the choices these mothers make, and the meanings they assign to certain resources and responsibilities, have no necessary applicability beyond this particular setting. But embedded in this very limitation is an analytic lesson of broader
scope: the lesson that context matters. Social policy in general, and state-sponsored maternalism in particular, can have no meaning in abstraction from the social context in which it is applied.

In the Argentine barrios, children are not only a constraint on women’s autonomy, but also a substantive resource. The opposition between the two, which recurs in feminist critiques of the CCTs, is much more a consequence of material and symbolic restrictions that reduce legitimate social roles for lower classes women to the ‘good mother’ than of any intrinsic opposition. Examining women and children’s roles in their immediate social context may help us better understand the many ways in which the social construction of gender and childhood are mutually constitutive, and the ways in which, for better or for worse, the social protection of women is tied to ideologies of childhood.

From the foregoing we may also infer a political lesson. Once again, we stress what the lesson is **not**. The fact that CCT recipients in certain situations express enthusiasm for workfare or actively engage the policy’s maternalist design should not be interpreted as vindication of conditional transfers or their gendered, neoliberal logic. Rather, the choices of poor Argentine mothers should be understood to reflect the formidable material constraints, ideological frameworks and disciplinary structures that circumscribe their lives, ranging from limited employment options to scarce opportunities for social recognition. Their choices thus speak not to some intrinsic merit of these programmes but to a strategic calculus based on the conditions of possibility in a manifestly unequal, patriarchal context. Gender equality and children’s rights, as decontextualised and abstract discourses, may make invisible certain idiosyncratic patriarchal bargains. We need not accept neoliberalism’s romance with self-reliance and co-responsibility to recognise how barrio women may instrumentally mobilise neoliberal maternalism to their own benefit, however limited that benefit may be.

The CCTs and the dynamics they engender reinforce the dominant ideal that treats mothers as responsible for children’s well-being. And of course, assigning differential social value to women based on their maternal behaviours is deeply problematic. In these ways, the maternalisation of the CCTs reinforces patriarchy. But while CCTs maternalise welfare, the effects of these policies cannot be read as simply creating or reinforcing a tension between mothers and their children. Rather, the relationship of women’s and children’s interests must be evaluated on the actual social field – political, material, cultural – on which it plays out.
NOTES

1. We are grateful for the comments of Susana Borda Carulla, Erica Burman, Kristen E. Cheney and the editors.


8. See Burman and Cheney, this volume.


13. The women in the sample ranged in age from 25 to 66, with an average age of 42. Their households ranged in size from 1 to 10 children, with the average being 4.5. Twelve lived with various family members, 14 lived with children and male partner, three had unknown arrangements.

14. See Cheney in this volume, who makes a similar point about new reproductive technologies.

15. See Rosen and Newberry, this volume, for a discussion on the role of children in family arrangements.


21 See similar points by Burman, Rosen and Newberry, this volume.

Decolonising childrearing and challenging the patriarchal nuclear family through Indigenous knowledges

An Opokaa’sin project

Tanya Pace-Crosschild

Indigenous peoples have a long and tumultuous history in Canada. Since first contact in the late fifteenth century, the ultimate goal of the settler-colonists was to rid themselves of the Indigenous peoples to facilitate the acquisition of resources. Violence has been, and continues to be, imposed on Indigenous peoples, families and communities through various forms of oppression and marginalisation. Settler colonialism is an ongoing reality of intersecting structures through which Indigenous peoples have been displaced from their land, cultures and each other. As Canada developed as a nation these structures of violence became internalised within Indigenous communities. Shifts began to occur within the fabric of Indigenous society, including family structures.

Family and complex kinship structures have always been at the heart of Blackfoot wellness and Blackfoot ability to function as a self-determining nation. The Euro-Western nuclear family model is in contradiction to that of Indigenous families, where women and children weren’t seen as one and the same. In traditional societies, men and women held mutually respectful positions. Children played an integral role in the tribe, with extended family playing a large and crucial role in the raising of children. Grandparents, aunts, uncles and extended family surrounded the children in a network of support with responsibility shared amongst this network.
Residential schools instituted a system of forced removal of Indigenous children from their communities for colonial socialisation in church or state boarding schools. When they were introduced, the preceding Indigenous networks were disrupted. Although the stated intent of the residential schools was education, the outcome was the loss of language, culture and identity for many Indigenous people.

Recently, the numbers of Indigenous children in foster care have sky-rocketed. Decisions about children’s custody are made predominantly according to the mother’s ability to care for them. Many kinship relations have been displaced and/or disregarded as a result of colonisation. Indigenous children are frequently placed in non-Indigenous foster homes based on an erroneous set of colonial assumptions that fail to see Indigenous family and kinship models or see them as incapable of fulfilling childcare needs. The result is that thousands of Indigenous children are being raised away from their traditions, culture and community, which is a clear indication of the ongoing forms of colonisation that continue today. The current child welfare approach provides a clear example of the impact that colonialism has had on women–child relations in Indigenous communities.

One thing is clear: the history of settler colonialism is not a matter of a single event, but of a set of policies designed for assimilation. When we look to the past and examine the displacement of our traditional value systems and social structures, it is evident that the patriarchal values that were imposed on Indigenous people resulted in the imbalances we have experienced between settlers and Indigenous people and in the position of women and children. These values, perpetuated by both church and state, have further dispossessed women and children.

The process of decolonisation requires reassertion of Indigenous knowledge systems and the restoration of salient relationships within family and kinship models. In order to move towards a transformational shift in the Indigenous–settler relationship, we must engage in a framework for regenerating a vital source of strength, namely connections to culture and language. Settler colonialism is about maintaining the narrative of Indigenous inferiority and justifying continued forms of violence and dispossession. Therefore, embodying tradition through cultural practice is a central tactic for engaging in a paradigm of decolonial knowledge production and repelling the harmful narratives surrounding colonial misrepresentations.

Centring Indigenous knowledge in childhood development is the foundation of Opokaa’sin, an Indigenous child and family centre located in the heart of traditional Blackfoot territory. Situated at the base of the great Rocky Mountains of present-day western Canada, Opokaa’sin is
dedicated to ‘decolonising’ approaches to early childhood and to strengthening cultural identity amongst Indigenous families and youth. Rebuilding Indigenous nations requires us to rebuild our childrearing practices. Prior to colonisation, many Indigenous communities viewed children as sacred beings. They were held in the highest regard because they were seen to be extremely close to the spirit world. Their location in society required the collective efforts of the community in childrearing, not just the sole responsibility of the mother. Opokaaʼsin is working with families to address the insidious acts of violence that settler colonialism has placed on our family structures and childrearing practices. This is a large project as it requires decolonising our mindsets and rejecting the imposed colonial values of patriarchy, women’s labour, the nuclear family and capitalist ideas about children. Through the incorporation of our traditional teachings, stories and language, we are reorienting ourselves back to our traditions.

Opokaaʼsin, which means ‘all our children’ in Blackfoot, believes that cultural reconnection is one of the means through which true reconciliation and healing can take place. Our Headstart and kindergarten programmes are focused through a Blackfoot lens. Children access traditional Blackfoot language instruction, storytelling, music and elders’ teachings. The centre uses a holistic approach to learning, incorporating extended family into the education of our children. Parents and grandparents are encouraged to participate and much of our programming
focusses on the whole family, and not just on mainstream society’s definition of the nuclear family.

Self-recognition of what’s best for our children lies at the heart of our approaches in programmes and services. Our Blackfoot ways of knowing are dependent on relationship: relationship to each other but also to the land and the environment. Our interdependence in our modern world within urban centres also makes us cognizant that we must have relationships with mainstream society and the greater community. We have developed partnerships with other community agencies and post-secondary institutions.

One particular partnership, Raising Spirit, is a research project with Dr. Jan Newberry (associate professor of anthropology) from the local university, the University of Lethbridge. The project began when we started to examine programmes and service models that could potentially assist the families and children we work with. We noticed that many of the models did not ‘fit’ the Blackfoot worldview. Upon discussion with various stakeholders, we were advised that we might need to examine the traditional parenting and childrearing value systems of the Blackfoot. Articulating our traditional value systems would help assist us in decolonising our mindset about childrearing. Our goal was ultimately to restore our Indigenous approach to childrearing practices, particularly from the Blackfoot perspective.
Although this undertaking was seemingly simple, we faced a multitude of challenges. How do we articulate something so implicit in our being as a value system? Are our traditional value systems still practiced and followed? How do we get people to articulate the values that are important to Blackfoot culture, specific to childrearing? Are these value systems still applicable and realistic?

We used photo-elicitation as a method to provoke a response from members of the Blackfoot community. This approach was based on the
idea that these values exist but are not articulated formally. Instead, they are implicit and exist as everyday, mundane knowledge shared informally and anecdotally.²

We recruited Indigenous families to photograph everyday moments of childrearing and then asked why the photographers chose those things to photograph. Next, a subset of photographs (chosen by staff members and Indigenous researchers) were chosen and displayed around the community. We hoped to elicit responses from the broader community about Blackfoot childrearing values and practices. Short interviews were also conducted to hear people’s reflections on their own values and experiences.

The next step of the research was to share these photographs with our Wisdom Committee of Elders. The elders discussed the childrearing value systems in the Blackfoot language and then translated these into English. The results of our project are still being analysed. So far, they are demonstrating that nuclear family models where women alone are held responsible for the care and conditions of our children are something that has been imposed through the violence of colonialism. Part of ‘Indigenising’ childrearing is a formal articulation of the traditional value systems which place childrearing and care for the world as a collective responsibility.

It is our belief that traditional childrearing practices of the Blackfoot people will guide us to develop more effective programming for parent education and support, family reunification and early childhood education.

Fig. 13.4  Father connecting with his son. (Photograph by Alison Crop Eared Wolf)
Blackfoot is the collective name of three Indigenous tribes in Canada and the United States. Blackfoot people were nomadic bison hunters who lived on the Great Plains of western North America. Many Blackfoot people still live in this region today.

Section 3
Political Projects and Movement Building
‘Too young to wed’

*Envisioning a ‘generous encounter’ between feminism and the politics of childhood*

Virginia Caputo

**Introduction**

Children, as Sharon Stephens noted in her groundbreaking work *Children and the Politics of Culture* (1995), live their lives at the intersection of local and global processes. These processes intensify interactions and movements of people, ideas, images and things. Stephens’s insightful analysis focused specifically on considering children’s lives in view of global neoliberalism by troubling the notion of culture as part of this context for understanding childhood. In arguing that children’s lives are entwined with, and affected by, global forces, Stephens pointed to the circulation of Eurocentric ideas of childhood within the realm of internationally circulating signs, goods, labour and capital. Childhood becomes a symbol of nature and an object of protection through this circulation, an ideal held up against the realities of children’s lives in changing conditions and in diverse world regions and social contexts. One of Stephens’s concerns was that through this circulation, the category ‘child’ – like the category ‘woman’ – risks becoming essentialised and homogenised, thereby obscuring the diversity that constitutes it in local contexts.

Stephens’s work to link globalisation and childhood was timely and significant. Her expansive thinking brought together insights from anthropology, feminism and childhood studies to explore global political, cultural and social transformations and how they articulate with substantive changes in children’s lives. Importantly, her view of ‘culture’ as a
theoretically and politically contested term was set alongside a dynamic concept of childhood in a time of far-reaching local and global change and uncertainty.3

Following Stephens, childhood scholars have continued to expand their analyses of children’s lives in global political-economic contexts. Anthropologists Nancy Scheper-Hughes and Carolyn Sargent (1999), for instance, suggest that children are both affected by global political-economic conditions and, in turn, affect everyday practices embedded in local-level interactions. Their work considers a cultural politics of childhood and its articulation with local instances of violence. Implicit in the arguments put forward by all three of these scholars are several shared concerns of feminist and childhood studies:4 to view power through a matrix of gender and other social lines of difference; to understand the intersection of global political-economic systems with systematic disadvantage and oppression in actual people’s lives; to account for the social and cultural characteristics of inequalities that give rise to gendered harmful practices, including discrimination and violence, that affect both women and children; and to acknowledge that through globalising forces, once-localised representations of the ‘child’, like that of ‘woman’, circulate on a global landscape where they are made meaningful and deployed in diverse contexts.

In this chapter, I use a feminist childhood studies lens through which to view the issue of the early and forced marriage of girls.5 Over the past decade, this issue has emerged as one of concern and urgency on the global stage.6 I take up this inquiry with a particular interest in the representation and rhetoric that accompanies circulating images of children and childhood from the global South. For this analysis, the photo exhibit Too Young to Wed serves as a focal point. The exhibit debuted at the first United Nations International Day of the Girl in New York in 2012. It was sponsored by the United Nations Population Fund7 as part of a globally launched initiative to end the early and forced marriage of girls worldwide.8 9 Audiences in places around the world, as well as virtually, have viewed the images.10 By using a feminist childhood studies lens, I explore the contours of the politics of visibility and invisibility arising from this circulation and the implications this has for social change.

Specifically, I advance three arguments. First, that forced marriage, situated at the nexus of feminism and childhood studies, is an embodied practice that, as Lila Abu-Lughod notes,11 encodes local social and cultural dynamics in broader contexts of politics, poverty, patriarchy and culture. Regardless of their age, women and children are positioned through forced marriage as victims, as property or commodities in a
system that devalues and dehumanises children and infantilises women. This treatment marks the conceptual connection between children and women in forced marriage as less than fully human. Images of the forced marriage of girls in the Too Young to Wed photo exhibit extend this connection through representations that guarantee children’s dependency, passivity and silence, and secure their victimhood through a paternalistic rhetoric that focuses primarily on rescue and protection.

The rhetoric of rescue and protection is key to the second argument advanced in this chapter. Too Young to Wed circulates images of girls of the global South to receptive audiences in the industrialised North in a play of distant viewers and visual objects. The rhetoric that accompanies the exhibit frames the relationship between viewers and subjects in the images; namely, girls in a forced marriage are to be pitied and protected from cultural contexts that are viewed as backward, ignorant and ‘barbaric’. This framing all but negates the agency of those images to powerfully engage viewers in questioning what is being expressed and makes inaudible the voices and lived experiences of the girls themselves. It is a situation reminiscent of Gayatri Spivak’s question: ‘Can the subaltern speak?’ Spivak points to the power-laden process of giving silenced ‘others’ a voice with which to express their own lives and experiences. She argues that global power relations erase the lived experiences of those living in the global South by replacing them with knowledge about the global South. This knowledge is generated and rearranged so that it is made palpable and intelligible. In effect, this process makes it impossible for the ‘subaltern’ to speak. Moreover, it unproductively detaches knowledge from its context and produces it without accounting for the experiences of people themselves. Knowledge that emerges in this way, Spivak argues, merely reproduces narratives that reinforce Western dominance and authority.

In writing on the politics of visuality and interpreting images in the 1970s, Susan Sontag points to a similar situation in the images of victims of war. She questions whether or how photographs connect to truth or reality, arguing that ‘photographs of the victims of war are themselves species of
rhetoric. They reiterate. They simplify. They agitate. They create the illusion of consensus.'  

15 Sontag’s insightful comments regarding images as rhetoric that flatten complexity bring me to the third argument that I advance in this chapter. I query whether Too Young to Wed fulfills its goal to galvanise political action to end early and forced marriage or whether the images fuel the rhetoric of rescue and protection and obscure truths about people’s lives only to reveal ‘partial truths’. What are the consequences of circulating these images? Do the images foster understanding and solidarity with those experiencing early and forced marriage or do they serve to bolster imperialist rhetoric that may exacerbate rather than alleviate problems of forced marriage, moving no closer to ending the practice?

In examining these arguments, I echo Sara Ahmed’s call for a ‘generous encounter’, one that unravels and complicates the mutual interests, conceptual dependencies and theoretical conflicts and tensions between women and children. Considering a ‘generous encounter’ between feminism and the politics of childhood for exploring early and forced marriage is not, as Ahmed argues, a plea for commonalities and equivalencies. Rather, as she acknowledges, while there is incommensurability at some level, it does not necessarily mean that they cannot co-exist in relation to each other.  

16 Further, Ahmed notes that the effort is not to move beyond oppositions that totalise and refuse the ‘other’, rather it is to argue for ‘an economy’ which includes conflicting and competing co-existence. This seems to be a particularly appropriate strategy for exploring forced marriage given that feminist interest in children and childhood in the past has often positioned children as adversaries rather than women’s contemporaries, with more differences than commonalities.  

19 Forced marriage provides an opportunity to highlight these commonalities and explore tensions and mutual interests that arise. Thus, I invoke Ahmed’s notion of a ‘generous encounter’ to contemplate the resemblances between the lives of children and women without hierarchy. In doing so, forced marriage becomes a context within which childhood and womanhood emerge as categories of experience. This formulation is far from the one that might be proposed by Firestone, who might call for the obliteration of childhood altogether (see Zehavi, this volume). Rather, for feminism and the politics of childhood, envisioning this ‘generous encounter’ appears to offer a productive approach that enriches understanding of lived experiences, interrupts adult-centricity, and reflects the challenges of theorising and practice in contemporary dynamic contexts. It seems to me that an invigorated position emerges from which to conceptually move across, through and around, rather than beyond, the barriers of binaries including child/adult and girl/woman. At a broader level
still, forced marriage may offer the possibility to produce what Jacqui Alexander and Chandra Mohanty argue, is a shared sense of ‘engagement based on empathy and on a vision of justice for everyone’.\textsuperscript{20}

When I first encountered the practice of the early and forced marriage of girls, I felt frustrated by the tendency to treat it as a problem of vulnerable, helpless and silent girls. It reminded me of portrayals of women similarly imaged as passive and victimised.\textsuperscript{21} My concern was heightened by an opportunity to work closely with the Too Young to Wed exhibit in 2013.\textsuperscript{22} I began to more fully understand and question the scope of the exhibit’s reach to both live and virtual audiences around the world.\textsuperscript{23} Drawing on feminist and post-colonial critiques, I queried the relations of ‘knowing’ offered by the set of circulating images of children and childhoods and questioned how political action can be constituted through visuality. Of particular concern was the repeated deployment of the notion of ‘barbarity’, which was linked to particular societies by those hoping to raise awareness of the scope and consequences of the practice. The phrase was used, for example, at the UN General Assembly in 2013 during the introduction of the first ever stand-alone resolution condemning early and forced child marriage: proponents called for an end to the ‘barbaric’ practice.\textsuperscript{24}

The child protection, legal and non-governmental communities rose to the challenge to find ways to end the practice. They explored legislative, activist and protectionist avenues alongside political attempts.\textsuperscript{25} Notably, what marks many of the efforts directed at ending early and forced marriage is a focus on saving and protecting girls that, when cast within a global neoliberal framing (as Stephens suggests), relies on individual rather than communal and structural solutions to ending such a practice. These solutions sometimes neglect to consider the contexts in which girls live amid adults. They also fail to attend to the cultural politics of childhood and how ideologies of girlhood, childhood and womanhood intersect in locales that naturalise what it means to be a girl or a child. This occurs in part because of the tenacity of dominant Eurocentric notions of childhood and girlhood that rest firmly on vulnerability, innocence and a lack of agency. By emptying out the significance of the contexts of early and forced marriage, and obscuring what gives rise to the inequalities that fuel this practice, such efforts render girls as failing: failing to be resilient, or to stay in school, or to manage their own reproductive health. This casting back to individuals works hand in hand with a rhetoric that positions those in the industrialised North as authority figures who are able to guide those located in the global South in overcoming their problems and to help them to ‘acquire the characteristics of civilized peoples, and take their place alongside them in the world’.\textsuperscript{26}
Early and forced child marriage at the nexus of feminism and a politics of childhood

Scholarly research reveals that some of the challenges of early and forced marriage are due, in part, to complex definitional issues. Forced marriage, for example, becomes early marriage when we pay attention to cultural understandings of age and capacity. Concepts of consent and coercion come to the foreground as well, marking the definition of early and forced marriage as complicated terrain.

In addition to definitional challenges, early and forced marriage has garnered attention from legal and human rights scholars. In analyzing the practice they appeal to human rights instruments including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 1979, and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989. A 2006 UN study on all forms of violence against women highlights in its definition of forced marriage a lack of meaningful consent. Further, the Convention Against Slavery considers forced marriage a ‘slavery-like’ practice and the Convention on the Rights of the Child, applying to all people under the age of 18 years, states that this practice is a violation of children’s rights.

Scope and context of early and forced marriage

According to the United Nations Children’s Fund, over 700 million women today were married before they reached the age of 18. Ideology, power, legal responses and language are some of the factors that fuel the practice of forced marriage, coupled with contexts characterised by oppressive patriarchal social structures, gender discrimination, poverty and inequality. When enmeshed with cultural attitudes and religious practices, these factors help to sustain the practice in diverse local contexts. In contexts affected by war and conflict, the conditions for early and forced marriage are further exacerbated.

To consider these factors in turn, let us look first at how ideological aspects drive and sustain the practice of the forced marriage of girls. Feminist and childhood scholars argue that one of the conditions that makes girls and women vulnerable and susceptible to forced marriage is a process of devaluation that rests on the notion of girls and women as less than fully human. That is, not only are girls viewed as ‘on their way to becoming’ fully human, their full humanity remains precarious even when they reach adulthood. The slippage between childhood, girlhood and womanhood locates girls on unstable conceptual
terrain. Moreover, dehumanisation as a process acts to guarantee their dependency by enforcing passivity and restricting agency.\textsuperscript{31} Situated in positions of relative powerlessness and ensconced in families that are in turn embedded in communities, for girls in these contexts, control is at the heart of the practice of forced and early marriage. The practice is linked too with sexuality and gender relations, as well as culturally situated ideas about girlhood, womanhood, family obligations and honour.

Within these local contexts, legal responses to early and forced marriage are complicated as well. For example, while the practice may be prohibited in civil or common law, customary laws and practices may condone it. This means that decisions regarding early and forced marriage may be made in terms of securing a daughter’s future by ‘marrying’ her with an older male, while other decisions are concerned with the larger family unit by using ‘marriage’ as an opportunity to connect families and create alliances through reciprocity systems, or to enable access to resources such as land. These decisions may have tremendous personal consequences for individual girls’ physical and emotional health: the well-being of the family or community is effectively allowed to supersede that of the girl.\textsuperscript{32} As Carolyn Archambault notes with regard to early and forced marriage in the life of a Maasai girl named Esther,\textsuperscript{33}

In light of the circumstances in which Esther’s father’s decision was made and his intentions, he shifts from a symbol of patriarchal oppression to a persona of a concerned father. No longer simply a violator of his daughter’s rights to an education, he can be understood as a victim himself of economic, ecological, and political forces beyond his control that render the path that would attain security for Esther (and other young women like her) more uncertain.

‘Barbarism’ and rescuing and protecting girls

The connection between barbarism and early and forced marriage plays a powerful role in sustaining the practice. The term ‘barbaric’ captures a constellation of meanings from notions of cruelty and brutality to backwardness and uncivilised ignorance.\textsuperscript{34} Moreover, labelling a practice such as early and forced marriage as ‘barbaric’ has strategic and powerful consequences. It encodes a paternalistic stance and reinforces geographic and cultural distances that set up a dichotomy of locales where the practice does or supposedly does not occur.\textsuperscript{35} Indeed, deploying the term ‘barbaric’ firmly attaches the practice to persons living in particular localities; in turn, this
aids in justifying interventions in their lives. As Dana Cloud argues with regard to circulating images of Afghan women, they serve to ‘establish the barbarity of a society in which women are profoundly oppressed’. Cloud analyses the ways images of Afghan women circulate alongside a ‘clash of civilizations’ rhetoric that reproduces the narrative of a ‘white man’s burden’. Cloud

Stabile and Kumar go a step further to argue that the visibility of Afghan women in the post-9/11 context was used to sell the war to the US public by constructing the West as ‘a beacon of civilization with an obligation to tame the Islamic world and liberate its women’. In the example of Too Young to Wed, the discourse of barbarism legitimises calls for an end to the practice in the lives of those living in the global South.

Too Young to Wed as political photography

Too Young to Wed circulates images to audiences in the industrialised North in both live and virtual spaces. Some viewers will see in the images an unmediated and authentic replica of reality, while others will recognise the photographer’s influence in constructing these images for particular effect. Lutz and Collins describe the politics of what viewers ‘see’ as ‘political photography’, where images are used to educate and motivate viewers who wish to see social change. They argue that rhetorical strategies combined with images expose audiences to human suffering and ‘often operate by encouraging an empathic involvement with the photographed subject – a desire to intervene directly with the frame of the photograph in order to ease the depicted pain or comfort a hungry child’. Lutz and Collins posit that by portraying people living in the global South as exotic, idealised and natural, viewers in the industrialised North are situated both in opposition and authoritatively.

It is hardly a coincidence that the Too Young to Wed photo exhibit distances early and forced marriage from any association with those living in industrialised Northern countries; none of the girls in the images are located in a North American or European context. This omission is significant for it accomplishes a number of things: first, it displaces the practice of early and forced marriage elsewhere, creating an insularity and providing the comfort of distance to the viewers of the images. Second, by framing the practice as an issue for girls located in the global South, this focus diverts attention away from equally oppressive and patriarchal practices that affect the lives of girls in the industrialised North. Further, framing this practice through a discourse situated firmly within Eurocentric ideas of childhood and girlhood makes the problem appear as though located in places
both geographically and culturally distant from the industrialised North. The rhetoric obscures many reasons for this practice: the poverty experienced by families who cannot afford to provide for their daughters; security for girls and their well-being as future adult women; devaluation of daughters in comparison with sons; debts and/or conflicts that can be settled through early and forced marriage in order to address threats to family relationships. In this culturally and politically charged landscape, girls are portrayed as a problem to be remedied. In the Too Young to Wed example, governments appear to deliver solutions that may or may not have any resonance in the contexts and circumstances in which girls live: that is, by keeping girls in school, assisting them in choosing to delay marriage, offering information about reproductive health and training in life skills to make them better wives and mothers at a later time in their lives. These ‘solutions’ may or may not bring early and forced marriage to an end.

Moreover, paternalism emerges when the issue of early and forced marriage is displaced to people living in the global South. What remain hidden are the social and political-economic dimensions of this global issue. Attention is diverted away from government policies, international trade agreements and other political arrangements that tie the very governments that are championing the campaign to end early and forced marriage to the local contexts in which the practice continues to flourish.

The photo exhibit appears to mimic this strategy of deflection and individualisation through the very composition of the images. For instance, in many of the exhibit’s images, girls are depicted alone, pictured outside of familiar contexts of family and community, placed against gloomy backdrops or in open and vast unpopulated landscapes. If not alone they are with a child or husband, further reinforcing their roles as wives and mothers. The imaging engenders a sense of isolation, quiet desperation and powerlessness and, by extension, reinforces the practice as if it takes place in isolation from other relationships, which is hardly the case. The solution to the problem of early and forced marriage appears in equally simplistic terms: to halt the practice.

This strategy of individualisation and decontextualisation is a powerful one, yet it is hardly surprising that it occurs in a neoliberal globalised era. As Xiaobei Chen has argued, the twenty-first century has produced the birth of ‘the new child-victim citizen’. Moreover, at a broader political level, it also reflects, among other things, a shift to a renewed political interest in children, and in this example, girls. The increased attention to girls as a concern for foreign policy is remarkable given the lack of political will that has been a much more common occurrence in relation to girls.
An economy of visibility and invisibility

Too Young to Wed is both compelling and contradictory. On one hand, the photographs are aesthetically beautiful; on the other, the images offer viewers meanings that may be understood in unintended ways. The power of the photographs compels viewers to consider the multiple meanings of girls and girlhood, including girls as children who experience a loss of childhood, girls as ‘becoming women’, girls as brides, girls as victims of violence and girls as mothers. The process of determining which meanings become ‘real’ to viewers and which ones remain invisible is part of the sense-making that viewers undertake, selecting some elements and leaving others aside. Feminist communications scholar Sarah Banet-Weiser calls this process ‘an economy of visibility’ to describe the relationship between viewers and those who are imaged. This economy consists of an interplay between visibility and invisibility whereby something appears, circulates and becomes exchanged. In Too Young to Wed, the girls and their suffering are circulated, exchanged and become ‘real’. Banet-Weiser explores this process for the possibilities it holds in transforming oneself into a commodity in social media as a space of visibility for girls. If Banet-Weiser’s argument is extended to the Too Young to Wed images, given the viewership of this exhibit worldwide and the many different audiences it has reached, we must consider the implications of turning girls into commodities or what Claudia Aradau argues are ‘spectral presences on the scene of politics’.

Related questions emerge. Who assesses the value of what is circulated in such an exchange, for whom and with what consequences? Too Young to Wed offers viewers an instance to suppress and replace details of girls’ lives and experiences with meanings that are consistent with dominant Eurocentric notions of girlhood and ideal childhood. In its quest to raise awareness and end early and forced marriage, does Too Young to Wed clear a space of visibility for actual girls so that the practice might end, as the UNFPA initiative suggests? Or does the exhibit merely provide another space of invisibility for girls’ lives, wherein securing their human rights remains outside of their grasp? As the photo exhibit circulates, it engages viewers with girls’ suffering framed within an ethos of compassion. Compassion enables viewers to ‘suffer’ with the girls, yet at a distance. Viewers of the images become ‘witnesses’ to the suffering of girls. Following Hannah Arendt, if compassion is actualised in situations in which those who do not suffer meet and come face to face with those who do, distance becomes a political dimension that has the effect of unifying across spatial and temporal locations. This interaction
comprises what has been called a ‘politics of pity’, one that does not attach itself in a localised way yet cannot completely free itself from the local and particular either.

In Too Young to Wed, we see this dimension unfold when audiences view the images of girls through a lens of compassion. Compassion grounds these elements that create both an intimacy with viewers as well as a comfortable distance from the subjects of the images. By masking the diversity of those experiencing early and forced marriage, the images appear to exacerbate this distance. Devoid of contextual details, they homogenise girls’ lives into a unified representation of girlhood so that early and forced marriage appears as a singular, integrated issue. Postcolonial childhood and feminist scholars including Sarada Balagopalan, Olga Nieuwenhuys, and Erica Burman have argued that this compression and glossing-over of the intricacies of how local and global forces intertwine is partly an effect of the circulation of liberal categories like freedom, rights and equality. They argue that their repetition in postcolonial contexts produces children’s lives in limited ways, against a Eurocentric, bourgeois notion of childhood as a global ideal.

The politics of pity is not only apparent in the photo exhibit: it is used too in interventions orchestrated in international politics. As we see in high-level political gatherings at the UN, discussions of early and forced child marriage are framed by unifying notions of ‘poor victims’ and ‘barbaric’ practices. These discussions feature tokenistic participation by articulate young women on high-level panels who are asked to speak on behalf of all girls who have experienced early and forced marriage. These appeals to emotion in turn create superficial solidarities that employ a politics of pity combined with a rhetoric of rescue and protection. Activism through these solidarities manifests as a real possibility linking pity with praxis. Claudia Aradau has written extensively about the way this works in the lives of trafficked women. She argues that ‘a politics of pity tackles the “disordered situation”… These emotions drive political interventions and strategies of governance.’ As Aradau notes, ‘from the war on terror to interventions in crisis situations (e.g., famine and natural catastrophes), political actions depend on and are limited by emotions’. For girls who are, as Aradau says, placed among categories of individuals who are ‘non-dangerous’, this is a particularly salient point. Indeed, like the figure of the ‘child’, the figure of the ‘girl’ enables a ‘safe’ intervention for those who engage with it because girls are situated in relative positions of powerless-ness vis-à-vis adults. Aradau argues that for trafficked women, ‘if human rights have become the rights of those who are too weak or
too oppressed to actualize and enact them, they are not “their” rights. They are deprived of political agency; the only rights are our rights to practice pity and humanitarian interventions. Victims are therefore divorced from the very possibility of political agency...’. Consider how for girls imaged in the Too Young to Wed photo exhibit, it appears the exclusion of their political agency is guaranteed.

It behooves us, therefore, to carefully contemplate whose interests are served by silent, decontextualised images of girls in the global South, circulated to audiences in the industrialised North. It befits questioning interventions to end the practice of early and forced marriage framed by rights discourses and governmental efforts to attend to, and uphold, girls’ rights. While these efforts no doubt bring attention to the matter as well as positioning girls on political agendas from which they, like women, might otherwise continue to be excluded, I would argue that they also extend and ignite foreign policy relations in problematic ways. To be clear, the problem is not that governments have a stake in reducing violence in girls’ and women’s lives, whether because it has implications on the stability of their own countries, for health costs or other reasons. Instead, and what may be less apparent, the issue is the connection between eliminating girls’ suffering – in this case by ending the practice of early and forced marriage – and the kind of political attention it garners, for whom and for which purposes. Again, Aradau makes a similar point in the case of trafficked women, arguing that ‘the elimination or alleviation of suffering is part of a process of governing, of social re-ordering, in which the causes of suffering are eradicated, dealt with or transformed. In governmental terms such an intervention has not only to represent and constitute a particular situation, but also to confer particular identities upon subjects.’

Too Young to Wed confers identities to girls that are both complex and political. As it circulates specific sets of meanings and discourses regarding their lives, framed by compassion and pity as well as rescue and protection, Too Young to Wed has the potential to exacerbate the challenges for actual girls rather than improve them. By visually encoding ideas about girlhood, womanhood, motherhood, culture, consent and coercion, it helps to shape connections, conceptually and substantively, in an economy of visibility that both facilitates and impedes the goal of ending early and forced marriage. It impedes by engaging audiences in a politics that may not translate into an active force within the political arena and that may oppose some children against others by deeming some lives (i.e. those of children living in the industrialised North) more valuable than others. It is political in that it captures viewers’ emotional
responses but keeps the girls in a state of what scholar Luc Boltanski has called ‘distant suffering’, a divide that may ultimately work against active engagement and social change for the actual empowerment of girls as called for by the international community.

To conclude

I opened this chapter recalling Sharon Stephens’ words on the importance of highlighting the politics of childhood, and of troubling the notion of culture in contexts framed by global neoliberalism and marked by poverty and rising inequality. Women’s and children’s lives and interests emerge as intertwined and demonstrates how they can be productively considered in dynamic socio-political and globalised contexts. Stephens compels us to pay attention to children in relational ways with adults and to account for the conditions of their lives within a broader global political-economic and sociocultural framing. She views children not only as ‘on their way to becoming’ full members of society but as fully present among adults and important to what matters politically, economically, socially and culturally in the world. Her words remind us to understand children’s experiences, like those of women, in their locally unique and relational situations, combined with the external forces that drive and affect their lives and, in turn, affect and intertwine with the lives of women. I would argue that this conceptual and political intertwining emerges through a generous encounter between feminism and a politics of childhood. Using the example of Too Young to Wed, I have pointed out what an increased visibility has to do with conceptualising the figure of the child as a powerful symbol of the future, as well as a locus for the present interplay of local and global forces that challenges childhood, girlhood and womanhood in contemporary contexts. Thus the contribution of this chapter has been to theorise childhood in a way that reimagines the mutual interests, conceptual dependencies and tensions between women and children through the example of forced marriage. Forced marriage provides an opportunity to contemplate the resemblances and tensions between the lives of children and women without hierarchy when envisaged as a context within which both childhood and womanhood are constituted and emerge as viable categories of experience.
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I use the term ‘early and forced marriage of girls’ in this chapter to mean a formal marriage or informal union before the age of 18. This phrase is sometimes used interchangeably in the literature as ‘forced, early marriage’ and ‘child marriage’. The term ‘early marriage’ is also used in the literature to refer to an individual’s level of physical, emotional, sexual and psychosocial development, in addition to age, which could complicate their ability to consent to marriage. The term ‘forced marriage’ can refer to women at any age and connotes any marriage without the full and free consent of one or both of the parties involved, or when one or both parties is prevented from ending or leaving the marriage. For more, see Office of the High Commissioner, ‘Preventing and Eliminating Child, Early and Forced Marriage,’ Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. April 2014. A/ HRC/ 26/ 22, http://www.girlsnobrides.org/new-ohchr-report-child-early-forced-marriage/; and UNICEF, ‘Child Marriage,’ https://www.unicef.org/protection/57929_58008.html.


UNFPA is a UN agency dedicated to addressing issues such as sexual and reproductive health, matters concerning young people including child marriage, human rights and gender equality, and population matters. For more, see their website at http://www.unfpa.org.

The initiative was championed by ministers of foreign affairs from Canada, Ghana and the Netherlands.

Too Young to Wed is the name of an initiative organised through a partnership between the United Nations Population Fund and US-based VII Photo Agency to raise awareness and end early and forced child marriage. The exhibit features the documentary photography work of VII’s photographer Stephanie Sinclair and videos by cinematographer Jessica Dimmock.

Too Young to Wed’s images are of girls who have been forced into early marriage living in Afghanistan, Ethiopia, India, Nepal and Yemen. After the photo exhibit’s debut in New York, where it was also featured on billboards in Times Square, it arrived in Ottawa, Canada in the spring of 2013 as a first stop on a tour that over the rest of the year took in Washington, Montreal, Copenhagen, Morocco and The Hague. In early 2014, the photo exhibit appeared in Tangiers, Oslo and in March at the UN's Palais des Nations in Geneva. Later in the year it was displayed in Stockholm, Helsinki, Lisbon, Madrid, Vienna, the UK, Beirut, Amman and Argentina. The exhibit returned to New York at the end of 2014 and in early 2015 was seen in Khartoum, Sudan; Bihar and Mumbai, India; Dhaka, Bangladesh and Ankara, Turkey.


Spivak, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’
Too Young To Wed

14 Spivak, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’
22 Too Young to Wed was installed at the Carleton University Art Gallery in Ottawa, Canada in May and June 2013. My involvement came at the invitation of my university to co-organise a speakers’ panel for the exhibit.
23 According to a 6 January 2014 post by Stephanie Sinclair on the Too Young to Wed blog, the photo exhibit has had a vigorous online presence as well: ‘Since we started, images from the campaign flooded the mainstream media, appearing in more than 100 online and print media outlets including CNN, The New York Times and National Geographic… Too Young to Wed raised awareness about child marriage around the world… Thanks to you, our voice through social media was powerful and we had an amazing Instagram campaign that brought 500,000+ likes to our images and stories of children who bravely refused their marriages in India.’ Some of the images in the Too Young to Wed photo exhibit are available at http://tooyoungtowed.org/ #/video.
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Feminists’ strategic role in early childhood education

Sri Marpinjun, Nindyah Rengganis, Yudha Andri Riyanto, and Fransisca Yuni Dhamayanti

The Early Childhood Care and Development Resource Centre (ECCD RC) was co-founded by Lembaga Studi dan Pengembangan Perempuan dan Anak (Institute for Women’s and Children’s Studies and Development; LSPPA), an organisation formed in 1991 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, to introduce women’s and children’s rights to the people. The founders of LSPPA were university students whose research indicated that most citizens did not know about gender issues, gender equality perspectives and analysis, and the laws which support women’s rights. While the National Constitution (UUD 45) and some Acts of Parliament were progressive in that they followed UN conventions on human rights, women’s rights and children’s rights, in practice women and children were still in trouble. For instance, child marriage and maternal mortality remained issues in the country. Many Indonesians did not understand the concept of ‘rights’, and the problems facing women and children were not viewed as abuses of the rights of women and children.

As a result, LSPPA’s main programme in the 1990s was to disseminate information and stimulate discussions about gender inequality in the Indonesian context. The organisation hosted public discussions and seminars, published scholarly books and engaged in economic empowerment activities with poor women in rural areas. It also joined the local and national chapters of the Alliance in Gender Equality to support policy and regulation changes.

After seven years spent focusing on gender inequality issues with citizens, we found that our strategies were not very effective. We expected positive responses from the audiences in every forum we organised. What we got was resistance. We understood that adults would not change the attitudes, ideas and practices that they had believed in since
they were young. They thought that gender and feminism were alien to our culture and should be rejected. They argued that our culture was fine in terms of gender equality. The rejections also included threatening phone calls: callers said they would kill LSPPA’s leaders and burn our office. We were exhausted mentally, and we felt that we were not achieving our goals because the resistance of those whom we were targeting for change was too strong. Also, other women’s organisations were offering similar programmes, so we thought that as feminist activists we could combine our efforts towards achieving social justice.

These factors led us to develop new strategies. In 1998, we launched our programme to influence the early childhood education system. Our focus did not actually move away from women’s issues; we remained committed to promoting gender equality in and through early childhood education. This change in our activities was based on our analysis that people learn to become a woman or man, and about gender roles, when they are very young. Early childhood care and development became LSPPA’s new brand.

**Why early childhood?**

![Early Childhood Care and Development Resource Centre](image)

*Fig. 15.1 Early Childhood Care and Development Resource Centre (Yogyakarta, Indonesia). (Source: ECCDRC Yogyakarta)*
Children start learning about identities in the early years of their life and begin to form their gender identities by the time they are two to three years old. This is an opportunity for feminists! Through our early childhood work, we want to show the strategic role of women/feminists in ensuring girls and boys can develop identities that are equal with others and that they can feel proud about themselves, not inferior or superior to others.

Child caring is not a new job for women; however many women have not utilised this job to contribute to achieving social justice. Many women are still acting as agents of injustice in a culture that marginalises women and minority groups. Some women choose to focus on their careers and ignore children. In contrast, the ECCD RC invites women (and men) to join together to improve the quality of early childhood education through feminist principles such as equality, inclusion, diversity and freedom from all violence. We mean to harness ‘education’ to transform patriarchal culture.

**ECCD RC programmes**

The ECCD RC runs a number of initiatives:

1. We offer teacher training on gender equity in early childhood education (ECE) and support teachers to:
   a. Reflect on their own understanding about who they are, what they know about being women and men, what sort of person they want to be and what they want for the girls and boys they teach.
   b. Engage with women’s rights as well as children’s rights and the importance of children’s voice.
   c. Identify gender/culture bias in ECE and provide an inclusive education for young children.
   d. Set up an equal learning environment for girls and boys.
2. We run an inclusive ECE centre for two- to seven-year-old girls and boys which celebrates diversity, ensures equality and supports the development of healthy self-esteem through:
   a. Facilitating high-quality interactions between children.
   b. Ensuring girls and boys can access any learning materials.
   c. Specialised curriculum.
   d. Provision of an equal learning environment. Teachers ensure that all girls and boys are able to learn about equality in terms of access and control and that all children feel safe, invited, involved and treated equally.
Fig. 15.2 Teachers reflect upon what it means to be men and women. (Source: ECCDRC Yogyakarta)

Fig. 15.3 Girls and boys have equal access to learning materials. (Source: ECCDRC Yogyakarta)
3. We collaborate with parents and the community to promote social justice for all.
4. We make policies to ensure that we are an inclusive centre. These include:
   a. A women’s leadership policy, which states that the director of ECCD RC must be a woman.
   b. A staffing policy which encourages men and people from minority groups to become learning facilitators for children and ensures fair recruitment of staff regardless of the minority group they come from or their sexual orientation.
   c. An enrollment policy designed to ensure girls and boys are enrolled regardless of ability, race and social class, and allocates spaces for poor children.
   d. A class policy which ensures that each class has two facilitators of different genders (if possible) so that children can experience learning with female and male facilitators and so children see that men can become educators for young children.
   e. A fatherhood policy which provides one month’s leave for male staff with a newborn child (as the government only gives one week of fatherhood leave).
Fig. 15.5  Mapping parents’ and teachers’ experiences of violence.  
(Source: ECCDRC Yogyakarta)

Fig. 15.6  Involving fathers and mothers in an outing.  
(Source: ECCDRC Yogyakarta)
To be a feminist is to be a fighter for social justice. It is through our struggle, and analysis of our experiences, that we can develop a vision for achieving social justice. This may mean changing our strategies based on changing contexts. Our work demonstrates that early childhood is one of the arenas where feminists can challenge patriarchy. Focusing on early childhood involves redefining the role of women (and men) in rearing children, as well as ensuring all girls and boys feel good about themselves and equal with others.
‘Gimme shelter’?
Complicating responses to family violence

Sevasti-Melissa Nolas, Erin Sanders-McDonagh and Lucy Neville

Responses to domestic violence, such as those codified in state and voluntary sector service provision, have historically provided both ‘common ground’ and ‘contested’ territory for thinking about the intersections between feminism and the politics of childhood.\(^1\) Drawing on the evaluation of a voluntary sector programme, the Community Group Programme for children and their mothers in London, England,\(^2\) the chapter explores ‘the (im)possibilities of dialogue’\(^3\) across feminism and childhood for those children and women/mothers who have experienced family violence. We argue that drawing children, as active meaning makers, into the analysis of and responses to domestic violence offers a way of extending the possibilities of social support systems in ways that can further strengthen women’s recovery experiences, as well as benefitting children and young people themselves. At the same time, we argue that the focus on the mother–child couple does not take us far enough in complicating responses to domestic violence. Our intention in the analysis presented here is to imagine more complex and contextualised responses to domestic violence. An analysis that focuses on the messy actualities of practice responses\(^4\) has the potential to recruit further interlocutors into the fold and move the practice conversation beyond its currently exclusive focus on women as heterosexual mother-victims and children as genderless witnesses (and sometimes victims) to predominantly male-perpetrated violence. Troubling these categories can help to complicate responses to family violence that are sensitive to a diversity of genders, ages, sexualities and cultures, extending service provision to young men and to heterosexual and homosexual fathers who may have experienced violence (from female or male partners, respectively), as
well as lesbian mothers and parents of both or either gender who experience violence from their children and mothers/fathers.\(^5\)

**Thinking through case studies**

The Community Group Programme (CGP) is a psychoeducational 12-week programme designed for children ‘exposed to woman abuse’.\(^6\) The programme developed in London, Ontario (Canada) in the late 1980s and early 1990s and focused on working with children and their mothers who had left a violent family relationship. The programme aims to strengthen child–mother relationships and to support children in processing their experiences of witnessing or experiencing woman abuse. Children are encouraged to recognise, name and explore the multiplicity of feelings surrounding incidences of their mother’s abuse and are given opportunities to respond to these feelings using creative methods (e.g. arts and crafts) in a safe space facilitated by professionals, and in the company of peers who have had similar experiences. A parallel series of groups with mothers assists women in supporting their children with coming to terms with their experiences.

The programme emerged out of research and clinical practice (in family therapy), following observations by clinicians that no local provisions existed for supporting children and youth affected by domestic violence.\(^7\) The original programme was firmly located within a discourse of ‘woman abuse’, a feminist perspective that casts domestic violence as a gendered crime committed by men against women. At the same time the programme was also rooted in a deep concern for children’s experiences and their needs, which the programme originators saw as largely unmet. The idea of working with, and strengthening the relationship between, children and their mothers is a key theoretical component of the CGP.

In many ways, the programme is typical of framings of domestic violence which rely on particular feminist interpretations of gender-based violence – situating men as violent/perpetrators and women as oppressed/victims. For example, Women’s Aid, one of the leading domestic violence charities in the UK, defines domestic violence as a form of patriarchal violence that disproportionately impacts women: ‘Domestic abuse perpetrated by men against women is a quantitatively and qualitatively distinct phenomenon rooted in women’s unequal status in society and oppressive social constructions of gender and family’.\(^8\) The idea that it is predominantly women who are victims of domestic violence is certainly not unwarranted. In the UK, statistics suggest that women
are overwhelmingly present in reported incidents of domestic violence, men are four times more likely to perpetrate violence than women, and the violence perpetrated against women by men is often more severe in nature. As such, many programmes that seek to provide help and support for those experiencing domestic violence focus on women as victims of domestic violence.

At the same time, the CGP was innovative in creating a child-focused and relational space, that was concerned with both individual (children or women) and shared (children-and-women) needs and experiences. In this respect, CGP is a good example of a turn towards more complex practices of intervening to support those who have experienced family violence – in this case children and their mothers. Through the CGP case study we highlight the various necessary relational struggles in contemporary responses to family violence. The analysis builds on an understanding of practice responses to social injustice as necessarily pluralistic and complex, and enmeshed in theories, methods, values and practices. By following these complexities and enmeshments new conceptualisations of family violence can emerge that are better able to engage with the multifarious experiences and needs of all involved.

The (im)possibilities of dialogues?

Historically UK domestic violence services have drawn on particular feminist framings of gender-based violence, and focused efforts on ensuring the safety of women who have experienced domestic abuse. The impact of domestic violence on women’s psychological health, well-being and social positioning has long been recognised, and the reality of domestic violence, and creating socially supportive responses to it, has played a pivotal role in the shaping of the women’s movement.

However, it was not until the 1980s, with the collision between the categories of childhood, youth and risk in policy and practice and the institutionalisation of the children’s rights movement, that children started to become a topic of public concern in relation to incidences of domestic violence. At the same time a new legal concept of parental responsibility emerged that saw parents and parenting increasingly scrutinised by the state. This historical shift has disrupted the well-established refuge practices that previously focused primarily on women, and new practices of support have begun to emerge that take mothers and their children into account.
With children coming to the fore, the tensions highlighted between women/mothers-and-children become salient. Burman argues that formulations such as ‘women and children’ or ‘women vs. children’ are conceptually, politically and practically inadequate: the first because it perpetuates inequalities by essentialising both children and women’s positions, and the second because it creates competitive and unhelpful divisions, maintaining a status quo that misses the needs of both parties. As such, Burman offers the useful conceptual framing of children and women being in ‘a necessary struggle-in-relation’. This is a struggle that is encoded into the history of women’s fights to bring child abuse to the attention of the state, as well as in the coining of the term ‘battered woman syndrome’ as a response and reaction to the ‘battered child syndrome’, which implicated mothers without acknowledging how complex maternal practices of protection can be.

In the CGP training, for example, trainers often used the example of one former participant who reported smacking her child because she knew she could minimise the level of violence and hurt inflicted on her child if she intervened between her husband and their child and undertook the smacking action herself instead of leaving it to her partner. In the UK, AVA, the charity which rolled out the CGP in London, did not use the term ‘woman abuse’. Instead, the CGP was described as a programme ‘to support children and women affected by domestic violence’. While the ‘children and women’ phrasing carries echoes of essentialism, the reversal of the order to ‘children and women’, we argue, has the potential for thinking through what Lisa Baraitser calls ‘the ethics of interruption’, those interruptions created by bringing children into the adult fold, which Baraitser argues have the potential to provide both children and their mothers ‘new “raw materials” for experiencing [them]selves, others and our worlds’ differently. Furthermore, the longer description leaves open the possibility to explore what Burman calls the ‘complex relationalities and mutualities between [mothers’] mental and physical states and those of [their] children’, and what Haaken has described as the common ground between women and children in calling on the state (or civil society in this case) to intervene on family violence.

**An ethics of interruption?**

Children’s experiences of domestic violence, and the consequences of violence for them, have come to the fore in the last 25 years in Anglo-American contexts, on account of the introduction and ratification of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC; 1989), which has precipitated policy and practice changes towards more child-centred service provision. In England, for example (which is the main focus of this chapter), we have witnessed an increase in the commissioning of national evidence reviews to better understand and support children’s experiences of domestic violence from a range of professional perspectives, including public health, social work and clinical psychology. A shift in focus to children’s concerns with regards to family violence provides a number of creative junctures to rethink support for women and children. In this section, we re-read our evaluation report with a view to picking out three key ways in which bringing children and young people into the fold, and listening to the ‘interruptions of the child’, may contribute towards complicating responses to family violence.

Guilt and blame

Guilt and blame have been identified as key discourses in women’s and children’s accounts of experiencing domestic violence. However, such knowledge is based on mothers’ and/or clinicians’ perspectives and not on children’s own experiences. These discourses have in turn fed into practice responses, including the CGP, where professionals delivering the programme repeatedly emphasised that children should not blame themselves for what happened. Our evaluation found that only a minority of the children made reference to the theme of self-blame in the qualitative research \( n = 3 \), and that the majority of children we surveyed identified that children are not to blame for parents’ fighting both before and after taking part in the programme (with no significant shift taking place). This was surprising given how much emphasis both the programme manual and professionals placed on absolving children from blame, and the findings from previous programme evaluations that suggest that groups reduce self-blame. Instead the theme of blame was more prominent in mothers’ accounts, with many mothers appearing to experience their children’s anger and withdrawal as their punishment for what had happened. Yet in the questionnaire data (pre-groups) none of the children blamed their mothers for what happened. Neither did children blame themselves for their parents’ fighting. More recent research on children’s views of domestic violence suggests that children know whom to hold responsible for violence/abuse – this tends not to be themselves and is instead usually the abuser or both the parents. Taking children’s and young people’s perspectives into account can help develop a more nuanced analysis of emotional experiences of family
violence that takes us beyond dichotomies of perpetrators and victims, guilt and blame.

Cycles of violence

A further challenge to established discourses used to frame experiences of family violence comes from the intersections of age and gender in childhood. In thinking about either women-and-children or women vs. children, children appear as genderless subjects to be subsumed under the gendered, female and largely heterosexual mother. The CGP, for example, which was designed to run with children and young people from the ages of 4 to 16, was explicit about gender not being an important consideration in convening a primary-school-aged group. In the Canadian manual, it was argued that mixed sex groups for adolescents could be productive for addressing gender-related issues. In England, the advice given to London practitioners was to run same-sex groups for older children where possible. This disaggregation was seen as especially important for girls as it helped ‘to create a safe environment for disclosing personal information’ but left young men (over 16s) occupying an especially precarious position with regards to the possibilities and limits of support.

Younger and adolescent boys presented a source of anxiety for mothers. From those mothers we interviewed, some were concerned with the ‘cycle of violence’ theory, and their anxieties for their children unfolded along gender lines – with some women expressing concern that their sons would grow up to be violent (like their fathers). Some mothers hoped that the CGP might alter their sons’ destinies without challenging the idea of ‘violence as destiny’:

...it was like my son was getting very, like, really arrogant behaviour, he was turning out just like his dad so I think, in a way, the groups really helped him. It’s calmed him down a bit – but not as much as, you know, you’d expect (Beth, mother, lines 248–51).

They’ve started mimicking the partners’ behaviours and, you know, you’re just not wanting that, you don’t want the future to be a repeat of the past... (Doris, mother, line 260).

Findings from interviews with coordinators highlighted their difficulties in breaking from popular yet contentious theories of domestic violence such as the ‘cycle of violence’ theory. ‘Cycle of violence’ theories are problematic and are not espoused by the programme. However, even where
coordinators were aware of such problems they found it hard to deviate from the core metaphors provided by these theories:

…because I know that violence isn’t automatically inter-generational…I see enough of it to know there’s a greater propensity for children that have lived in violent homes…You knew the parents, and now the children are in the same service…Some of them you’d know as grandparents…So the cycle has to stop somewhere, doesn’t it? (Coordinator, Area 16).

Such discourses, particularly if they invoke convenient and easily grasped – as well as evocative – images of a problem, such as the image of a cycle that needs to be broken, are hard to shift even when the nuances of experience are understood. This suggests that a new metaphor is necessary in order to re-imagine historical discourses on domestic violence that would allow a safe environment for adolescent boys in particular to address their anxieties, as well as their mothers’ concerns for them.

Reinstating the everyday

A final creative junction to established discourses for thinking about domestic violence emerged in considering children’s experiences of the programme. These experiences largely focused on the space the programme had given children to rehabilitate their ‘everyday’ lives. In recounting what they enjoyed the most about the programme, children and young people reported valuing their time on the programme because it provided a fun space and fun food.

Jenny: We hide from the parents.
MJ: Yeah, that was the best thing about it.
Cherry: We was ‘hiii’ [sic], at the end, yeah, when the parents came to get us we used to make all these hiding places and always hid in them.
Bugatti: We played hide and seek.
MJ: We should do that again! We should all hide from the parents! (lines 381–98)

Children placed much more importance on the experience of fun and being together than they did on the learning derived from the programme.29 For us this was a reminder to be mindful of the multiple identities that children and their mothers occupy, which can be easily
overlooked in simplistic, binary analyses of family violence. While seemingly banal observations, these reports can be read as an assertion of the value of everyday experiences themselves as important in providing sources of creativity and renewal.\(^{30}\) Hiding (previous quotation), which for many children would have previously been a practice of protection (to hide from violence in the home), is rehabilitated to a more pleasurable and thrilling experience of childhood hide-and-seek and the mischievous teasing of mothers. Our findings are echoed in research by Nicky Stanley and colleagues on young people’s experiences and perceptions of specialist domestic violence services, with those young people who took part in the NSPCC research reporting that youth spaces ‘gave us a break, it let us be children . . . we never had a chance to be children’.\(^{31}\) Children’s experiences of the programme are an important reminder of the limitations of single identities (victim or witness, in this case) and the need for provisions that address children and women’s multiple needs and identities.

**Separate and connected**

Historically the women’s movement has been instrumental in creating the foundations for a responsive infrastructure to domestic violence and child abuse. Much of that early infrastructure revolved around the creation of refuges, or shelters, for ‘battered women’ – temporary accommodation that women could access in order to physically remove themselves from a violent relationship. Shelters were an important feminist intervention, and later institution, and remain an important physical and symbolic space of refuge for women leaving violent relationships. More recently, however, with the joining up of academic research and good practice, international bodies such as the Council of Europe\(^{32}\) have advocated the need for a range of services in responding to domestic violence. These include helplines and shelters which offer immediate services, with 24-hour access to counselling and safe accommodation for women and children; early proactive services; short-term counselling and advocacy; trauma care and long-term support; and outreach work and mobile services.\(^{33}\)

The CGP is, we believe, an example of a transitional moment in traditions of responding to domestic violence; a shift from responses that focused on an individual, liberal subject (the woman) to approaches that start to embrace what ‘the maternal’ means, namely a lifelong intersubjective and relational need to care and to be cared for.\(^{34}\) By bringing children into the fold the opportunity arises to rethink a number of foundational assumptions underpinning support practices.
Our own evaluation, and large mixed-methods studies on children’s experiences of domestic violence,\(^{35}\) suggest that taking children’s views seriously can open up new understandings of the emotional landscapes of family violence. The idea that guilt and blame, and the responsibilities those imply, may be the predominant emotional responses to violence experienced simplifies the affective assemblages of violence.\(^{36}\) It also places specific demands on women to assume a status of victimhood and children to reflect vulnerability in order to be worthy of collective concern, intervention and support services.\(^{37}\) Children and young people’s responses to violence bring a family perspective to the fore, in that violence is perceived as an interaction between adults with varied consequences for children.

The persistent theory that violence is transmitted from fathers to sons, and a generalised anxiety about all men being perpetrators of violence, puts young men in an uncertain position, and can make access to support difficult. Boys’ and young men’s complex and nuanced understanding of themselves and their positions in the social world can be undermined by essentialised and binary understandings of gender.\(^{38}\) Research evidence also suggests that the pathways for inter-generational transmission of violence are far from direct, often requiring the co-existence of neglect as well as multiple forms of abuse in a person’s life history.\(^{39}\) Persistent metaphors of the dynamics of violence can contribute to young men’s precarity. In recognition of this AVA extended the provision of the programme up to 21 years of age, and developed an educational programme to address violence and abuse in teenage relationships. However, we are not sure to what extent this programme provides young men with the tools required to explore their own biographies and relationship patterns without being positioned as potential perpetrators.

Finally, listening to children’s experiences of participating in social support provides an avenue for reframing the dominant identities ascribed and enacted to those affected by domestic violence. The children in both our evaluation and similar evaluations\(^{40}\) interrupted dominant responses that focus on safety and protection, reminding us through their narratives of their agency and participation. The shift from women-only to ‘the necessary struggle-in-relation’ opens a space for theory and practice in family violence to go beyond the woman/mother-and-(genderless)-child couple relationship. In the final section of this chapter, we sketch out ways in which responses to family violence can be further complicated in the journey from individual and couple to family and community responses to violence.
Imagining complexity

The focus on children in violent homes/families has coincided with an international and national triptych of trends characteristic of knowledge-based economies in late modernity: the institutionalisation of the evidence-based (medicine) movement,\(^{41}\) the rise in parenting cultures,\(^{42}\) and the systematic dismantling of the welfare state under neoliberalism and austerity policies.\(^ {43}\) As such, we are at a point of witnessing a shift in the policy and practice landscape, from a framing of domestic violence and intimate partner violence as a ‘woman-only’ issue to a public child mental health issue.\(^ {44}\) At the same time calls have been made in the literature for a more meaningful integration between feminist, sociological and childhood studies approaches,\(^ {45}\) and a reimagining of the dynamics of, and responses to, experiences of domestic violence in order to generate new practices.

Given the shifting frameworks it is perhaps unsurprising that evaluation research finds that attempts for more holistic responses to domestic violence, both in terms of prevention and provision/intervention, are currently fragmented on the ground.\(^ {46}\) In the CGP the relational message given in the training was often at odds with the programme commitment to a ‘gender-based analysis’ of violence. At the same time, the practitioners’ responses\(^ {47}\) suggest that the transitional moment that we are arguing the programme represents was well recognised. Practitioners identified the programme as providing children and mothers a start to recovery; the child-centred nature of the programme was well understood and in their accounts of the programme a number of the guiding principles, such as respecting and listening to children, were well articulated. Professionals also identified the programme as neither a parenting programme nor a woman abuse group, but, rather, something in between. Professionals varied in the extent to which they found the feminist theoretical underpinning of the programme useful for practice, and often drew on other bodies of knowledge (theoretical and policy) to make aspects of the programme theory more meaningful to them.

It is our argument in this chapter that the well-being of children and women can be improved when an attempt is made to work through the necessary tensions embodied in their relationship. Children and women are inevitably connected at the same time as also having separate cares and concerns. The next generation of responses to family violence needs to build on these emergent understandings of responses to domestic violence as a ‘struggle-in-relation’ in order to think about the broader contexts and ecologies in which violence takes place. In thinking about the
plurality of relationships that are implicated and explicated in thinking about family violence, consideration also needs to be given to relationships beyond the heterosexual couple/family (partners; parent–child).

The need for such consideration is important for the well-being of all involved, but is most starkly illustrated in family relationships that do not conform to the normative conceptions that were embedded in the CGP model. Women’s decisions to leave a violent relationship are multi-faceted (especially where a woman has children) and often involve multiple and complex considerations about her own and her children’s safety, housing, finances, immigration status and access to legal information. The most internationally comprehensive reviews of the research evidence on identifying and responding to domestic violence suggest that advocacy, outreach and information services can play an important role in mediating a woman’s decision to leave a violent relationship.

The CGP grappled with the tensions that many women experience between their rights and their society’s cultural values. For instance, the specific gender-based analysis of the CGP meant that, in a diverse city like London, which is home to a number of different communities, some women who were unable to leave the family home were not able to take part in the CGP. Children and women from Orthodox Jewish families, for example, often continued to live in the same home with the perpetrator even after they had officially split up. This is likely to be true for a number of women and children from cultural or religious backgrounds where multiple generations may live together in one house, or where perpetrators had modified their behaviours through perpetrator programmes. Decisions to leave a family home are also dependent on structural constraints and possibilities. For example, in the UK, refuge spaces are under threat, and UKROL data suggests the England’s refuge provision requires nearly 2,000 more spaces to meet Council of Europe Taskforce recommendations. This means that while some women fleeing violence will be able to secure safe accommodation in a shelter, others will have to seek out alternatives (e.g. friends or family members) if possible, or continue living with violence until other options become available.

Burman argues that services for children are often good on provision and protection but not on participation. While practices of children’s participation have become more widespread in children’s service provision across sectors in England, there has been a narrow focus on Article 12 of the UNCRC – and the elicitation of children’s views in decisions that affect them – but less of a focus on trying to understand what matters to children beyond the confines of an institutional moment. More programmes like the CGP need to be offered to children and young
people, and the needs of young people who witness or experience domestic violence should be prioritised and listened to.

Analyses of violence need to move beyond the current models that rest on essentialised ideas about men and women, and that ignore the multiplicity of experiences and factors that might lead someone to experience violence. Support needs to go beyond the reification of the idea that being violent (for men) and experiencing violence (for women) are ontological realities. Instead, analyses need to consider the contextual elements of violence that are situated in relation to power dynamics that include but are not limited to gender. Perpetrator and victim are not ontological positions, and should not be imagined as such. There are fathers who have experienced violence at the hands of female or male partners, and mothers who have experienced violence in the context of a lesbian partnership. While these people may only represent a minority of those in violent relationships, they are not unimportant. Equally, recent research in perpetrator programmes\textsuperscript{55} make clear that established interventions with violent men can lead to dramatic changes within relationships.

At the same time, further responses need to consider the complexities and challenges of ‘intimate autonomy’ and the complex dynamics of relating and separating.\textsuperscript{56} A US survey on women who had experienced domestic violence showed that while respondents from the 90 DV programmes surveyed reported their primary needs as being largely met by existing provision, they nevertheless had some key unmet needs, namely economic support and help for perpetrators of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{57} Women’s concern for perpetrators is unsurprising given the complexities of intimate relationships, yet these concerns are rarely represented in research or practice. It has been suggested that the theoretical dominance of feminist and cognitive behavioural theories in framing research on domestic violence is partly responsible for such concerns being overlooked.\textsuperscript{58} In the CGP there was some recognition of the complexity of intimate family relationships. A repeated relational message in the training was that violence was a \textit{response} to a situation and not a personal attribute (‘dad is not a violent person, he reacted violently’). Such a message allows for the possibility of change and transformation to apply to all, including potentially the perpetrator of violence, and needs to be further embraced in the provision of services.

Responding to family violence emerged as a political project built on women’s communities.\textsuperscript{59} We have argued that the CGP, and programmes like it, are emblematic of a crossroads in responses to domestic violence, an indication that the original political project is changing in response to social and cultural changes in how gender is understood.
and experienced. One of the analytical and practical challenges of carving up social problems in terms of demographic categories (young/old; male/female) and binary oppositions (victims/perpetrators) is that any gestalt between parts and wholes become severed. Haaken’s analysis of the narratives that have framed the women’s movement and the struggle to support women who have experienced domestic violence suggests a meaningful way of re-integrating parts and wholes. In her book, *Hard Knocks*, Haaken develops her arguments by engaging with the myths and counter-myths that have been historically employed to mobilise awareness and action against domestic violence. ‘It takes two to tango’ vs. ‘men initiate ninety-five percent of incidents of couple violence’ have for a long time framed knowledge of domestic violence. Original framings of women’s experiences of domestic violence also largely ignored children.

Drawing on object-relations psychoanalytic thinking, Haaken argues that ‘battered women have been valorized within feminism because they do bear – literally and symbolically – the collective injuries of women’.60 She goes on to explain that, while completely understandable, such idealisation results in denying women the ‘full range of [their] humanity’.61 In other words, a ‘battered woman’ is not only positioned as a victim, but specific demands are placed on her victimhood in order for her to be a symbol that can mobilise collective action: she must, above all, be ‘good’ in order to be worthy of collective concern. A woman who feels anger, rage or violence herself is a challenging candidate for a symbol of collective mobilisation.

Haaken argues for the cultivation of a more ‘depressive position’ in response to domestic violence, a term that comes from a Kleinian object-relations school of thought and ‘represents a movement beyond all-good and all-bad categories’. At the same time, recent feminist analyses of violence in other contexts have begun to reconceptualise violence as ‘a dynamic relational process that produces docile bodies and complex intersectional subjectivities’.62 Such analyses of violence and intervention as the one presented in this chapter have the capacity to instigate a movement towards more integrated and inclusive ethical responses to social problems that cut across age, gender, sexuality, class, and culture. Such analyses would enable a more dynamic and fluid model of family violence – and responses to it – to emerge, one that would place oppression and hierarchy at the centre of an analysis of contexts that produce violence,63 moving past ontologically determined positions that rely on essentialist notions of age and gender alone.
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Becoming-woman, becoming-child

A joint political programme

Ohad Zehavi

Solidarity

What better way to take up the issue at stake – the politics of women and children – than with Shulamith Firestone’s 1970 *The Dialectic of Sex*? Not only is it a groundbreaking work of feminist thinking, it should also be regarded as a true milestone in the history of the politics of childhood, if only for its fourth chapter, ‘Down with Childhood’, which is dedicated exclusively to this cause. In this remarkable chapter Firestone juxtaposes and interrelates, unflinchingly and unapologetically, the political predicaments of both women and children, and lays out a joint revolutionary manifesto, famously proclaiming that ‘we must include the oppression of children in any program for feminist revolution’. Although Firestone is a common footnote in many essays concerned with the woman-and-child issue, her bold thought on the matter has generally not been thoroughly attended to, and insofar as it has been addressed it seems to have elicited rather negative responses. Laura Purdy, for instance, who does look into the details of Firestone’s argument in her 1988 essay ‘Does Women’s Liberation Imply Children’s Liberation?’, bluntly concludes that ‘Firestone’s thesis is wrong’.

I beg to differ. In fact, I think that in dismissing Firestone’s claims and proving them ‘wrong’, Purdy completely misconstrues the nature of Firestone’s argument. For while Purdy’s reflections are all couched in a liberal rights discourse (as illustrated, for instance, by the title of another paper in which she rejects Firestone’s stance, ‘Why Children Shouldn’t Have Equal Rights’), Firestone presents an incommensurably radical political view based on revolutionary Marxist thought, which undermines
the very foundations of the common reflections on the proper way to treat children. It is therefore worthwhile to trace some of the basic tenets of Firestone’s argument, and to appreciate its rhetorical force and vigour, before attending to her more discrete observations.

The polemical tone is set from the very start: ‘Sex class is so deep as to be invisible.’ Sex is not merely a biological phenomenon; it is rooted in class conflict and calls for a class analysis. The division according to sex under patriarchy serves an oppressive regime, in which men dominate, exploit and subjugate women, just as under capitalism the bourgeoisie have dominated, exploited and subjugated the proletariat. Indeed, for this purpose Firestone draws on Marx and Engels, mobilising their dialectical materialism and revolutionary drive into the sexual sphere. The aim of this analysis, and of this political programme, is not mere reforms that would ameliorate some superficial inequality (in fact, Firestone suggests that traditional categories of political thought would not apply to such an agenda, and could not be part of the solution for they are themselves part of the problem), but eradicating the class system – all class systems – altogether. This, for her, is the task of a revolutionary feminism:

[...] just as the end goal of socialist revolution was not only the elimination of the economic class privilege but of the economic class distinction itself, so the end goal of feminist revolution must be [...] not just the elimination of male privilege but of the sex distinction itself: genital differences between human beings would no longer matter culturally.

Firestone’s class analysis goes further than that. For, according to her, in contemporary society not only sex forms a class division, but so does age. This is a crucial link Firestone draws between femininity and childhood, one that must not be overlooked. Children, according to Firestone, are an oppressed group just like women: ‘children of every class are lower-class, just as women have always been’. This oppression is brought about not only by the vast segregation of children, primarily (but not exclusively) by means of the education system, but also by children’s economic dependency, by their constant subjection to external authority and by their overall disenfranchisement. And, according to Firestone, just as mere reforms would not suffice in the sexual sphere, they would not do so in the realm of age either, for ‘our final step must be the elimination of the very conditions of femininity and childhood themselves’. Firestone, who to a large extent bases her observations on childhood on Philippe Ariès’s then recent and by now canonical account, draws from
this historical analysis the crucial philosophical conclusion: that if ‘childhood’ is a mere contingency — a historical, social construct — then we can, in principle, do away with it. In other words, for Firestone both femininity and childhood are fabricated, constructed myths, and since both myths serve as bases for oppressive social regimes they both should — and could — be eradicated. As a result we would no longer recognise a person as man or woman, adult or child, thus ‘clearing the way for a fully “human” condition’.

This is the gist of Firestone’s polemics: she asks us to harness the radical thinking about the politics of femininity for the sake of thinking radically about the politics of childhood. However, Firestone’s work does not only propose a theoretical thesis, but in this very process performs a political act in its own right. By including in a pioneering book concerned with the political status of women a long and detailed chapter devoted to the analysis of the political status of children, Firestone performs, in what should be regarded as a veritable speech act, a keen performative gesture of solidarity with children. This is no accident. ‘Few men’, she says, ‘show any interest in children. And certainly not enough to include them in any books on revolution’. It is up to feminist revolutionaries to do so, she says, so they would not miss an important substratum of oppression merely because it didn’t directly concern them. If women are to eradicate the class system into which they are thrust, they must also eradicate all class systems, starting with the prevailing yet somewhat unapparent class system subjugating the young.

Unschooling

Childhood is a myth. It is a contrived notion, historically produced and then ‘naturalised’ through various cultural practices and social institutions. And it is a class-forming myth, entailing daily acts of repression exerted on young people. Firestone wonders if the original myth, born in previous centuries, had not lost its force by the twentieth century, but concludes that on the contrary, its force had consistently grown and magnified. But hasn’t this tendency seen a radical shift in recent decades, with the growing attention given to children and the advent of potentially liberating technologies? Perhaps the most convincing testament to the fact that it has not, and that what we have witnessed is just more of the ‘pseudo-emancipation’ Firestone already acknowledged almost fifty years ago, is the persistent reality of the school, an institution whose hold on the lives of young human beings seems to be stronger than ever.
The modern school is, in essence, a place of incarceration. Although it is clearly less violent and brutal than the prison, it could be seen as much harsher and much less legitimate, for two main reasons. First, because of the scale of imprisonment involved: compulsory education is ‘the great confinement’ *par excellence*, to paraphrase Foucault, who referred to the institutionalisation of the mad and other outcasts starting in the seventeenth century; it is a relentless and perpetual mass segregation and expulsion of the young from the rest of society. The second reason is that whereas the convicted criminal could be seen to have merited his or her imprisonment, the child is subject to a bitter physical detainment without any intrinsic justification: he or she is institutionalised due to the mere fact of being young of age, ‘childness’ being their only fault.

In Ivan Illich’s seminal tract on deschooling he gives a phenomenological account of the school intended to unmask and uncover its true operations, and one of the main phenomena he scrutinises is the school’s requirement of full-time attendance. The school, Illich reminds us, is an institution that physically restricts the young for long hours, day after day, for many successive years, to a territory in which most of the rules of ordinary reality are suspended. As a result, ‘their chronological age disqualifies children from safeguards which are routine for adults in a modern asylum – madhouse, monastery, or jail’. As Firestone observes, children are forced to go to school – in fact they spend most of their waking hours in the coercive structure of the school or doing homework for it. The modern school, she reminds us, in its structural definition, exists to implement repression, the result of which is docility and servitude. ‘Young teachers entering the system idealistic about their jobs’, Firestone says, ‘suddenly are up against it: many give up in despair. If they had forgotten what a jail school was for them, it all comes back now. And they are soon forced to see that though there are liberal jails and not-so-liberal jails, by definition they are jails.’

The benevolence of the school system and beatitude of the school years is just one childhood myth that needs to be deconstructed. Another one is that school is the exclusive site in which learning takes place. Again, Illich claims the complete opposite: the right to learn of most people, he says, ‘is curtailed by the obligation to attend school’. This is caused by the widely accepted but ultimately erroneous conflation of learning with teaching. As a matter of fact, he says, learning takes place everywhere and at any time, most of it casually and regardless of any authoritative attempt to dictate it. Jacques Rancière reminds us that children learn from cradle without any teaching involved: they learn to walk and to talk without any set of rules or mandatory instructions. But at some point this innate capacity to learn from the various encounters with the social
and physical world seems to curiously disappear, at least in the eyes of adult society, and the young are told that they now must attend a special institution for the sake of learning.

This second myth, which Rancière calls ‘the myth of pedagogy’, serves to legitimise, and further entrench, the subordination of the young. If learning is only the result of teaching and explication, as the myth goes, then compulsory education is warranted, and the school is vindicated. However, Rancière contends that any effort to conduct and instruct the unruly will of the child diminishes the child’s powers, leading to what he calls ‘enforced stultification’. According to Firestone, the main result of compulsory education is ‘retardation’. The alternative is, in Rancière’s view, emancipation: in order to achieve it, all that needs to be done is to ignite in the child the dormant will, and the rest will take care of itself. Firestone’s programme is even simpler, and arguably even more emancipatory: ‘The best way to raise a child’, she says, ‘is to LAY OFF’.

But perhaps the ultimate and most harmful myth the school propagates is the very myth of childhood. ‘If childhood was only an abstract concept’, says Firestone, ‘then the modern school was the institution that built it into reality’. Illich seems to agree: ‘If there were no age-specific and obligatory learning institution, “childhood” would go out of production’, he says. When the school groups people according to age, when it segregates the young from the rest of society, it produces childhood as such. The man-made distinction between adults and children – implying a difference not just in age, but in kind – is produced by the man-made institution that designates a secluded space for the so-called child. The school is not the sole producer of childhood, but it is definitely a major one. And not only does it contribute to the contrived construction of the child as such, it endows it with particular traits and attributes, which ultimately render the so-called child as an inferior being, justifying constant manipulation. When the young are routinely segregated within the boundaries of the school they are subjected to what Gilles Deleuze deems a process of ‘infantilization’, which produces them as ‘children’, and the imposition of teaching and education within the confines of the school belittles them, producing them as weak and inferior. Education, under the auspices of the school, paints the young human being in the shades of incompetence. The severe initiation process embedded in the practice of schooling results in a systematic disrespect for and underestimation of the abilities of the young. Even if we do not accept Firestone’s claim that under such conditions ‘childhood is hell’, one can reasonably claim, as Illich does, that many children are ‘not at all happy playing the child’s role’, in other words they do not enjoy the invention of childhood.
For children may find themselves in a constant conflict between, on the one hand, their sense of themselves and of their abilities, and on the other hand, the constrained role imposed on them by society.\(^{42}\)

John Berger, in his poignant account of the gradual disappearance of animals from human life, has described the public zoo as a sad and ironic monument to the impossibility of encountering real animals.\(^{43}\) In a similar vein one could argue that the school is a monument to the impossibility of encountering real young people, for all we see now is ‘children’, or rather ‘schoolchildren’,\(^{44}\) which is a completely different species – a much more subdued, disciplined, domesticated creature than what young people can and should be.

### Anti-Oedipus

In the third chapter of *The Dialectic of Sex*, titled ‘Freudianism: The Misguided Feminism’, Firestone turns Freud’s theory on its head. She accepts the Oedipal structure that Freud evokes, according to which, crudely stated, the boy desires his mother and wishes to kill his father, but rather than seeing this as the mythological structure of the psyche, which each concrete child has to resolve individually, Firestone sees this structure as valid only in terms of power\(^{45}\) – that is, as a political affair. According to her, the child’s passions and drives are not innate, mythological dispositions of the mind; rather, they are engendered by the political structure – the power relations – the child encounters within the nuclear (heterosexual) family. The child (who in Freud is predominantly male) is not attracted to his mother as a consequence of an inescapable stage in the mythic Oedipal complex: his heart goes out to her out of sheer sympathy, in view of her stark powerlessness, which echoes his own. For the same reason he dislikes his father, who exhibits and exerts his dominating might. The child grows up in an oppressive climate. He is not oblivious to the hierarchy of power and authority, in which he occupies the lowest of ranks, but he can also sense other profound antagonisms and possible affinities:

He knows that in every way, physically, economically, emotionally, he is completely dependent on, thus at the mercy of, his two parents, whoever they may be. Between the two of them, though, he will certainly prefer his mother. He has a bond with her in oppression: while he is oppressed by both parents, she, at least, is oppressed by one. The father, so far as the child can see, is in total control.\(^{46}\)
Firestone observes that for the child, the nuclear family is not necessarily a haven of kinship and care as ideology has it, but could be a very polarised, aggressive and abusive realm. Freud, so the argument goes, recognised this fact, but relegated all the familial tumult and commotion to the unconscious, which allegedly functions within the boundaries of a mythological psychic structure. In doing so, Freud has unfortunately depoliticised the real workings of the family and relegated the established order, of which the nuclear family is a key functionary.

This is also the crux of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s argument in their provocative 1972 book *Anti-Oedipus*. Firestone’s and Deleuze and Guattari’s combined reflections on the political role of the family in children’s lives, against the backdrop of psychoanalytical theory, can perhaps be condensed into three main contentions. First, within the family the child is subordinated to his parents. This is performed by the most benign of gestures, starting with the very designation of certain individuals as ‘father’ and ‘mother’, or ‘mom’ and ‘dad’, a reiterated speech act that marginalises all other individuals and gives the crowned ones privilege and authority over the child, who is territorialised in his ‘home’ and made to revere his parents and obey their commands. Second, within the confines of his nuclear family home, the child is compelled to accept and internalise the oppressive dialectic of sex which he or she will one day ‘naturally’ come to embody and perpetuate. Third, the family is not only a place of unequal power relations (adult/child, man/woman), it is the place where power relations are forged and structured in the first place, as an alleged essence of human nature. In the family the child learns to accept and obey notions such as hierarchy, authority and domination. In this sense it is the initiating place of politics – the conflictual and contentious politics of dialectics. The best way to undermine these functions of the family must therefore be an anti-dialectical, anti-Oedipal way.

The girl

Jo Freeman recounts a telling tale from the late 1960s:

At the August 1967 National Conference for New Politics a women’s caucus met for days, but was told its resolution wasn’t significant enough to merit a floor discussion. By threatening to tie up the convention with procedural motions the women succeeded in having their statement tacked to the end of the agenda. It was
never discussed. The chair refused to recognize any of the many women standing by the microphone, their hands straining upward. When he instead called on someone else to speak on ‘the forgotten American, the American Indian,’ five women rushed the podium to demand an explanation. But the chairman just patted one of them on the head (literally) and told her, ‘Cool down, little girl. We have more important things to talk about than women’s problems.’

‘The “little girl,”’ Freeman goes on to say, ‘was Shulamith Firestone, future author of The Dialectic of Sex […], and she didn’t cool down’. When Firestone sets the task for feminist revolutionaries to speak up for children as well, she designates those revolutionaries in parentheses as ‘ex-child and still oppressed child-women’. ‘Little girls’, as it turns out, are the living link between the subordination of women and the subordination of children. A pure coalescence of woman and child, they are the quintessential person to be undergoing both repressions. The patting on the head is indicative of this strong link and of this cunning oppression. In patriarchal, adult society both women and children are supposed to be ‘cute’, and this inherent ‘cuteness’ warrants a physical attitude towards the woman and the child that is both degrading (‘Imagine this man’s own consternation were some stranger to approach him on the street in a similar fashion – patting, gurgling, muttering baby talk’) and offensive, making resistance much more difficult than in the face of open and blunt oppression.

But the ‘little girl’ is key to the link between feminism and the politics of childhood in another important sense. If femininity is a myth, then the person on whom this myth is first exercised, the person in whom it is engrained, is the (so-called) girl. Judith Butler explains that femininity is ‘not the product of a choice, but the forcible citation of a norm, one whose complex historicity is indissociable from relations of discipline, regulation, punishment’. The polymorphous child acquires a feminine subjectivity through various ideological interpellations, starting with ‘the initiatory performative, “It’s a girl!”’, which is then followed by an infinite set of speech acts and material practices, from the room that awaits her through the toys and clothes she is offered to the multitude of instructions and prohibitions she is required to obey along the way. According to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, our body is stolen from us early on:

This body is stolen first from the girl: Stop behaving like that, you’re not a little girl anymore, you’re not a tomboy, etc. The girl’s becoming is stolen first, in order to impose a history, or prehistory,
upon her. The boy’s turn comes next, but it is by using the girl as an example, by pointing to the girl as the object of his desire, that an opposed organism, a dominant history is fabricated for him too.\textsuperscript{56}

The young girl is the site on which femininity is insistently constructed, until she can no longer deny it.\textsuperscript{57} She is called on and taught to perform femininity, in order to become a proper woman – to facilitate her own submission to her impending lower-class status. In fact, children of both sexes are forced into a dualism machine, in which they are compelled to assume a subjectivity that is decisively either this or that. Moreover, according to Deleuze and Guattari, ‘when the child sees itself reduced to one of the two sexes, masculine or feminine, it has already lost everything; man or woman already designates beings from whom $n$ sexes have been stolen’.\textsuperscript{58} Thus children of both sexes undergo a constant interpellation into their designated gender, having to forsake their polymorphous bodies, but out of this arbitrary dualism machine comes a well-defined class system, in which one gender dominates the other. So if the very condition of femininity is to be undone, as Firestone demanded, in order to do away with the class system which it perpetuates, then the girl must lead the way.

But note that the girl is subject to two simultaneous interpellations – at the same time as she is turned into a future woman, she is also turned into a present child. Childhood is a myth just like femininity, and the ideology of adulthood constantly interpellates the young, in a similar fashion to the workings of the patriarchal ideology – through speech acts (baby talk, quizzing, etc.), designated heterotopias (the school, of course, but also the playground, the toy store, and so on), and exclusive attitudes and gestures (like the patting on the head) specifically designed for the young. For one is not born a child, but becomes one.

The girl is the site on which both femininity and childhood are built. She should therefore play a pivotal role in any true revolutionary movement concerning women and children.\textsuperscript{59}

\textbf{Becoming}

While feminism has been carried out in several successive waves, and has undeniably had a substantial (if not sufficient) impact, ‘childism’ is still awaiting its first wave.\textsuperscript{60} While the feminist revolution is well underway, the corresponding revolution concerning children is yet to
erupt. Perhaps this is because women have been more and more able to speak in their own voice, while children have had greater difficulty in gaining access to the public sphere. Firestone’s concluding remark in her chapter on childhood is this: ‘There are no children yet able to write their own books, tell their own story. We will have to, one last time, do it for them.’ This clearly sets the task for the revolutionary politician of childhood to theoretically and practically construct the means for children to speak out for themselves, in their own name, and be properly heard. It also asks us to be extremely cautious and self-critical in our political reflections on children: we should treat with immense suspicion the concepts that we habitually use whenever we regard children, as well as the concepts figuring in our conventional political vocabulary. This is not only in order to refrain from inflicting ‘epistemic violence’ on the young, who are regarded through concepts that have not issued from them, but also in order to be aware of the position from which we are speaking – are we merely reproducing the established order and serving the powers that be, or are we enabling and enhancing revolutionary forces challenging the dominant and dominating norms?

Whose business is the business of feminism? And whose is the politics of childhood? In the material dialectics advocated by Firestone it might appear to be the business of women and the business of children respectively, each out to overthrow the class system dominating them: women of the world, unite! Children of the world, unite! But this crude and schematic dialectics seems to be both impractical – how would the children of the world be able to unite within such an elaborate social machine that effectively binds them both materially and ideologically to their inferior rank? – and conceptually dubious, for it collaborates with the very ideology (adult-man ideology?) that fabricates essences and paints everything in the bleak colours of antagonism and conflict. Does feminism, for instance, appeal to women alone? Or should it appeal to humans of both (or rather all) sexes, who are appalled by the power regimes in which they participate and reluctant to continue playing along with them?

This is where the minoritarian politics of ‘becoming’ proposed by Deleuze and Guattari may come in handy. What is a minoritarian politics? It is a politics that intends to cater not for the ruling classes, but for minorities. What is a minority that a minoritarian politics should cater for? According to Deleuze and Guattari, ‘when we say majority, we are referring not to a greater relative quantity but to the determination of a state or standard in relation to which larger quantities, as well as the
smallest, can be said to be minoritarian: white-man, adult-male, etc. Majority implies a state of domination [...] Majority implies a state of domination [...]. Women and children, they say, are clearly minorities, deserving the minoritarian politics of becoming-woman, becoming-child, and women first: ‘It is perhaps the special situation of women in relation to the man-standard that accounts for the fact that becomings, being minoritarian, always pass through a becoming-woman.’ So the very first act of a minoritarian politics is ‘becoming-woman’, which is a rather vague notion, thought of in ‘molecular’ terms as the process of ‘emitting particles [...] of a micro-femininity, in other words, that produce in us a molecular woman’. This microfemininity is constantly produced by those identified as women, but the political agent that is called on to become-woman is the so-called man: ‘[...] the subject in a becoming is always “man”, but only when he enters a becoming-minoritarian that rends him from his major identity.’ The majority-oriented politics of women, fighting to win their own subjectivity within the macropolitics of conflict and contention, should be complemented by a minoritarian politics of (those identified as) men, who are asked to perform a metaphysical and political act of becoming that would not only dispossess them of their patriarchal privileges, but would also dismantle the very distinction between man and woman – the distinction on which patriarchy is constructed. For what is the act of becoming? It is a movement, but not from one clearly identified and stable point to another – say, from masculine to feminine – but rather a swift movement that ‘passes between points, [...] comes up through the middle, [...] runs perpendicular to the points first perceived [...]’, and that sweeps both points along with it until they are no longer distinguishable, as they enter a zone of immense proximity and copresence. It is a movement which is tangent to the dialectic, dissolving ostensible oppositions altogether. And just as the man is called on to become-woman, so is the adult – male or female – called on to become-child, a movement in which “a” child coexists with us, in a zone of proximity or a block of becoming, on a line of deterritorialization that carries us both off. This minoritarian, anti-dialectical movement, creating such an intense contiguity between apparently separated entities that they become indistinguishable, should lead to a great affinity between groups of people and to intimate kinship between individuals – but one that does not derive from predetermined classifications and is free from power relations.

The body is stolen from both male and female children, resulting in two seemingly distinct sexes and the ensuing class system. It is a metaphysical theft, with political repercussions. The most profound way to politically overcome this dialectics is to metaphysically undo its basic
tenets – it is for the (so-called) man to become-woman and disintegrate the concocted distinction on which privilege feeds. In the very same manner a presumed ‘adult’ must ‘become-child’ – forget that he or she is an ‘adult’, and forget that the young person is a ‘child’, in order to stop performing or playing the role of the adult (the father, the teacher, etc.). In so doing, the adult relinquishes the fabricated authority that he or she has over other human beings just because they happen to be younger.

The notion of becoming is an ambiguous one, and Deleuze and Guattari’s specific use of it is a rather peculiar one, and should be elucidated – particularly in its becoming-child conjunction. First it should be noted that, while in common academic discourse regarding children, ‘becoming’ is usually contrasted with ‘being’ in designating the child as developing towards adulthood rather than a living presence, for Deleuze and Guattari it is almost the other way around: ‘becoming’ denotes an individual’s instantaneous ability to metamorphose into something that is radically different from their gradually evolving, well-determined ‘being’. In fact, Deleuze and Guattari maintain that children are particularly prolific in becoming (attesting to every human’s potentially immense ability to become, a capacity that is increasingly curbed and therefore tends to diminish): ‘it is as though, independent of the evolution carrying them toward adulthood, there were room in the child for other becomings, “other contemporaneous possibilities” that are not regressions but creative involutions’, such as becoming-animal of all sorts. But note – and this is another important caveat – that in the political action of becoming-child advocated here it is not the child, but rather the adult, who is becoming (just as becoming-woman must be practiced, politically, by men). Becoming-child does not mean regressing to a child-like state or conjuring up your own childhood, and certainly not turning miraculously into a child. It means shedding off your contrived adult skin, so to speak – a productive forgetfulness allowing one to lose oneself, if only momentarily – so that a child can do away with its fabricated child skin. It is a political movement of an adult towards a child that wrests the latter from its child-being, and simultaneously the adult from its adult-being, so that the two can be, if only for a while, on truly equal terms.

Becoming-child, if performed en masse, would unquestionably have substantial macropolitical consequences, such as disestablishing the school and reconfiguring society so as to accommodate the young more fairly. But becoming-child is essentially a micropolitical affair, taking place whenever an adult encountering a child becomes-child and does away with his or her prerogatives and presuppositions in order to let the youngster be – or rather become. This adult can be a teacher,
salesperson, a neighbour, a researcher, but perhaps most prominently a parent, who is set on de-Oedipalising familial relations and doing away, in an anti-dialectical fashion, with the dialectics of sex and age. Becoming is a concrete micropolitical action concerning concrete dominated individuals and taken by concrete cultural agents who habitually, and perhaps inadvertently, exercise class division and domination. And in a political programme concerned with women and children, girls – real, concrete girls – should be the focus. Girls are turned into women and into children, and thus are doubly subordinated, by real, material measures – by everyday utterances, gestures and rituals. To become-woman and to become-child – to become-girl, if you like – is to persistently fight off these old habits and refrain from exercising these measures. According to Deleuze and Guattari, ‘Girls do not belong to an age group, sex, order, or kingdom; they slip in everywhere, between orders, acts, ages, sexes’, crossing right through the dualism machines out to grind them. To become-girl is therefore to set girls free from their culturally and perpetually determined roles, to let them keep slipping in between (and to let boys follow suit). It is to dissipate the presuppositions of femininity and childhood governing the encounter with another human being that only appears to be a girl.

The result of these minoritarian acts of becoming would not be a homogeneous society, where there is no apparent difference between individuals. On the contrary, the elimination of these exclusive differences should bring out an infinite abundance of differences, not subject to a priori transcendent categories such as male and female, adult and child, but liberated to form a multitude of contingent, dynamic, intensive relations between humans of all ages and all sexes.
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It is worth noting that the female authors of the 1969 ‘Redstockings Manifesto’, Firestone amongst them, ‘call on all men to give up their male privilege and support women’s liberation in the interest of our humanity and their own’ (Robin Morgan, ed., *Sisterhood is Powerful: An Anthology of Writings from the Women’s Liberation Movement* [New York: Vintage Books, 1970], 535).


Although Deleuze and Guattari refer to a wide range of minorities that call for a minoritarian politics, women and children always seem to figure first (see e.g. Deleuze and Guattari, *Thousand Plateaus*, 291–4), suggesting that the sexual and generational divides are in their view somehow more fundamental. And while on a metaphysical level the ultimate aim of becoming is becoming-imperceptible (Deleuze and Guattari, *Thousand Plateaus*, 277), this process almost always starts with becoming-woman and becoming-child (see e.g. Deleuze and Guattari, *Thousand Plateaus*, 272–7), reaffirming women’s and children’s primacy in the philosophy of becoming.

Deleuze and Guattari, *Thousand Plateaus*, 291. While there is much debate among feminist scholars about the use of Deleuze and Guattari’s politics for feminism, Pegalia Goulimari (‘A Minoritarian Feminism? Things to do with Deleuze and Guattari,’ in *Deleuze and Guattari: Critical Assessments of Leading Philosophers*, vol. 3, ed. Gary Genosko [New York: Routledge, 2001], 1486) has notably suggested that in placing becoming-woman at the forefront of their minoritarian politics, Deleuze and Guattari invite feminism to pave the way for other minoritarian movements, within and without the female realm.
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Deleuze and Guattari, *Thousand Plateaus*, 273. This might correspond with the notion of ‘growing sideways’ taken up in this volume by Erica Burman and by Rachel Thomson and Lisa Baraitser.

This rendering of becoming-child resonates with Rachel Thomson and Lisa Baraitser’s wonderful reflections, in this volume, on maternity as a challenge to conventional thought that invites us to contemplate the possibility ‘that a “person” could […] potentially become two’ and a ‘child’ can be thought of as ‘potentially multiple, interdependent, a “fleshy continuity” emergent at the intersection of self and other’. This seems to me like an exemplary case of becoming-child, which Deleuze and Guattari allude to themselves, seeing mother and child as contemporaries, almost conjoined twins, contesting the notion of individual selves (see e.g. Deleuze and Guattari, *Anti-Oedipus*, 158; *Thousand Plateaus*, 164). However, rather than thinking of it as the potential of a person to become two I would suggest that we think of it as the potential of the alleged two to become one – an undifferentiated, shared entity that is patently manifested in pregnancy and nursing but that can emerge out of any becoming.

Feminist intuitions in Peru’s Movement of Working Children

A dialogue between Alejandro Cussianovich Villaran and Jessica Taft

Founded in 1976, Peru’s movement of working children has for decades been organising for the well-being, rights, dignity and full social, political and economic inclusion of working children. Made up of several different organisations, including MANTHOC (Movimiento de Adolescentes y Niños Trabajadores Hijos de Obreros Cristianos) and MNNATSOP (Movimiento Nacional de Niños y Adolescentes Trabajadores Organizados del Perú), the movement involves around 10,000 working children and adolescents (NATs) and several hundred adult supporters (colaboradores). In addition to advocating for working children in local, national and international policy circles, the movement articulates and practices a model of intergenerational collaboration that challenges age-based hierarchies and seeks to create more egalitarian relationships between children and adults. In this dialogue, we consider the connections and disconnections between the movement of working children and feminism.

Jessica: From my point of view, there appears to be a strong feminist influence within the movement’s theories. The inclusion of household labour in the category of ‘work’ and the movement’s pedagogical approach, which emphasises the political significance of building caring personal relationships, engaging with emotions as a site of critical knowledge, and practicing tenderness as a political act, all seem to me to have intellectual debts to feminist economic
and political theory. But feminism, as a named concept or term, doesn’t seem to come up very often in movement discussions. Do you (and others) see the movement as part of a feminist tradition? Why do you think the term ‘feminism’ is absent?

Alejandro: We have not had a systematic reflection on this topic, nor a sustained discussion of feminism in the movement. But there has also been an instinct and an orientation against gender discrimination, even when the children did not use that word, although they do use it more now. They and we would always say everyone is equal, everyone deserves respect, and both girls and boys have been and can be delegates and leaders in the movement. And there are certainly points of convergence with feminism that have come from the lived experiences of the women and girls who have been part of this movement.

Thinking back to the meetings of the Juventud Obrera Cristiana in Lima, during the period when MANTHOC was being formed, there were two sets of young people active in the movement. One was the workers, young men and young women, who had been recently fired because of their union organising and other political activity, and who were now unemployed. The other was organised domestic workers. The unemployed women had a view of themselves as active and equal parts in the union struggles. The women in the domestic workers group had many insights about how their work lives included experiences of discrimination and mistreatment as women.

Jessica: It seems to me that one of the points of convergence then, probably comes from these domestic workers, in terms of thinking about household labour, both paid and unpaid, as work. Is that right?

Alejandro: Yes, I remember one meeting, in the early 1970s, where a union leader told the domestic workers that they should all leave that employment and go work in the factories because domestic labour wasn’t really work. One of the young women, an Afro-Peruvian, stood up and said: ‘How can you say I don’t work!?’ The union leader responded with the line that it doesn’t produce surplus value, and various things about labour and capital, etcetera. She responded that they produce time: time for others to do other labour, to produce other things, and so they produce surplus value indirectly. This didn’t come from feminist theory, but it came from her experiences and her analysis of her experiences.

Jessica: And now, in the movement, children who work in their own households also see themselves as workers. They identify that labour,
which produces time, as labour. Paid or unpaid, it is labour. I’ve had several young people say to me that they used to think of what they did as just ‘helping out’ but now they understand it as work.

**Alejandro:** The economists never count this labour; they don’t think of it. It is invisible. So, one of the things the movement does encourage is for children to see their ‘helping out’ as labour, as work that is valuable, and as work that should be valued and respected. The form of their work may be helping out at home, caring for siblings and so on, but it is work.

**Jessica:** This is, for me, very clearly in line with feminist theories, as is the movement’s attempt to bring children and children’s issues into the public sphere, rather than treat them as private or domestic matters.

**Alejandro:** That also is a point of connection. There are elements of the history of women’s movements and the pursuit of women’s rights that are also reflected in the history of our movements and the pursuit of children’s rights. But in our own history, while we have had moments of talking more directly about gender and about the particular experiences of women and girls, we have never really taken the time to think through these connections, to write out the history of these moments, or to name some of this knowledge as feminist or even as rooted in the perspectives of women and girls. I think about the young women from the movement who presented in 1979 at a conference in Mexico about women and liberation theology, who emphasised their subjectivity and agency not just as youth but as young women. And I think about the conversations we had about gender quotas in the 1990s, when many political groups and the government were all discussing these things, and when some girls in the movement initiated a big debate about whether or not we should also have quotas or if we should pursue gender equity in our leadership without forcing it in this manner. And the example I gave about producing time. But these stories of women and girls taking up these kinds of issues are not linked together in any of our reflections. So, there is a loss here, in having not written this story, not thought more systematically about these issues. It is unfortunate. Your questions make me wonder: how might our movement be different if we had done so? What might we have learned? How might we better understand our own dynamics and practices? What might our work look like today with this perspective?

There have not been very many people who participate in the movement who have identified themselves as feminists, or who have
come to us with this particular lens. We have had lots of other direct influences and engagements with other sets of ideas, including decolonial theory, Indigenous politics, critiques of neoliberalism, class and labour politics, children’s rights and human rights, but not so much with feminism. There have been indirect connections, certainly, but not as many direct relationships. And maybe that is because feminism here in Peru has been more associated with an elite, or maybe because feminist and women’s groups, including the more popular, working-class ones, have concerns about engaging with working children in the way that we do, with a critical appreciation for their work – because the topic is so polemical, and it can seem risky or controversial for them to support this version of childhood, to say they support children’s right to work. There have not been any conflicts or anything like that, but whatever the reasons, this has been a gap in our relationships.

Jessica: It seems to me, though, that in just the past two years the movement has become much more engaged in issues of gender and sexuality, participating in campaigns with Amnesty International around adolescents’ sexual rights, and the #niunamenos march against violence against women and girls.

Alejandro: Yes, recently, some of this has begun to change. More of the girls in the movement are coming with a perspective of women’s rights. We have also become much more involved with several new campaigns related to gender discrimination, violence against women and girls, and sexual rights. This has come from the NATs wanting to talk more about these issues, especially issues of relationships, sexual diversity and reproductive health, and from the colaboradores acknowledging that these things are an important part of the lives of the NATs in the movement. And also from people involved in these campaigns reaching out to us as they seek to build more relationships with organised children and adolescents. But there is much more work for us to do along these lines, places for us to grow and to continue to learn.
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Feminism and the Politics of Childhood: Friends or Foes? asks an impossible question, and then casts prismatic light on all corners of its impossibility. — Cindi Katz, CUNY

This provocative and stimulating publication comes not a day too soon. — Gerison Lansdown, Child to Child

A smart, innovative, and provocative book. — Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Syracuse University

This volume raises and addresses issues so pressing that it is surprising they are not already at the heart of scholarship. — Ann Phoenix, UCL

Feminism and the Politics of Childhood offers an innovative and critical exploration of perceived commonalities and conflicts between women and children and, more broadly, between various forms of feminism and the politics of childhood. This unique collection brings into dialogue authors from a range of social science disciplines, activist organisations, and theoretical perspectives. They address topics such as gender, generation and intergeneration, relationality, power, exploitation, solidarity, and emancipation in a variety of situations, including refugee camps, care labour, domestic violence, and childcare and education.

The authors focus on local contexts as well as their global interconnections, and draw on diverse theoretical traditions such as poststructuralism, psychoanalysis, posthumanism, postcolonialism, political economy, and the ethics of care. Together the contributions offer new ways to conceptualise relations between women and children and to address injustices faced by both groups.
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